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Diary of an Anarchist

For reasons sufficient to the writer, many places, people, observations and impressions have been left out
of this book. Some were secrets and some were known
by everyone and everyone has written about them
and will doubtless write more. . .
If the reader prefers, this book may be regarded as
fiction. But there is always a chance that such a book
of fiction may throw some light on what has been
written as fact.
Ernest Hemingway, Preface to A Moveable Feast

Periods of intense growth always leave scars.
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Preface

I hesitate to write a preface to this work for many personal
reasons and for reasons equally personal I feel compelled
to say if I could have expressed the idea of this work in
a word, a sentence, a paragraph, et cetera, I would have
simply written a word, a sentence, a paragraph, et cetera.
I wrote this book. It is honest and I said and thought a
great number of things about a great number of things
and I only ask if you choose to judge me on the things I
have said and thought, you judge me on everything, on
the idea, not the process, and not a word, a sentence, a
paragraph, et cetera and I recognize this is something I
can never require and only ever request.
January 12, 2012
Gloucester, MA

ix

BOOK ONE:
Growth & Form

one.

Christina just asked me to join her watching The Story of
Stuff. After a few moments of hesitation, as I had recently
begun to eschew activism in general and activistic media
specifically, I decided to join her, and was more than surprised by my reaction. I will let the video speak for itself,
but leave you with the words of Michael Herr:
I went there behind the crude but serious belief that
you had to be able to look at anything, serious because I acted on it and went, crude because I didn’t
know, it took the war to teach it, that you were as
responsible for everything you saw as you were for
everything you did.
Page 20, Dispatches

As I let go of embracing the only thing I need, I begin
a journey. Christina walks back in, casually and purposefully zipping up my red American Apparel track jacket embroidered with her former employer, Food Network, giving
me a hint of that I’m-doing-something-I-hope-you-notice
swagger. I love her and right now I only ask that she love
me too. For I can’t remember how long now, I’ve been feeling restive. Not even sure that’s the word I’m looking for,
but I want to do what I’ve never done, which is not nitpick the details and end up missing the point, or never
getting there in the first place. The point being that I
3
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haven’t been thinking. Sure, I’ve been thinking in the Igo-to-Harvard-and-build-robots sort of way. Thinking in
the I read, I write, I create, I think, I do, I’m a decent guy,
I cook, I clean, I verb. But only just now, on this colder
than it’s been morning, afternoon really, but it feels like
morning which is really what matters. Only just now do
I feel I’ve figured it out. Not so much solved something,
but figured out what to do next, something I really didn’t
really did kind of think I may have had to figure out, but
really I didn’t know that was the issue. See, I always do
know what to do next. It was the what to do after that that
I never really answered. And it really, though I failed to
notice, got to the point where I kept just doing what I had
to do next, and voila!, I got myself in this place where I lost
sight of what to do after that all together, and yet felt like
I was still continually working towards it anyway. Working and working towards something I had no idea what it
was. If I’m being honest, I’m not, at present, working towards anything particular now, but I am, I think, working
to figure that out, maybe. I really don’t know what I’m
doing, but there are a few things I do know, which make
me feel all right: First, I’m a pretty smart guy. I mean
that in the least pretentious, most honestly (though still
probably—My love just commented on my typing speed: I
love that she notices and seems to be in tune to my mood.
She really is amazing, in ways I think only I will know. ok,
back to work—nope, she grabbed me for a minute or two of
gazing out of the window to the inner courtyards (← not
nearly as nice and as that sounds) of Bra. Now another
few minutes to investigate the mystery of the “Sizzling and
Popping" tea-kettle, for which suspense has been building
for a few days now. Seems as though water is getting into
the base plate (heat sink) of the tea kettle. Another five
minutes just now, to discuss a section of one of Michael
Pollen’s books on Omega-3 fatty acids, their origins in algae, and whether leaves. . . (note to self, learn and write
more about the Omega-3 vs Omega-6 fatty acids, begin-
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ning with the Michael Pollen passage). And officially, I am
off-topic. These thoughts to be continued. . .

two.

What can I do? As one man, what am I in control of? Capable of? Happy with doing? How can I live for myself
and everyone else at the same time? I think it starts with
letting go. How can I help the most?

7

three.

So let me continue where I left off. . . or not. . . yet again to
be continued.

9

four.

So I have to admit, it’s a little scary sitting here, on the
edge of something. As usual, I probably won’t jump, but
climb down with caution? That sounds better. Right now
the biggest questions in my head are healthcare and my
family (in the friends/family use of the word). Strange.
Well, maybe not. It seems that the only thing I cannot
figure out how to do on my own/remove from my life is
the need for/desire of/perception to require/fear to not have
healthcare. What if?: I get hurt, get sick, need medicine,
get (Christina) pregnant? How will a life out of the system fair me then? Can I count of the goodness of people to
pull me up and make me and my family well? Am I willing
to accept not the best when it comes to caring for myself
and loved ones? Can I accept the best if I know it comes
at the externalized costs to the ecosystem (humans inclusive). If I have turned my back on the system, can I still
count on it to be there for me? This one will take sometime
to answer.
So now the question of school? I haven’t talked about it
much, but (one of Christina’s apartment-mates) Clelia and
I were talking over breakfast this morning (well, she was
eating, I had already had my food and was pleasantly distracted to chat for a bit before starting to work—whatever
that means right now), and, after a very refreshing discussion of the content I developed for my Stuff in Stuff course,
11
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the topic turned to my impending change. Come to think
of it. . . I’d rather not discuss it at the moment, but I am
certain it will flesh itself out on a later occasion. I feel like
working on getting this document on the internet for the
moment. Then I’d like to consider writing up a document
on an idea for how to create materials that change size
and stiffness, something I’ve been meaning to do for a few
months now.

five.

I wrote this this morning as I was writing up a technical document for that idea I mentioned, but then decided
to continue the introduction in jargon and with technical details and edit it out—it’s easier for me to write in
the science / technology / math language, which sounds so
strange (and wrong) to me as I write this. Allora. Here it
will live until (and after) it finds a home somewhere else:
In technical writing, often the main idea is obfuscated by the use of jargon, to maintain brevity, and
the inclusion of details required only by experts in
the field, to (among other things) demonstrate completeness, both of which are not fundamental to understanding the crux of a matter and can be removed for most introductory discussions without loss
of, and in fact to aid, comprehension. In this section
I aim to elucidate the concept of Venational Materials clearly and concisely in just such a manner. The
remainder of the exposition will provide a series of
more complete discussions to expound the related
concepts and satisfy the technical reader.

In the interest of being complete, for anyone who feels
bothered (as I am apt to be) when they read a technical
document and they cannot understand it, the author makes
no effort be explicit, or there are not enough explanations
13
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of arcane words and concepts, the very definition of technical is (as per the Apple Dictionary application):
technical: (especially of a book or article) requiring
special knowledge to be understood.

On this note, I don’t think we will ever be rid of technical documents, they are (methinks) necessary for the
quick, concise, and (somewhat) timeless communication
between scientists; but in a world where the public needs
to be ever-increasingly aware of scientific results, and as
we cannot trust the media and government to do an acceptable job at reporting them to us and creating policy
that effectively uses the knowledge gained from them, respectively, there is the need for a new type of document,
written by science-translators. . . Much much more on this
idea to follow (eventually), as it is (maybe) the most important to me.

six.

From the Introduction of the revised (second) edition of
Harold McGee’s On Food and Cooking:
Today its clearer that curiosity and understanding
make their own contribution to mastery.
Page 2, On Food and Cooking

I know it’s a bit out of context, but the simplicity and beauty
of this idea really struck me in a way that transcends the
context for which it was written.

15

seven.

Jeez, I feel like an old man. My back has been maintaining a strong position in my mind all day, as my lower right
back muscles continue (from yesterday) to tighten. It’s
been difficult to focus, but I’m managing to make some
progress in On Food and Cooking—and by progress, I mean
I finished the introduction, but, as you may or may not
find out, I love introductions to books (written by authors);
many times they are more insightful than the text itself.
You can tell the brilliance in McGee’s view through
the perspective he sprinkles throughout. These passages
stood out:
Flavors are something like chemical cords, composite sensations built up from notes provided by different molecules.
The great virtue of the cook’s time-tested, thoughtlessrecipes is that they free us from the distraction of
having to guess or experiment or analyze as we prepare a meal. On the other hand, the great virtue of
thought and analysis is that they free us from the necessity of following recipes, and help us deal with the
unexpected, including the inspiration to try something new. Thoughtful cooking means paying attention to what our senses tell us as we prepare [food],
connecting that information with past experience and
with an understanding of what’s happening to the
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food’s inner substance, and adjusting the preparation accordingly.
Pages 3 & 4, On Food and Cooking

This last sentence resonated with me, as I think I instantly
abstracted it to apply broadly to thoughtfulness in general: Thoughtfulness means paying attention to what our
senses tell us—including our mind as a sixth sense—connecting
that information with past experience and with an understanding of what is happening inside of what we are studying, and adjusting our view accordingly. Yeah. . . I like that.
Thanks Harold.

eight.

I’ve been focused inward since my return. I’m having trouble understanding and defining companionship and success. The immense impact of the thoughts and actions of
the people I truly care about in this world confuses me. I
feel the effects on my mood, but I cannot come to terms
with the reason. Allora. I happened upon a few little paperbacks that have been occupying my mind as well. I
have a feeling I will come back to George Orwell’s essay
Why I write a few times in my life. Here’s a particularly
nice passage (emphasis mine):
Putting aside the need to earn a living, I think there
are four great motives for writing, at any rate for
writing prose. They exist in different degrees in every writer, and in any one writer the proportions will
vary from time to time, according to the atmosphere
in which he is living. They are:
1. Sheer egoism. Desire to seem clever, to be talked
about, to be remembered after death, to get your own
back on grown-ups who snubbed you in childhood,
etc. etc. It is humbug to pretend that this is not a
motive, and a strong one. Writers share this characteristic with scientists, artists, politicians, soldiers,
successful business men—in short, with the whole
top crust of humanity. The great mass of human
beings are not acutely selfish. After the age of
about thirty, they abandon individual ambition—
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in many cases, indeed, they almost abandon
the sense of being individuals at all—and live
chiefly for others, or are simply smothered under drudgery. But there is also the minority of
gifted, wilful people who are determined to live their
own lives to the end, and writers belong in this class.
Serious writers, I should say, are on the whole more
vain and self-centered than journalists, but less interested in money.
2. Aesthetic enthusiasm. Perception of beauty in
the external world, or, on the other hand, in words
and their right arrangement. Pleasure in the impact of one sound on another, in the firmness of good
prose or the rhythm of a good story. Desire to share
an experience which one feels is valuable and ought
not to be missed. The aesthetic motive is very feeble in a lot of writers, but even a pamphleteer or a
writer of textbooks will have pet words and phrases
which appeal to him for non-utalitarian reasons; or
he may feel strongly about typography, width of margins, etc. Above the level of a railway guide, no book
is quite free from aesthetic considerations.
3. Historical impulse. Desire to see things as they
are, to find out true facts and store them up for the
use of posterity.
4. Political purpose—using the word ‘political’ in
the widest possible sense. Desire to push the world
in a certain direction, to alter other people’s idea of
the kind of society that they should strive after. Once
again, no book is genuinely free from political bias.
The opinion that art should have nothing to do with
politics is itself a political attitude.

Page 4, Why I write

And here is how Orwell concluded the work:
Looking back through the last page or two, I see that
I have made it appear as though my motives in writing were wholly public-spirited. I don’t want to leave
that as the final impression. All writers are vain,
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selfish and lazy, and at the very bottom of their motives there lies a mystery. Writing a book is a horrible, exhausting struggle, like a long bout of some
painful illness. One would never undertake such a
thing if one were not driven on by some demon whom
one can neither resist nor understand. For all one
knows that demon is simply the same instinct that
makes a baby squall for attention. And yet it is also
true that one can write nothing readable unless one
constantly struggles to efface one’s own personality.
Good prose is like a window pane. I cannot say with
certainty which of my motives are the strongest, but
I know which of them deserve to be followed. And
looking back through my work, I see that it is invariably where I lacked a political purpose that I
wrote lifeless books and was betrayed into purple
passages, sentences without meaning, decorative adjectives and humbug generally.
Page 10, Why I write

nine.

It’s 5:02 AM in Bra, Italy right now, which is where I am
not. I lay here, on my unmade bed, in our five bedroom,
four dude apartment in Allston, Masshole. This place is
getting to be the death of me. Really. I never thought it
would come to this, but I can’t belive it I’m leaving. getggin out. Letting go. giving up? I guess not, but they’ll
probably see it that way. At least taht is how they have to
look at it. They can’t see it any other way really, How could
they? It’s how they are raised. It’s the very essence of their
life, Nothing else could be further from the truth, could be
the truth. the truh, they say, will set you free, but I don’t
think that is the case. I think that you have to be free in
order to tell the truth. Truth, absolute, gutt wrneching
honesty is the key to freedom. shit i just lost my train of
thought, fucking asshole, getting all caught up in figuing
out how to type fast, I tshould just type fuck ypeos typos,
I can’t be slowed down. I wish i would have paid better
attention to my typing teachingers. buecaseu this is hard
right now. I ca n’t seem to type well, but in any case, at
least, for fucks sake, i;m writing. finally, writing. a writer
I am, or will be, but shit, it’s only 5:06 in Bra, and I still
here in Allston. I guess this is where I will stay. fucking
dick staining my sheets, as cum dribbles. I’ve got to keep
that habit, i guess? masterbation, mental or physical is
for the dogs. I think, i’ve got a higher purpose, but who
23
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knows. maybe masterbation is the only way to truly know
yourself. I mean, fucking, making love, it;s all the same
thing. A series of muscle contractions. I learned that in
Chloe, the film i watched last night. don’t think man, just
type. I stopped to scratch my face, and boom, the thought
is gone. I had an idea, I had a thought about that movie,
I was talking about, Chloe, But them, boom, like that, a
new thought I new idea, I can’t even stop to scratch my
face now, even though th itch is now in two locations and
geaining traction fast. Oh well, Maybe I;ll try to get back
to Chloe, Gotta check that time, it’s 5:09 Am in Bra. I
wonder what Christina is doing, But in any event, Chloe,
and the life lesson. Orgasms are just a s eriess of muscle contractions, said the protangonists. I extrapolated:
sex is just a series of muscle contractions, but oh, what a
good set of contractions it is. I wish I oculd have sex rigjt
now. i wisht here was a way for that to be ok. But masterbation will do. and tonight I’ll be doing that. well, done
that, probably not gonna do it again, I checked the clcok
before the last sentence, and it said 5:11 in Bra. Still time
ticks on in Allston. Maybe I’ll go have a cigarette, I can’t
belive I smoke. that’s a terrible horrible thing. and you
know the only way to have every confidence that you won’t
show this to anyone, or if you do, you are truly free, because you can be honest? the truth is, i jsut say all the
deep dark, demons, (banal. . . not banal, trite, hackneyed).
I get out allmy real life, actual deamons right here on the
fucking page. (Screen) I wonder how i would do on a typewriter. I find it hard to type well, but I will train myself to
be a good typist, becauseonly then can i write well enough.
godddamn thumb keeps fucking up 5:13. Damn this is taking a while, Bra italy, time, why do I leave my computer
set to Bra time? Becasyse I like to, ostensibly, know, or
feel, just for a fraction split of a second, how I would feel
standing, awake , in this moment, in Bra, had I just looked
at the clcok there. I’d be like, shit man, you really are the
man, typing away at 5:14 AM, that’s crazy dedication, and
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I’d say, listen homeboy, I’s only 11:15 PM where this nigger’s from and I can’t remember the last time I wrote that
word, or ever, but this is mine, and it is what goes on inside out. which is crazy, because I have internatlized a
racial slur and it’s funny to me, in my core , to use. holy
shit, 5:15, I’m losing steam, but getting close the edge is
kind of nice. I feeel like I can make it, but I definitaely
also feel like i’ve loost the feeling, and that my hands are
getting tired, fingers tired really, but I find it hard to keep
going and still getting out the correct things from my fingers from my head, ots 5:16 in Bra, I can’t belive i’m looking up every minute now, I must realy want to stop, but
I can keep going, I’m trying to get inot a cadence so taht
what I am typing as fast as I can without slowing down
or stoping which means that my thoughts are runnning
right up to the edge of my fingers and that I can’t stop
the running. I have to get it; out, otherwise there will be
a disconteck between me and the world, hiccup, the idea
is that because of the frequence wave problem, Professor
wolfe so elegantly explained via an E&M midterm or final
examination, the perfect time to be teaching a concept, A
conveyor belt with M&M’s must dump the M&M’s at the
end, if the frequency of there falling were different than
the frequency of the conveyor belt, shit wouldn’t work, the
world would collaspe. As it is with my ideas, but the difference is, that I can tell when my fingers slow down that
thetere has been either a change in thought, or a hiccup
in form from the movement of my fingers on the keyts. I
can eliminate both of these with practice, both typing and
in expressing ideas quickly, I thikn it is time to stop now.
5:19. nigga made it.

ten.

it’s 5:28 AM in bra, italy. I need to change the type face.
I’m a bitch, but i’m a do it anyway. dick. Back. ok. 5:29 in
Bra. I’m in Allston. Standing in the bar, wondering why
I decided to write again tonight. I guess it felt good, and
i’m feeling confidence, but maybe it’s weird tat i menat to
write confident, but my hands wrote confidence, and I like
the way that ssounds better That happened last time too
with a few words, most notably, i meant to write kick that
habit, and I said keep that habit, which is probably closer
to the truth.. drag. mutter mutter, blah blah. I don’t even
know what this will do, but it does feel good tow rite something, anything at all. I mean that is what I w"ant to do"
wright? that just came out too, what is whith my hands rtping what they feel and not what I say, it;s wierd liek they
are on the inside looking out better than me, whose is ostensibley on the outseide looking in. does that even mean
anything? sure sounds deep, but i think it’s bollocks. drag
drag. I want to go to bed, but i don;’t want to read i’m not
tired and i feel like iw ant to write, because i feel guilty
if I just think and on’t record. I wish icouuld just tape
record my brain, that’d be nice, well my thogts, that’; be
easier to interpert, maybe, maybe not. drag. yawn. shit.
what am I doing. who am I. these are statements. not
questions. is that sensible? who knows, but they feel like
statements. or at least, I want to try to think about what
27
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that means. who am I. who I am. I am who. drag. door.
doc. naked party. underwear party, really, but naked is
funnier to say and think. doc’s drinking OJ. carbs? what
? butthead. this feels like when I bitched about Michael
Granate on my LiveJournal. Has nothing changed? Do
I still have that whiny guy inside me? probably not, definitely do. who am I kidding. Gonna drink some of that oj.

eleven.

‘does listening for the sexie noises oi your roommate and
his prety little girlfriend first thing in the morning make
you a creep? i mean the windows are pen and aI can hear
the birds chirpin just fine, but what I’d really like to hear
is some good old fashion morning sex. the kind of stuff
guys love to jerk it to. the thing that dreams are made
of . o. i forgot. 12:29 PM in Bra right now. I’m stil in
Allston. I hesitating this morning, with the exerise. It
wasn’t the FIRST thing I did, but pretty damn near close
to it. I had afew other thoughts before I wrote, but not
many. I wish that I had more to say, but I’m surprosed
that I’m saying anything at all. When it comes down to
it, I guess I do think a lot and translating that thinkning onto the page is not as hard as I tthink it can be. I
just have to do it I ahave to force my unconsciousness to
get a jobg. To work for a living to feed itself. I feed it
with books. Sometimes I wonder if I read to much, or put
too much stock in the opinions of other people, other authors, other writers. But then I think no Everyone reads
the greats and not os greats. The lessor works are there to
make you really appreciate the stronger ones. But who really knows. I mean Greg was saying to me soemthing very
similar to what Drew said to me probably close to 10 years
ago: Well not the same thing, but pretty gosh darm close.,
It was about thinking on your own and not getting caught
29
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up in the views of other people while forgetting to think
for yourself. What do I feel? What do I think? What do
I? These are questions, unlike who am I wich I deciddded
last night was a statement. A statement about what I cannot know, but it is stating stomething. who I am. who am
I? I made that one a question, but that was a typo. Man,
ok, now this is starting to drag. 12:35 PM in Bra. Not oo
shabby, I’ve got what, five minutes of actual writing. of
pure free form, near perfect cadence typing. I’m kidding
myself about the perfect cadenence, but it was pretty (relatively) close. More close than I thought it would be. It’s
funny that this is easier in the morning and not at night.
Maybe beccause it is fresh mind, unadultered by the day.
I always loved morning me. I can think like the Dickens
in the morning, but then again, who can’t? I guess a lot
of people. Not before they have their coffee. fuckin shame
that people feel so locked up all the time. Must suck to
feel so useless. I don’t feel that, ever. or boredom. I honestly cannot remember the last time I was bored. Let’s talk
about that drewam I just had. On a bus, or waiting to get
on a bus. The setting is some version of Sithtown High
School.The one that I went too. Let me think , must be
west. Smithtown Highschool Wesst. So we’re there, and
we’re getting ready for a trip. I think Rob is there and so
are people from the lab. And I’m trying to buy snakcs for
casey Rock. Not snakes„ snacks, but that was the slip of
the fingers again. I digress. So these snakes :) for casey
rock, she wants pringles, the garden salsa kinnd, which
are really sunchips, but in my dream, I gotta find these
fuckin pringles, among other useless snakcs. So I;m lookin
and searchin, and timeiis clicking on and I tink Iaw was
on a bike or some other form of transport to get me to the
bus, but It doesn’t leave, and when I get here, it turns ou
t it’s late, and that I don’t have to rush at all, but I still
dont have all the right snacks for the strp and I’m not sure
what happened after that. I woke up and buitched aout
trying to write, the time is 12:41 in Bra. and then i didn’t
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know waht tod o. Fucking crazy life. Cares, and moterocycles. pause, fart, brain, thought. cars and motorccles are
moving around outside what the fuck right do they have.
I gotta listen to that shit, the T, the garbage trucks. I
gotta listen to all that on my morningm just because they
have a “right:" to be there. Fuck that. An old man gets
up and breaths, I don’t here, it, I care less than I do now
about something that means less. I mean, maybe It means
morn but who can tell these days anywhat? really? who
can tell anything about anything anymore I can’t for fucks
sake. I’m barely making it as it is. no wife, no kids, nothing reaklly, beausedes some thousands in the banl and a
who lot of bubris. vaginal or otherwise. Man this is rally
starting to be come a chore. 12:44, I think. If I think it is,
if I forget that I am typing, I just write, which is kind of
nice because I Think the point of the exercise is to be efficient at tpying andgeting your thoughts out, but I do wish
I had more things to say, that will comeI understand. But
for now I will have to push === I want to say put up with
this garbage, but again push came out. this is becoming
a habit I’ll have to keep an eye on. it’s quite wonderful
to have my hands do the thinking. 12:46PM, still going,
yawn, fuck, I’m tired and I havn’t even begun the day.
I guess I’ll call my lady and say hello, thought i;s gonna
caost me an arm and a leg to make the call but i have to,
I’mt he man. I have to all, so I will ad that is that. 12:47
PM in Bra. I;m still in bed in Allston.

twelve.

Dear Dr. Donald Ingber,
I am writing you to communicate an idea I had in November of 2010, which has, for a number of unextraordinary
reasons, been placed aside and for which I do not think
there it can remain. The main concept is to, drawing inspiration and appropriate systems from biology, engineer
material systems capable of locally changing size and stiffness, allowing for, among other technologies too vast to
begin to enumerate here, the eventual creation of a composite material which can change from rubber to rigid.
Hitherto, such materials were only an engineer’s dream.
I truly believe they are now, given the state of the art,
wholly within our grasps.
The idea is simple, and came to me on a long drive, as
I was pondering the science of cooking. My mind jumped
from the elasticity of steaks to the elasticity of robotic systems, and an important connection was made between the
two: there is no difference. Everything we do to steaks,
specifically cooking and digestion, we can do to artificial
materials. I harked back to an idea I had at the beginning
of the Chembots program, to embed microfluidic channels
into composite materials—creating a system of veins—and
pump a “chemical cocktail” universally through the material, the material locally responding to specific chemicals
in the cocktail, allowing a universal method of releasing
33
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both a control signal and the energy to create the desired
change. I immediately combined this with my new connection, and realized that we could also pump materials
to and from locations: we could locally cook and digest
parts of the material through a globally distributed system. The obvious analogy is the way that the human body
processes food, build structures, delivers signals, and regulates its systems.
I believe it is not a stretch to say that a project such as
this is directly inline to Wyss’s stated goals and current
research efforts. I have written much more on the topic,
but in recognition of the value of your time and because I
am a bit lost as to what would be the best way to present
this idea, I will hold off sending anything else until your
response. I think I have given you enough information for
your imagination to play with for the moment. I hope you
see the immense value of this concept, and can advise and
assist in its realization.
As ever,
Michael

thirteen.

So I write again. It’s been a month, and an awful lot has
changed. I think I’m a writer now. Maybe in a lot of ways,
not to sound cheesy, but it will anyway, I’ve always been a
writer. A writer out of balance. Not sure how to allow the
artist and the artisan to coexist. I just looked up the definition of artisan, it felt like it fit, but I wasn’t sure, and it
works perfectly. Even mentions a bit about especially one
who works with his hands. And what is writing but one of
the most fundamental ways that humans have learned to
use their hands? What is more intimate, a truer expression of the inside out. As I’ve been writing, to myself, I’ve
come to type words here and there that are not the words
my mind intended, but upon review, turned out to be more
incisive, and often opposite of what I had intended. To
make the general specific, I’ve typed ‘keep’ intending to
write ‘kick’ in reference to a base, maybe the lowest, habit.
I’ve also type ‘wright’ when asking myself rhetorically if it
was ‘right’ that I write. It’s these little moments, more
than the big ones that I reflect upon most. But honestly,
it feels good to just put my ideas on the page, instead of
conversing with myself in the ephemeral zone between my
ears. I read in a way, and have taken to believe, that the
unconscious likes to play. It likes to solve problems of all
kinds, and our inner monologues are our way of playing.
So often, while I’m playing with myself, I have a serious of
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thoughts, a discussion that leads me to a momentarily profound concept. Then, over a series of often minutes, sometimes days, I internalize this concept, prove it, and either
decide it was bollocks, or more times, lose interest, having
grown a bit, and therefore any further discussion on the
immediate topic leads to boredom. How can a state like
this truly exist except for in those moments? One way is
to write it, right then. To have the discussion on the page.
To leave a trail, if followed, it will lead back to the original state of mind, or something close to it, or something
very far from it, but it will lead the traveler somewhere
new. Or they will be bored, or frustrated. If the writing
does not challenge at all and only reiterates known ideas,
or presents ideas that are internally rubbish; or presents
too many currently, ostensibly, unconquerable challenges,
boredom and frustration, respectively, are inevitable. For
these reason also, I’m not sure how many books I will be
globally recommending. I may still decide to update my
book list, but more for posterity, to record the evolution
of my thoughts through the conversations I have had. If
this is to be complete, I must also record (how will be interested, as I do not feel comfortable typing away during
all of my miscellaneous discussions) all of my talks with
friends, family, et cetera as well as learn to write instead
of inner monologue, and append the books I read to show
how I responded to the arguments presented. An onerous
task indeed, and one I will make no effort to complete. As
with perception, I will edit, and bring in, in my opinion
(there is no other way), the pieces of the picture that will
allow a competent observer to fill in the rest, which is often the overwhelming majority. This is art. This is life.
This is being.

fourteen.

I had intentions to write out the exposition on Venational
Materials, so that the impending meeting with Don Ingber could be most productive, and it still will be, but for
now I need to get a few things out. Nothing specific, but I
feel full. One thing I thought on the stairwell today was
about barriers. What were the barriers keeping me from
pursuing what I know to be a great idea? Why do I have
such trouble moving forward? I don’t think it’s fear. At
least not a typical fear. Maybe it’s fear of becoming committed and then losing interest. I often do that. And when
my commitments are to no-one-but-myself, it is ok. It is
just for me and I don’t really care about whimsy. It’s been
a long time since I’ve been bored, another thought I had
recently. I actually cannot remember the last time I was
bored. Restless, yes. Restless to begin something or continue something for which I had been interrupted, or because of social tact could not immediately pursue. But
bored of the situation? Bored of anything? No. Everything has value, and I tend to find it or stop looking pretty
early on. I haven’t read a bad book, probably because I
don’t continue to read bad books. Judgemental? Maybe. I
think you need to be to be discerning. Well, maybe not so
much. I mean, discerning is interesting, because it seems
that it does not involve assignment of value. Or rather,
assignment of good or bad. I think value does not neces37
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sarily imply good and lack of value the same with bad, but
I think they are pretty close. Value, I must say, is subjective. I don’t think there is anything with inherent value,
maybe food stuffs, water, an appropriate climate. But I
have no intention of discussing such base needs at the moment. I’m curious if, and maybe I’ve read this somewhere
before, just not in the precise same form, we have intrinsic values on things. I don’t think that makes sense, but
I’ve got another idea to pursue momentarily, which is even
things like food and water and such only have value to us
because of their effect on us. There apparent necessity to
continue doing the thing we know how to do best, at our
core, be alive. Not “be" alive as in the metaphysical concept of being, but just to not be dead. I think every living
thing is alive is a tautology no one can argue false. But I
seem to have gone down a silly path. The idea, methinks,
is that the value of something is related to the effects it has
on us. The use it has to complete a, necessary, goal. Values may or may not be different from having value. My
values tell me to generally do unto others as I wish to
be done to me, but if I actually believed this, and internalized this simple idea, my life would be one of outward
and only ever outward behavior, something I think goes
against myself. Or maybe not, I mean to stay inward in
order to reach out must, in it’s core, be the same thing? If
I know that only by reaching further inward, can I pump
outward thoughts, feelings, actions, beliefs that will positively affect others, then maybe I have internalized the
aforementioned mantra. I love to read. And I believe it is
largely due to my love of discussion. My affinity for great
writings, I believe, is a desire to be amongst one’s peers.
And the way to do this is to join them. To spend the time
now, conversing with you, with me. My conversations with
myself will be for you. And my hope is that you will discuss
with me.

fifteen.

Seriously, everytime I go to get started on the aforementioned exposition, I halt. Stop. No thoughts. Maybe I already have too much written, and I just need to start writing from scratch, but it seems silly, save for the fact had
I done that I would be finished, or at least further along
by now. But something else beckons, something akin to
a flow, which is the best way that I’ve heard it explained,
but it just flows life just flows on and on and on without regard for anyone or anything but the thought right now the
moment that it comes no more no less nothing but the immediate, which is so refreshing, to be able to think in such
a stream. and I realize, don’t think I don’t for one second
realize the overdone, overused stream of conscious writing style. Has it been done better since Kerouac? I don’t
know, I never really gave him credit and I stopped reading
On the Road because I didn’t really care for it, at the time.
It might be worth listening to what Jack had to say, but
do I have the time? Of course, but will I read it? at some
point, sure, when I get to it. But for the moment, I can’t
help but express this way, this kind, this type of writing.
I’m learning to walk, to stand even, and this is the only
way to open the door. For the moment, I will be this. Some
other moment, I will be something else, someone the same,
but grown, I can’t not grow. Everything in nature grows.
Lack of growth is death. I don’t know one living system, no
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matter how old, how slow, how big or small that stays the
same. renew, yes, redo, no. but life is growth and growth
implies the same thing just changed. Metamorphoses can
occur, but I’m not sure if such an apparent metaphor is
necessary. Growth is good enough. Even though I think
they are, in fact, synonyms, but I’m not gonna look it up
now, because I understand it, and if you’re with me, you
do too. If not, you can look it up and decide if I have misstated what I meant, but how would you know if you’re
not with me? Do writers, artists, really want you to be
with them? In the other arts, it seems more about being
because of them. What you be is irrelevant, for the most
part, because it, in it’s most basic form, is out of the artists
control. They can try, and the majority may be swayed,
because of common values, social structures, discussions
amongst themselves and with the experts, who through
appearance and poise, they trust. BUT, and I made it a
big but for a reason, because I like big buts, but the other
reason is merely because the artists cannot control even
these things. Ever. The artist has no control, except on
the art itself. On what he puts down and what he doesn’t.
No more, no less. Seriously. How can the artist control
anything else? Strange where I’ve come, but I think I’ve
hit a wall with that thought, and as I type miscellaneous
ideas, I hope that through cadence another thought will
come and I can continue writing, because it feels too good
to stop. and maybe that’s strange, because if I produce art
because it feels good to me, and for no other reason, as I
sit here and stretch my mind to consider something new,
and instead obsess on the thing staring me in the face, if I
am only producing to produce, what value does that have?
Is that no different than consumerism and the like, which
I have up-until-late, been such a slave? Am I just a producer of shit to consume? What is the difference? For one,
minimal resources are wasted, and I think, and this could
be lack of humble combined with self-superiority or something equally apparently negative, but I think that maybe,
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at some point I may write something of true value, not
eternal, but not ephemeral. Something that for a while,
helps someone like me get there head around a world, a society, a series of options, and paths, and helps them come
to some conclusion about how to operate contently. Jeez, I
wish I hadn’t said contently, because the content/content
duality is not something I am prepared to answer at the
moment, or probably for a while. If I am lucky, in 50 years
I may have something to say on the subject of value, but for
now and a while, it will remain a clever play on worlds and
a constant interloper whenever the word comes to mind.
breath. drink water. I wondered what it was like to be
ugly. And I wish I could say that I see no ugliness of view,
that ugly for me was either gone, or related to the core of
a person, but I am not that yet. And I still see beauty, and
it’s lack. And I wonder, in today’s world what it feels like to
be ugly. Not to think your ugly, you may even think you’re
not, but to be perceived by most of the people who gaze
upon you, to be ugly. goddamn, something to write home
to mom and dad, ugly. tell your friends about the site ugly.
Ugh. what a terrible thought, but it happens. and people
are cruel and we cannot ignore this side of human nature,
to see and ascribe something so negative for no reason but
taking pleasure in the finding such a treasure. What is
the value of this?

sixteen.

It’s 8:34 AM. God fucking dammit. not only did I let myself think before I started this, but I forgot to pay my credit
card bill. by a day. a fucking day. I can’t believe it. how
do I do that over and over again. and why don’t I just set
up auto pay. It’s fuckin retarded. I don’t need that shit.
Maybe that’s a good enough reason to just stop using it;
If i’m going to be penalized for bullshit reasons. it’s like
i can’t even get some notice. they don’t warn you. they
send a reminder a few weeks in advance, but they can’t
give you the common courtesy to remind you the day before. its like they are trying to fuck you. fuck them. fuckin
goddamn assholes. trying to take my money. steal from
me. what the fuck is with them i mean, why do they think
they can be so dishonest or i mean, it;s not dishonesty,
but so fucking sly and scummy. why do they get to just
be dicks and then have everyone care about their product.
consumerism sucks and they just propogate the problem.
here, but shit you don’t need with money you’re ass dont
have. don’t worry, you can pay later, and we;ll fuck you
in the ass the whole time, but that’s cool, just keep going.
bing bing. christina must be wanting to video chat me,
but i don;t wnat to stop the flow. I want to keep this going, my cadence has been good, not great but pretty good.
what are all those noises outside, thed ay seems bright
and sunnny and it already looks as though the people have
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started to be alive and bustling i wonder what they all
want to do today and what they will actually do. aybe I’ll
call lau gov, so that she has a good day. I can take her
out to lunch or something special. even though I already
got charged a late fee on my credit card, but that shit is
insignificiant in the long run, and I really don’t let it get
to me. Today I want to smoke my last cigarette. I want
to be a nonsmoker, for the sake of my family, I want to
be alive as long as possible. I actually cannot believe that
I’ve smoked for a few years and Christina doesn’t know.
It’s shitty of me. I;m shitty, in a really bad way. I wonder
if she would still love me, or if she would hold it against
me forever. But I may never know, and she may never
have occasion to tell me. Christina of the future, if you
read this after I am gone, I am sorry for smoking. I don’t
mean to make light of it. KNow that I love you, and that
it was a product of my own neuroses that kept me keeping
it from you. Know that I hated myself nearly everytime I
smoked a cigarette and that self-hatred was an outlet. I
had the mantra every man needs a vice, but shit, i think
it’s true to some regard. I needed to act stupid, and then
I got what I asked for. I wish I had some good reason, but
there is none. and Today, I want to stop it. I want to end
it, and be a non smoker. I’ve been picturing, in my head,
myself not smoking. which is a hard thing to picture, so
instead, I picture myself breaking cigarettes in half which
is not quite the same because I probably won’t be doing
that nearly as much as not smoking. and I will have to
learn how to be. what is that drivel? i fucking got held up
somewhere, slowing down. getting harder to write about
anything, or was it that I tried to used my l=thumbs to
hit the keyboard instead of my index fingers. either could
be true, but I can’t seem to find a thought to follow. it’s
2:45 AM in bra, which means it’s 8:45 AM here. I forgot
when I started but it must have been soon, not that long
ago. let me check quick, buecause it seems that part of
this writing is already gone. Wow, 8:34. a full 11 minutes
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of flow. that;s pretty stellar in my humble opinion. I wonder if this is also carthartic, and that’s why it feels good
and just happens. I wonder, with all this usekess–lmaybe
not really—useless words if I am getting a use out of it.
My cadence is back and that’s good. I do seem to be letting it flow just right out of me without stopping. I wonder
how you write fiction like this. Maybe tomorrow, i’ll try to
do just that. write some fiction piece which let;s me know
that I can write whateer I want, whenever I want, which I
don’t think is true, but it will at least get me closer to being like that. bing bing. christina coming in again. I want
to stop, but I think 15 minutes is a good point and it’s only
2:48 in Bra. I can stop in a minute just a minute a full
minute or maybe part of one but either way it’s so close I
can taste it feel it touch it it it it is a minute even an it, i
can’t do any of those things I just said to it.

seventeen.

everyone has family, but what does it mean to have family.
do we have to consider the physical unit, the metaphysical too must be a consideration, because. . . we also need to
consider the effects of not having family on an individual
or group of individuals. we must, at some point, extend
the concept to consider units that function like family but
are not blood relations, both in the family friends aspect
and the friends themselves aspect. One is in relation to
your parents friends and another to your own. i think the
role of parents is a crucile one, but I’m not sure of the role
of siblings. No siblings produces a nice, or reasonable in
the realm of things we can control ethically and the number of instances, control case. A pair of siblings is interesting, btu I think age and gender have a lot, and I’m not sure
if examining further each of the interfamily dynamics will
prove fruitful for further coming closer to the end result,
the end goal of deciding the role of family for the individual. I mean, i think all things need to be in terms of the
individual, even ideas like socialism intend towards something like individualism. the social system structures itself solely for the benefit of the individuals, and when it
breaks down, the individuals as a whole are unfulfilled.
Yes, as Wilde points out, some individuals in any social
structure will find peace and fulfillment, and it may not be
those who are ostensibly successful. I think art has a lot
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to do with it. Those successful in art must, I feel find fulfillment, though the seemingly inevitable pains of living
an examined life may obscure, confound, or in the worst
cases, overshadow all together, and possibly eliminate any
such fulfillment. I do not think the life of the buddist monk
(I generalize greatly) is any better, but maybe that is because I am still, at the end, a product of my history, and
find it hard to eschew all forms of social interaction except
among my most exclusive of peers, who’s only goal is to
instruct, through example and creation, the ways that I
can to find serenity. I had a thought, let me find it, and
still keep typing, because i think flow is important, i will
reread and try to type at the same time, not quite working, I’m just getting further from the idea. Let me give it
a moments consideration. pause. yes. treasure. I think,
as Salinger pointed out, that treasure hunting, no matter
the form, is still treasure hunter and must, at very least,
and maybe most, be interpreted and understood as such.
I think only when we stop seeking treasure, and consider
the journey do we really find freedom. honesty. truth. The
treasure is a goal in and only because it leads us on a journey. Without treasure, maybe, we would lose the drive,
the flow, the passion, to hunt. And hunting, I feel, is all
we must do.

eighteen.

Vice is another thing I want to consider. Let me check
the time first before I proceed. It’s 5:09 PM in Bra, which
means it’s 11:09 AM here in Allston. Vice. Breath. I’m exhausted and it’s only 11 am. I wrote once when I got up, for
15 minutes, before the love of my life pinged in via gchat
and I stole away to say hello and i love you. a welcomed joy
to see her face at such a personal time. just having gotten
done writing for no one but myself, things that no one but
myself will read. i wonder if I’ll even post this. until I find
freedom, and may not, but someday, everything should be
open. or at least available to those who seek. seek and he
will find. I heard that, GEB maybe. yes, definitely. But
he was quoting Bach, methinks. pause. breath. as I consume vice after vice, smoking a butt and looking out the
window at a pretty girl, who am I? having beat off no less
than 30 minutes ago to some vile, filthy porn, and now,
smoking a clove no less, am checking out broads from a 3
story window. 3 stories above the air. 3 stories written today. conclusively, one of which will be read globally. Vice
is still too personal to let loose. Interesting, family. . . not
so much. Vice yes. strange. maybe not, but strange to consider why, is what i really mean, or so I think. I just got the
urge to dump pee on some men below my window, standing
next to a bike, they looked momentarily, like that should
be something appropriate that that was a logical course of
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events. what the fuck. as i hock a loogie in my throat, i
think, i could always just spit on them. This would be an
interesting character, or peice of a character. I wonder if
people would know it was me. I imagine some would suspect, but would they know? or would they even want to,
thus always saying, or at least having a doubt. because
whom that I love would want this to be me? but how can
i be anything else. thoughts, cannot at the moment be directed. Actions can be controlled, thoughts can be lead,
or guided, but controlled? maybe only in the sense that
a government or god can control, but I am my own god.
Jesus christ is in me. and that was the lesson. lost to all
men, i wonder if priests know that. KB coughs, awake.
hock, Z jingle. good morning world. bathroom door slam,
pee? poo? who knows. but he does it everyday. i poop
in the morning, but I am more regular than most. I feel.
Am I proud of it? sure. who wouldnt be proud? pride is
neessary? no, yes. who knows. something else to consider.
also, is pride a lack of vice? or an apparent hidden set of
vices which you hide so well that you are proud of it. my
vice is being pretentious. i didn;t think I was, but I think
that is a symptom. If you are percieved as pretentious,
can you be anything but?another mediocore chick walks
by the window. i try to look down her blouse. no luck, but
decent cleave. weird butt, ok face, her boobs look like i can
picture them. i’ve seen enough to know that much. but I
get surprises everyday, like what I’m elluding too, but not
mentioning, because that, I feel would be even too much
for the moment. How can I not even be completely honest here? Billy Joel’s the stranger comes to mind. Now
I know how chuck palahnik wrote. damn that guy must
have seen some shit. brett easton ellis too. christ. for
that to be living inside, how can how can how can that
live inside. i fear, i hope, it’s inside me too. and I don;t
know if I can take that back. I want to stop and think for
a while. still want to piss on those guys. fuck me. spit
really, but piss sounded better. I. am. affect.ed. goddamn,
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even writing that sounds affected, but I am. and I don;t
know how to say it differently. maybe I’ll try to change. I
feel fake write now. thats a slip of the tongue. fuck. should
I work through this, I feel I must, but the addiction calls.
smoothie by doc. i’m just gonna let this end, i think. because mabye I don;t like what I see, what comes out, but
maybe that is what this is. fighting off your demons, brand
new. everyone sees these things. every artists is bitching
about the same thing. and when you wake up to that, either your excited to finally get it, or if you’re like me, you
feel cheap and used, that it was right there all along. staring you in words, in bookds, in songs, in conversations, in
religion, and governemtn, everywhere, the greats, or the
not-so-greats. the plagued, the hipsters, the writers,t he
artists ahve been saying the same thing. and it’s no different than any other thoughts. no more wise, how can it be?
am I just trying to be original, or do I really see something
deep. something depe inside the depths of humans. the
need to be like, or unlike others. the individual. are these
common themes, or only common becase they branch from
the same thing. where is the center. what is inside, what
is out. there is so much not to understand. so much to
get if you want to, how can math or physics be just one
picture, and this be no less valid. I think I’m becoming
incoherent, I can feel it, because i’m forcing the thoughts
to keep going to keep coming out, without which, i would
stop and maybe, probably not, but maybe not as soon get
somewhere that aught to be got to. I here these other writers in me. and I wonder if they were there all along, or
they are just spilling out because that is my core and this
is my voice, the combination, net sum, of everything I’ve
ever read, heard, done, seen, experienced. michael herryou are just as much responsible for what you have seen
as for what you hvae done. i paraphrase, but extend to
say you are just as much responsible for what you have
thought. you have to be. responsible to yourself, maybe
only, but you can help it. i wonder if that is true. can
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you help your thoughts. not help, let me be specifica, can
you control your thoughts, not just guide. aaaa, it feels
good to philosophize again. i am remembering the pain of
ending a game early. the sense of feeling cheated. when
things are resolved, if only momentarily, they feel better.
always resolve. why would you not want to? first step towards finding control. resolve. as quickly and completely
as possible (realizing these are competing criteria, heuristics, which are by definition, contradicting sets of things
that must be satisfied) How you define best decides how
long or how well you resolve. But I think that you have
to come to a goal, it’s always best to reach it quickest, so
long as your still concerned about the goal. when you realize the goal is ostensible at best, you will make your goal
the journey, but the journey will be segmented to such a
resolution (in space and time, not to resolve, but another
interesting thought. . . fuck KB coming andinteruppting. I
mean what does he know of it?, but still, annoying, or frustrating to me, not from him, just to me, and he’s back before I start. what up. After a few minute digression to
say hello, make small talk, yell at Z for eating the ham,
give drew, set up my guitar stand in drew’s room with his
guitar on it, i realize that it may be weird for me to be in
his room, going in his things, but now that doc saw me do
it, its not so weird. Whatever, they been in my room, I’m
sure. Anyway, I want to finish that thought before at very
least. So the journey will be segemented to such a resolution as the goals will be met immediately, and new goals
will be made. Maybe that;s the key to goal seeking. bring
them to such a resolution that there is no final goal, but
that seems counter productive, unless the idea is that real
true goals can only bring you closer to the same thing, on
one axis, it is linear, and monotonic, just a matter of which
one. Whew, that needs to sit, I feel in the unconscious, but
i think mostly because I am too lazy and hungry to continue. hunger consumes. that my be lesson two. manage
hunger. (of all sorts, he added to himself).

nineteen.

9:17 PM in Bra, so thats 3:17 here in Allston. I really
don’t feel like doing much of anything, so write I will. But
I don’t even want to be. and i wondered if, me not wanting
to produce, would still be something wanting of consumption. I’ve been occupied these past days by an Oscar Wilde
piece which I will post separately. The story of how I came
to be recommended this work, I too, will save for another
moment, as though it is interesting, it is not particularly
compelling and does not contain anything so universal as
to be wanted. I cannot escape something. Perception is
all there is, and escape seems a strange word choice. How
can I learn to perceive content. Restlessness too, must be
a symptom. The examined life seems heavy, at least while
the demons still remain. doc interrupts and now it’s 9:25
in Bra. Last night was fun. Lots of drinking, but I decided,
for no particular reason, to remain sober. I think I had a
lot of fun, though I found myself consistently and rhythmically pulled to myself every few minutes. It was hard to
find flow with the self-perception interloping. But in the
segmented minutes of flow, things made sense, as they often do. There was no thought, no idea, no conception, just
content. A bird lands on the room. A pigeon, which reminds me of the pigeon I observed in Bra. Maybe I’ll post
the photo. It will certainly spice up the uninterrupted text
that I’ve been prone apt to write. The pigeon just looks.
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It, at times, has no concern, no want of food, just a stand.
And now it flies off, free to continue as it choses. yawn. I’m
rambling, certainly, but what else should I do? 9:30PM in
Bra. I wonder what Christina is doing tonight.

twenty.

Watching Fantastic Mr. Fox. Thought to post the Oscar
Wilde piece as I may or may not have formally promised.
To share a sentence about it, the piece was recommended
to me by a young man I met, named Brian, if my memory
serves me correctly, drinking coffee and writing in Blue
State Coffee. To him, I am obliged.

Author’s note: At this point the reader of this book is implored to
read The Soul of Man Under Socialism, which is a freely available Google Book.
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twenty-one.

Thank you Mr. Anderson.
Badger’s right: These farmer’s aren’t going to quit
until they catch me. I shouldn’t have lied to your
face. I shouldn’t have fallen off the wagon and started
secretly stealing chickens on the sly. I shouldn’t have
pushed these farmers so far and tried to embarrass
them and cuss with their heads; I enjoyed it, but I
shouldn’t have done it. And now there’s only one way
out. Maybe if I hand myself over and let them kill
me, stuff me, and hang me over their mantlepiece,
You’ll do no such thing. Darling, maybe they’ll let
everyone else live. O why’d you have to get us into
this Foxy? I don’t know, but I have a possible theory: I think I had this thing where I need everyone to
think I’m the greatest, the quote unquote ‘Fantastic
Mr. Fox?’, and if they aren’t completely knocked out
and dazzled, and kind of intimidated by me, then,
I don’t feel good about myself. Foxes traditionally
like to court danger, hunt prey, and outsmart predators, and that’s what I’m actually good at. I think
at the end of the day I’m just, I know. We’re wild
animals. Hm. I guess we always were. I promise
you if I had all this to do over again, I’d have never
let you down. It was always more fun when we did
it together anyway. I love you, Felicity. I love you
too, but I shouldn’t have married you.
Minute 82, The Fantastic Mr. Fox
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twenty-two.

2:29 AM in Bra, so, what’s that, 8:29 PM here in Allston.
Standing in Marilyn’s. Funny that I like to stand and
write, but I digress from my unstated goal. I was showering earlier, and I began having a pretty epic conclusion,
but I was able to pause myself, continue being in the shower,
and save the conclusion for now the experiment can begin.
Can I conclude the thought hours later? I made a note of
the idea on a sheet of paper, for fear that it’s ephemeralness would be especially fleeting. The thought was that it
doesn’t feel good to write. It’s not so much a chore, as a
pain. and if it is a pain, why does it feel good when I’m
finished? The release of pain always feels good, I imagine. I had a following thought but it’s gone now. Maybe
as I keep writing, I will come to think it. I fear, and I
will, stop writing to find the next step. Doc interruption.
mega. 2:51 AM in Bra, 8:51 in Allston. So the pain of
writing. I wonder if it will go away, or if it just hurts the
unconscious to really address itself. Maybe that is why
many people chose not to examine too closely. Michael
Herr said that we are just as responsible for the things
we see and the things we do, so if we peer close inside, are
we seeing something we aught? without finishing, fighting the demons, challenging ourselves to grow, we may be
stuck with tragic images. By moving forward, changing
perspective, close critical the most intimate examination
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of self will lead to a beauty that few know. Sometimes I
wonder if too much thought is detrimental to this process.
By learning to transcend thought, we become ever more
free, because we realize the unneed to know. Most of the
problems that we have are non-existant, if not all of them.
Barriers are an illusion, a most persistent set. Everything
else is too. Dostoyevsky described the world as a series of
paintings, which I think is closer to the truth than I really
give it credit for. I mentioned the other day that it was
my favorite time of day, to Christina. The reason, everything looks like a painting, but in the moment, I thought if
the world looks like a type of painting at this time of day,
then those paintings must be the artist’s conscious, unconscious representation of that day, that time, and if so,
then it would be something like their perfection is at that
moment, perfect. And it is not, as I imagined, the world
looking like a painting at that time, but the beauty is because at that moment, the perfection of those perceived
paintings is momentarily real and existent. And what is
that? why is that a series of half-thoughts which rattles
around and then dissolves into the ether, only to be solidified at another moment, in the unforeseeable future. I
believe I’m over that thought, but another had crept in,
also from the notes I jotted earlier: Everyday I look in the
mirror, an action in and of itself worthy of a thoughtful
examination, but the crux here is the feeling that everyday I look more and more like myself, to myself. I don’t
know if I have changed on the outside, my countenance
would probably be the only indicator, and most are unfamiliar with consciously reading deeply into countenance.
The skilled will see all, I believe, but I think context is necessary, and for the most part, specifics will always elude,
except in the cases of extreme insight. But I do like the
feeling that I am seeing more and more of myself like myself. He’s a stranger, for the most part, a familiar face,
but someone who’s only been creeped on from afar. Letting him into my life will be a wonderful series of events,
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and I’m excited to continue getting to know him. and that
made me feel utterly cheesy, but that is my feeling, not
yours, and I can change it. The consciousness (unconsciousness included) is a tamable beast. It’s hard, painful
work, but what of value isn’t? And is not knowing thyself,
truly knowing thyself, of worth? My only fear is that the
rabbit hole goes much deeper than even Alice ventured,
and it will get much darker before the light. The problem
with seeing the Stranger deep inside is that you can’t forget him. The more you meet the Stranger, the more your
realize he is your family, the only person who accepts you
for you, completely selfishly, but in this case altruism is
a tautology, and when the chips are down, your Stranger
will be standing next to you, ready to accept you. At the
bottom, he is your only friend. By cultivating a friendship relationship early, you can allow him to stand beside
you much sooner, and not have to work your way up from
ground zero. It is always better to handle problems, or
at least decide the best course of action for the time-being,
giving the current level of information, in the quickest way
possible. There can be time later for reevaluation and
alternative solutions, but why leave the problems of the
Stranger inside of him. So that when you really do need
him, you’re stuck solving all of his problems before he can
ever be well enough to help you. In times when you are
ok, look deep inside, become not ok temporarily, and get
to know your Stranger. His familiar face, you will see, I
believe, in everyone.

twenty-three.

3:23 AM in Bra, making it 9:23 here in Allston. I don’t
want to stop writing. It’s good, I guess that this surge
of writing, this forced outlet, the development of innate
flow, whatever I am doing, is pretty effective, but it seems
like a drug. I feel guilty when I don’t use it as the outlet.
To comment briefly on my aforementioned experiment, I
think my thoughts on the first thought, in relation to the
pain of writing, are a shadow of what they were supposed
to be, or would have been, had in the shower, I left myself continue having the conversation, but in stopping and
restarting, not only did the thoughts become their shadow,
one-dimensional, lacking color, sharpness, and in the current case, so distorted, that I don’t even recognize them.
Interesting. A fine experiment, but I do wish now that I
had let myself have the thought right then and there. It
felt different,. i have put off discussing vice, and family,
and a host of other topics, but that was the first time I
paused a fired gun, and I think, I fear it was a failure.
Only the future remains to test better solutions, and I’m
certain I will figure it out. I’m still beginning, but that’s
not even an excuse. I will always learn, never bore. I don’t
know how to be anything else, any different. I wish I was
further along already, or that I had just won the lotto, because I do feel like money is a necessary evil, Yes, we can
hope and dream for a different state of affairs, but know63
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ing that it is less probably that things will change as that
they will stay the same, then we can only hope and dream,
but to base a life around a hope and dream that is, possibly ostensibly, but probably actually, out of your control is
foolish, and should be abandoned at once. The only solution then is to find harmony and opportunity in the current state of affairs, the milieu. It would be easier if greed
was at bay, but such a wish is also moot. I feel like taking a nap. Or at least shutting my eyes and letting myself
think in a more clear manner. I find that I cannot control
guide the thoughts while also guiding my fingers. This
is a blessing and a curse, tasteless phrase, but appropriate I guess, but I do realize in saying it that I think A
conscious goal needs to be learning how to direct the flow,
focus it in certain directions, because this current state of
streaming me is starting to feel old. I actually don’t think
that’s true, but I think it’s starting to feel something. If
I examine closer, it’s more akin to exhaustion. I feel like
I am not letting myself think freely, but it seems, when
I reread, and even when I just write, that I never knew
freedom before. Again, the idea comes forth that freedom
is honesty. or rather honesty brings freedom. and how
much more honest can I get? Someone, I do have a good
number of writings just for me. more than for the world,
currently. I’m sure that will change, but before I get to
know my Stranger, I’m afraid to let him out, to introduce
him to the world. If I can’t vouch for the guy, and I’m even
feeling a bit hesitant at getting to know him better, or even
giving him a shot, how can I expect the overwhelming majority to accept him? There are few, a few people I know
would accept my Stranger, and even them, momentarily
cannot by my permission see some of me. I paused, but
remember to keep writing. When I don;t know what to
say, I want to stop hunting for it, I can just not know what
to say at the moment, and let my unconscious try to figure
it out, I’m done, for the time being, forcing a conclusion,
I can not know, and that’s ok. I digress. Honesty, true
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and complete honesty is rare, and unfathomably difficult,
I feel fear to comprehend and execute, but I don’t think it
is a fool’s errand. When you have no secrets, because you
know yourself, truly know the Stranger, you have nothing
that can be taken away. You’ll have yourself, and even that
is not something that can be taken. That is shallow at the
moment, but reflection will, methinks, prove depth. Or reflection could be as it is in real life, and offer no indication
of depth. One or t’other. Eyes closed, breath.

twenty-four.

He steps into the room, compelled towards an end which
is unforseen with the crystal clear transparency reserved
for moments of adrenaline fueled frenzy. Not knowing his
purpose, the resolution of the goal broken into too few bits
makes perception of the end clearly imprecise, he writes.
Thoughts fleet by, too numerous to see any one clearly, too
fast to grab a hold of any thing. And then nothing, a blank
page, an emptiness reflected out. The Stranger tries to
take control, and win, lose, or draw, he cannot be the same.
Getting to know the Stranger is consumptive. Most things
are. I listen to nonsense and it still makes me mad. I’m
still trying to fit in. My angst feels, in some ways, unreal,
a pretense, but I don’t feel affected.
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twenty-five.

The fact is, that the public have an insatiable curiosity to know everything, except what is worth knowing.
Page 58, The Soul of Man Under Socialism
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twenty-six.

7:41 PM in Bra, 1:41 in Allston. What is my art? If I
am working towards something, do I need to know what
that is? Clarity of vision is something that I’ve always
respected and strived to obtain, and in many ways I always feel like I have a pretty clear, if unrecognizable, view,
which is not as contradictory as it sounds. But today, on
a beautiful Sunday afternoon, to be more precise, the air
feels like a cool 50 degrees, the wind is slow, but steady,
and the sun is shining as though there is not a cloud in
the sky, I don’t feel like doing anything. I don’t feel like
reading, too consumptive. I don’t feel like writing either,
but for reasons that I have to attribute to the utter goallessness of my ponderings. How long will I let the line out
before reeling it in? The naming of the Stranger has made
him, I fear more elusive, and I’m not certain that I can step
with the confidence and skill necessary to look him in the
face. I looked in the mirror this morning, and I didn’t like
what I saw, for the first time in a while. I wonder if it has
to do with my countenance, or my lazy Sunday morning,
but that man staring back at me had some awful things
to say. I wouldn’t want to spend Sunday with him, which
is really a terrible thought, awful if I rethink it, but it’s
how, i guess a part of me must feel. Is what comes out always representative of what is in? the output of a complex
system cannot, i feel, but related too strongly to the input
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without careful analysis, and I was never good at control
theory. but, as I stare out this window, towards the infinite
day standing in front of me, my mood lightens, lifts, The
sun is shining, people are out. I can do whatever I want,
I can feel however I want. I can just be ok. No barriers to
that. I can just be it. Maybe I’m restive because I need to
find something new to read. I feel like I’d like to read today. Maybe I’ll peel off a bunch of Crime and Punishment,
though, I find that I need to allow time to digest and can
only take small bites. That’s the problem, with novels,
long one’s anyhow. If they are truly beautiful, the desire
to consume each part forces the consumption of the entire
work to stretch to the point where seeing the real perfection becomes all but lost, on only reading once. Maybe he
deserves a few reads, but if he gets them, that will not be
known now. I feel myself trailing off, getting distracted by
not ever the window anymore, but the empty book shelves
and enormity of mess in my room. Stuff, property is a
chore, unnecessary duties to things that fill needs only
a small fraction of the time. They make life easier but I
feel that the consumers are not truly that. They are the
ones being consumed by a set of desires they don’t even
have. Why does everyone trust the world? Trust society?
It seems odd. There are many people you interact with
(I’d venture to say more than most of the people you interact with) that you wouldn’t give two shits of credit, but
yet, you are a slave to a set of social standards they themselves, these people you don’t trust and give no credit too,
you are a slave to them. You trust your life, your dreams,
(and though for reasons that will come out later, in other
investigations) you trust and use your hard-earned (way
to hard earned) money on their picture of the world. But
they are stupid. They do not think what they want. You
think what of the things that they have made available to
me, do I want. But this people, I say again, are utterly
stupid. They do not have a sense between them, except
a sense of belonging, or striving to belong, but I feel that
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this belonging can be had be people outside the system,
it must, and if not, how can it matter. Are the majority
happy? content? Are they who they want to be, or who
they want to be out of the options they feel are only the
ones they have to take? It seems ridiculous, the current
state of affairs. Absolutely ridiculous. How have we come
so far on the shoulders of giants, under the instruction
of great men, only to have fallen into the depths of a society built on waste, exploitation of the things resources
people we cannot see. If we can’t see it, then how can we
perceive it. It takes conscious thought, hard work, and the
willingness to endure a pain of the most detrimental kind,
because how can one operate when their mind is plagued.
So we chose not to anger the beast. Not to stir the demons,
biding our time, hoping that one day he will move on. But
we are ignorant if we are anything. and to do such a thing
is only to invite him into our lives in a more pervasive manner. I have a feeling when I look in the mirror now, I will
see someone I know.

twenty-seven.

3:41 AM in Bra, she’s long asleep. It’s 9:41 here in Allston, and I feel alone. Lost comes to mind, but I don’t
think that’s right. When the Stranger is here, it’s hard
sometimes to get the energy to stare him out. With him
watching, pushing, urging it makes it hard to do much
of any thing. I will not write with cadence tonight; I feel
too alone and fearful of what may come out, and I honestly don’t know if I have the energy to deal with what
comes out. Music and time to be. I’ve felt the urge to
write all day, and put it off. Let myself have thoughts, did
my best to store them, feared writing them down, knowing that it would let me watchdog off the hook. Again, a
shower time thought made it’s way in in a most persistent
fashion. In viewing myself have the thought, I came to a
better conclusion about my previous experiment. I don’t
think the thoughts, once written, were shadows of themselves. I don’t think they ever really existed, and when
brought to fruition, they weren’t what I expected, but I
don’t think they could have been different. Maybe that’s
not true, they could have been different, but they can’t be
different now. Either way, I played with the thought for a
while, and then I did write a few notes on it just in case,
trying not to let my watchdog realize that I didn’t trust
him. I think that what will come from them will be closer
to the clarity which I couldn’t see, which is so hard to see,
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but so easy to know. I want to see better, more clearly,
on the inside. Content with nobody-but-yourself is an interesting goal. But, if I’m going to take the time to get to
know something in this world, myself seems like as good a
thing as any other thing. The effect on other people is, interesting. I’m not certain how my friends take it, but I find
it hard to deal with the normality we’ve become. There is
so much that is not normal, which is the core of what we
are. And, conversely, there is so much which is normal,
which, given our general thoughtfulness and care-free attitude, I’m surprised we still accept. This brings me back
to the thoughts I had in the shower, but I want to get my
notes before I head down that path. pause. The man in
the mirror still seems dysfunctional. The merging of the
Stranger into my countenance is subtle, but I can see it.
I often stare at myself in the mirror for longer than most
people, I believe. Really stare, not manicuring or examining, but just staring into my eyes. When I do it now, I’m
not sure what I see, but I don’t see the same. In the interest of pausing flow, picking up and starting again, I took
a few minutes to photograph my notes from earlier today.
The Stranger writes, and I try to understand.
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But now, in doing this, I’ve lost the urge to write on the
topic. I’m sure it will come up again soon, probably very
soon, probably later on tonight, but for now I can’t get a
chilling image out of my head. Something I came across
as I was loading the photo into the correct folder. All I can
see is the Stranger.
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I need to be alone with him.

twenty-eight.

4:53 AM in Bra, making it some appear as 10:53 PM here
in Allston. Time differences are strange, but a topic not
worth exploring at the moment. I set out with this starting line, and I want to continue there, because I feel it is
the most important thing, and I must make it that: An
open letter to the one I love. I am, as ever, going through
something. I can’t promise that it is a battle that will be
won. I actually not sure what I can promise; I would love
to promise such things as that I will only act in a way that
will ensure your happiness. Not your momentary happiness, but your long term happiness, but this I fear may
even be too much, and that scares me. I feel like I need
you to understand in a way that I believe you do, as best
you can. As this comes out, I I can’t even continue. I’m
so confused on this topic, and I feel like I have not done
much for you, except for being me. What can I give you of
value? What do I have for you? I can’t, now, give you all
the things I always knew I would. I can’t compromise. I
can’t go on how I expected to live. And I want you to know
that it’s nothing but inside me. I believe you’ve seen the
Stranger, you, honestly, may know some things about him
that have eluded me, but he is not the man you know, and
I want to be clear, he is not the man I know. I want to
let him out. I want honesty, and with it freedom. Freedom is not something most people in this country, and
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many others, really strive for, having obviously, in writing, obtained such pleasure. We are free to pursue, but
without the pursuit, without the honestly that goes along
with being perfect and whole, I am not free. Responsibility to arbitrary, and consumptive habits is a duty that I
cannot live up to any more. There is much, there is everything I can do, but to deny myself insight into the one person who does not have the power to let me down, the one
person in control of my happiness, that I cannot, will not
do. Denial is ignorance of the worst kind. Conscious ignorance, and it shouldn’t be accepted. Everyone has their
demons. An over said under ’stood epigram, but I have,
these days, been understanding such pithy remarks for
what they mean, methinks. But to really consider the action that is required to confront, and then to go further
and confront is something explosive. I don’t know what
the future will bring, but I know that change will happen. And I know that when the Stranger is out, change
is even more inevitable. My days, of high-resolution goals
and segmented journeys, not lost in thought, but lost in
sight, are the best kind of days, and those are what I can
give you. I can, I feel, let you see with me. Let you see
the world, right in front of you, the beauty, that you are a
most persistent part of. I’ve called you a painting and a
puzzle, and I’m only getting better at seeing both for what
they are. I would change it now, I’d call you a painting, a
puzzle, because I don’t think they are different. Your love
of me is something I don’t understand, but your love of me,
is something I want to spend the rest of my life exploring.
As I love you, as I see you, I know that you’ll see me, and
I think that’s the only thing I can promise: I will never
stop seeing you. I will never lose interest. I will never
stray from your gait, and if you love the Stranger and will
have me, I will spend my days seeing with you. We will
build a family, centered on love and support. I will not
lie to my children. I will not tell them things I do not believe. I may stretch here, but I will not tell them things I
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do not understand. I think this is the dysfunction which
creeps into the hearts and minds of our society. And here
I hesitate, because the thoughts that follow are related to
my shower thoughts, and I feel what I have read, which is
that my unconscious has worked through the problem, all
day, and it really doesn’t care anymore, but I think, and
now I right for most, because I have already internalized.
Let me pause, and get some energy. Besides, it’s 10:20
PM, Osama Bin Laden is dead, and Obama is about to tell
us some things about it. We have created an enemy, we
have killed said enemy, and I fear, I know, that nothing,
absolutely nothing will change. pause. I find this utterly
disgusting, as I will disgust at the revelry that is to follow.
A man is dead. A icon has met it’s goal. I want to fight the
urge to disgust at the reactions, because disgust is judgement, I feel, but I have not, yet, found the ability to be
judgeless. The video is still playing. Another one bites the
dust from the past, the lyrics take on a new meaning, and
I don’t know if I will be ever again able to listen to Queen
without feeling disgust. Expression is art, and journalism, I think is also art, but only when the artists writes
what he feels. 145 people have already liked this artist’s
expression, irreverence, joy in the death of an individual.
It’s nights like these that I want for a Facebook I dislike
button. A small way to passively let everyone know I don’t
think this is ok. pause. I want to listen to what our leader
has to say, and comment without thought as I do. Many of
us high-fived when we heard. Really, people in the news
room were high-fiving? Seems awfully childish. the man
speaks. i have nothing to say.
Just saw my roommate’s gChat status. It made me
feel ugly:
Bryan’s new status message - Nananana. Nananana.
Hey hey hey. Goodbye.

twenty-nine.

I paraphrase it doesn’t end the sorrow of the families of the
people who died; it is a tribute to the men and women who
lost their lives. We killed a man as a tribute. We made it
a national goal, a goal of our nation, to hunt and murder
a man for the purpose of tribute. To honor the dead. Instead of understanding him, we call him a creature and
murder him. We could use him to understand how people
are controlled, to understand what the unrest is, we could
try to understand and change, but we resist and make it a
national goal to kill. To murder some one in order to feel
better about ourselves. It is ugly and petty and disgusting.
The celebration is infuriating, the lack of consideration is
ignoble. It’s an incredible testament to the influencity of
people. The lack of understanding, the lack of attempt
to understand. to ask why, and then, to consider the implications. I think many, most do not ask why, because
they know that the answer will inconvenience them. They
will either be inconvenienced by the pestering thoughts,
or, o the horror, I may have to change the way I live. For
Christ’s sake, wake up. You wouldn’t do half the things
you do if you understood. If you took the time to consider
why. or where, where did this thought, this ideal, this
value, come from? Do I agree, why? why do I agree. It’s
some time around 6:38 AM in Bra. I want to call her. She,
I feel, will understand. Will answer, as best she can, the
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questions, and will not look at me as though I am judging.
She will understand. She will tell me, without judgement,
if I am ok. She.

thirty.

I, more than any other time in my life, want someone to
dance with. I dance alone.
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thirty-one.

awake, another day, I still feel like garbage from last night
It’s 5:21 PM in Bra, I told her I would call when I woke up,
It’s 11:21 AM here in Marilyn’s, and I didn’t call when I
woke up. I’ll call now, and see if she brightens my day. I’m
not sure what I think right now, but I feel off, something
is wrong.
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thirty-two.

I didn’t write all day yesterday, because I wanted to post a
short fiction piece, which I wrote for Christina and which
won first prize in the Dudley Literary Review, Harvard’s
Graduate School of Arts and Science’s annual literary review. I had a lot to think about it, but I don’t have much to
say. Something is preventing me from writing more until
I make this post, so I post the announcement and a link to
a .pdf of the piece below, and hope, today, to move forward.

Author’s note: At this point the reader of this book is implored to
read Gravity, available online and in print.
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thirty-three.

It’s 5:02 AM in Bra, 11:02 PM here in Marilyn’s. I really
didn’t feel like writing, but I really didn’t feel like doing
anything else more. As I pack up all my stuff, I can’t help
but procrastinate. I don’t want to spend one single second longer than necessary to take care of stuff. I’m sick
of stuff. Today, Christina informed me of her worries that
I would over stay my travel visa. We didn’t conclude anything, but I think this means I’m not setting off as quickly
as I hoped. At least not overseas. It’s a good thing I didn’t
sell my car, but I really wish some of my other stuff was
off my hands by now. Things are in flux, and I don’t know
if I care where I end up, so long as I’m out doing something. I believe that, at least for the moment. There are
so many things today, the only stress now comes because
I had one planned, and it seems, I have to plan another.
The idea is still new, and Greg and I discussed it a bit over
burgers today, but I don’t want to discuss it publicly yet for
a number of important and unimportant reasons. I have
this urge to let the Stranger out, but I can’t find him. I
want something more than this nonsense, but I feel nothing, mundane these past few days. I force myself to write
just to put words on the page, just to work through something, not sure what, but at least I’m working. I still need
to get that meeting with Don Ingber squared away. I don’t
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know why I put off, but I do, and I don’t know how I need
to change. I’m cold. I should put a shirt on.

thirty-four.

5:50 AM Bra. 11:50 PM Alltown. The Stranger is no where
to be found. He will not be provoked. He is in charge, and
today, he is tired. He does not have the energy to show
himself. Finally, given the spotlight, the Stranger only
casts a shadow. He refuses to accept center stage, and
will not be part of the show. Take no credit for any of it, he
lives for quiet self-satisfaction. Feel free to stir the sleeping beast, because he will not make a spectacle. Look him
in the eye, and he will still look back. He will see you. You
will think you recognize him, come to know him, and the
Stranger will still be just that. I don’t know how to find
him. I need him. I can feel him pulling me down. There
is something there, and today of any day, I feel I cannot
place my finger on it. I cannot find the malice, but I feel
its effect. Did I plan too much? Did I underthink? Nostalgia? I cannot know. I feel like a shadow of myself. I reread
my screams and I see myself back at Cooper, making labels and shouting at the top of my lungs to now one. Now
I shout to a few more, but I feel the same. I thought I was
on to something, and now I feel myself heading back inside. The urge to write anything is from guilt, not desire.
Nothing feels right. I read a lot, I wrote more than I have,
I thought more than I should of, and now I feel empty.
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thirty-five.

If you want to like Michael, stop reading now. Don’t read
another word. Every single syllable that goes on and on
will keep you interested. Every sentence, paragraph, page,
chapter, that doesn’t go anywhere and doesn’t tell you anything Michael already doesn’t know. Every thought that
comes about events that never happened in anyone else’s
life will pull you further and further from the truth of what
you know, and, sadly, will prevent you from liking Michael.
So, I say again: if you want to like Michael, stop reading
now. Not another word, letter, close the book without a
bookmark, which won’t stop you from picking it back up,
because, you haven’t even put it down. You continue, and
you’re already starting to not like him. Just a bit, a crack.
Your view is shifting, and you’re pulled deeper inside. You
will not like what you see. You will not like Michael. I’m
asking you. Michael is asking you, if you want to like
him, please stop. If you trust him, his judgement, if you
think he’s a pretty smart guy, you, even when you disagree
with him, respect his opinion, and see, even just a little,
the reason why it’s not total bullshit. You see that he really believes, and if he believes it, it must be worth something. He’s a pretty smart guy. You like Michael. A few
even love him. But, now let us not digress. If you haven’t
stopped reading, stopped seeing letters, words, ideas, pictures, heard what he’s been telling you, then I cannot plea
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further. More can be done, but it is on you. What follows is
nothing more than has happened in the heart and mind of
Michael. He will ask nothing more of you at this point. He
cannot, it is on you. You have chosen to not like Michael,
and he knows that. And as he thinks, he decides to ask
one more thing of you, friend, lover. Michael is asking you
to never speak about this to him. Never to ask him about
it. This is fiction, and as such, it is everything that actually happened. He cannot change what has happened,
but Michael is ready to pull it out. Nothing has changed.
Everything happened, and anything you feel, you feel because you chose to know. You kept reading, you didn’t put
the book down. You, because you trusted him, decided not
to like him. And the gentleman’s agreement, in exchange
for sharing in his reality, is you will never ask him about
this. It will never come up in conversation, and when it
inevitably does, you will take his responses, whatever he
has come up with, to neither add nor take away from the
contents of this text. This is fiction, and it is everything
that actually happened. I took a shit on the floor of the
bathroom today. No more than an hour ago, as I smoked
one of Doc’s cloves in the bar, I felt the familiar feelings,
the inner stirrings of being awake, alive, and full of shit. I
kept it perched in my asshole for longer than I would normally. I knew this was a real load of shit, nicely formed,
easy to hold onto, not messy. The kind of shit other people dream of. I knew it was good shit, and I held it inside a bit longer. A few minutes, to finish my clove and
prepare to take this shit, somewhere special, but that is
the beginning of the end of our story, and I will leave it
to conclude after we have begun. I want to start off by
saying that my penis measures six and five-eigths inches
from base to tip—six and three-quarters if the ruler generously pushes into the soft tissue mounting my monster—
fully erect. This is the most honest I can be. For all the
men, now you know. When we meet somewhere down the
line, you can know whether to look up to me. Whether I
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can please better than you, ostensibly. You can take satisfaction, in the least, in knowing what I am working with.
My advantages in life have afforded me much, and this is
one more thing I cannot change. Women, you’re view may
be skewed, if only for your stereotypical inability to relate
space and distance. I’m sorry if I prove expectations, but
I cannot do less. My penis is six and five-eigths inches
when fully erect, but it hasn’t measured up in days. Hard
to remember the last time I jerked off. If you knew me,

thirty-six.

A sophomore finishes eating a cheeseburger, red booty shorts
exposing her firm thigh while a plain white t-shirt protects
her breasts from imagination. Michael’s mind drifts, the
realization there is no chance of catching the last bus to
New York City urges a new decision, as the question of
whether to sleep with Justine or Gary becomes much less
interesting. Deciding whether to leave, on the concrete
divider protecting the T stop from the Commonwealth Avenue traffic, a copy of the New Yorker he had been reading,
he decides he would have called Justine.
She’d be fun, even though she had to get up at sixthirty for work in the morning, she’d probably at least give
him a decent blow job, if he propositioned her a few times
correctly. Gary, on the other hand, he assumed would not
want to be so intimate, and would merely roll over, present
his hairy crack for consumption, and never be able to look
him in the eye again. Justine was fun. Gary, he thought
too much. Not that Justine didn’t think; but the way she
thought was so much less work. Justine wouldn’t spend
hours contemplating the correctness of her actions. She
wouldn’t decide later on that she shouldn’t have done it.
Justine would blow me, no questions asked, he thought.
I’d, of course, return the favor, savoring her juices, and
showing her what it’s like when I pay attention.
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The novelty of it all made sense. Michael remembered
watching Justine, uninspired, fuck through a second story
bedroom window. The story, as he heard later, was guys
with big dicks usually just lie there, a fact she didn’t like.
Having a big dick didn’t buy you much in her book, comforting, she wanted to be fucked. He thought about the
time she left her panties on his roof, after finishing a conversation on the merits of kissing softly under the stars,
and the difference in implications and desires crafted by
gender. Gary and him, on the other hand, shared a desire for more mundane, simple pleasures, developing an
impromptu plan throughout the day for a pizza dinner,
a lovely way for two Italian-American friends to become
intimates. Walking a dog they both, at one time or another, had shared an apartment with, they discussed all
the things guys usually end up talking about, none of which
mattered at all much. Today was a beautiful day, and they
were going to enjoy it being beautiful boys themselves.
Neither of them had fucked a man before. Michael had,
though a series of intermittent and ongoing experiments
since, in 1994, he shoved his older sister’s Barbie leg up his
ass, recently and definitively located his prostate. Gary
had probably had a finger up his ass at some point on his
tear, and if propositioned correctly, could see himself inviting a dick inside, but to look the owner in the face during
or after the act seemed impossible. Michael, in a perfect
world, would have them both, bent over like animals, savaging their assholes while they fingered and jerked themselves, respectively, to uniting bliss. Then he’d squat down
and push the vibrating egg out of his asshole, letting his
sphincter do the work.
Grabbing his bag, and not leaving the New Yorker, Michael
walked back to his apartment. His mattress felt alone.
Emptiness filled the room as he sat down to read. Living
in a bar was something special, he thought, but he still
felt ordinary and uninspired. He should have been a bet-
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ter lover. Visions of selfishness and loathing entered the
room. Standing now, he considered what he’d done.

thirty-seven.

“What I don’t understand is how you still love him?" Mrs.
Martin said.
“He’s smart and he makes me laugh," reasons she didn’t
even believe, it was a long forgotten goal to make her mother
understand. “He loves me." He reminds me of my father.
“How do you still love Dad? Huh? After all—"
“He doesn’t respect you. Look how much weight you’ve
gained. Are you going to the gym? He’s making you lazy.
You never go out anymore, meet someone good—"
“We went out last night! to the—"
“You drink too much, you know that? That’s why your
jeans don’t fit. You’re always buying new clothes. Are you
saving any money? You know he doesn’t pay rent. If he
respected you, he’d pay rent."
Stella shifted in her chair. It’d been a while since she
moved, a fact she was just realizing, she was uncomfortable. Crossing her legs, constricted by her jeans, she could
barely think. “Mom, I have to go. I’ll see you tomorrow.
Which movie did you want to see?" As she thumbed through
the June issue of Cosmo, she uncrossed her legs.
“What? What time are you going to be here? There’s a
10:40 showing and one at 11:20, but then we don’t get the
matinee price."
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Standing and looking out the window at a blackbird
perched on the telephone wire, “I’ll leave here at 9:30, that
should give us enough time to—"
“OK, I have a gift-card to Applebee’s. They have that
new munchie sampler. You’re father and I got it last week,
but we substituted the buffalo wings for extra cheese fries.
I split the french dip with. . . "
Turning around, the bird still perched was staring at
her with its head tilted, Stella walked slowly towards the
television and turned it off. “. . . tried their new ice cream
brownie sundae, but the waiter forgot to bring vanilla ice
cream instead of the cookies and cream. Of course we sent
it back and made certain. . . "
Stella could barely believe she was spending Mother’s
day with this woman. Months ago, not for the plans, themselves being quite ordinary and routine, but more because
there was a reasons to celebrate, such a day would have
been a welcomed retreat from her otherwise ordinary routine. It was precisely this reason that made tomorrow
seem unbearable.

thirty-eight.

His birthday arrived today, without balloons and a cake,
but at least Jesus Christ had risen after being dead for
three days. Steven had been alive for twenty-seven years
and he had never, not even for a minute, died. This Sunday, following Easter pie, baked ziti, and bigotry, Steven
would blow out the single candle lit for him and proceed
to eat the brownie–chocolate-chip-cookie marriage resting on his plate, a perfect combination of two independently delectable notions, often consumed separately to
varying degrees, but always with enjoyment or at least
tolerance, and quite a welcomed surprise when combined
harmoniously. His sister enjoyed the new sensation. His
parents shared a piece of vanilla frosted chocolate cake,
only eating the icing. This was the first year he didn’t have
to fight the urge to sing along to his own Happy Birthday
choir, nor did he clap for himself as he didn’t make a wish
that mattered. It was always important to wish for something, but he never remembered what and, he was pretty
sure, it always came true.
“This brownie-cookie is, amazing. I can’t believe I’ve
never had this before. Thank you. Did you make it?"
his eyes pointing towards his cousin as his thumb pressed
painfully into the few crumbs remaining on his plate, feeling the warmth of the recently extinguished candle.
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“Yea, we saw it on a website," Chocolate Hucklebunny
said. “I’m glad you like it. Lisa," her younger sister, Cinna
Bun Hucklebunny, “and I made them yesterday. We saw
the recipe on the back of the cookie dough package."
Steven looked down at his name tag and read Scamper
Floppy Ears. “That’s great. I’ll have to get that recipe
from one of you." His sister, Nibbles Floppy Ears, looked
at Binky Floppy Ears, her father, licking off his fork full of
vanilla icing, a pile of perfectly good chocolate cake artfully
pushed aside.
“You don’t want to go to there. It’s full of the blacks.
Six Flags is really not what it used to be," Binky said, still
swallowing his icing, looking down at the pile of shit sitting on his plate. “That and Splish Splash, you can’t go
without feeling like you’re at a zoo." Scamper looked up
without moving, his head still hovering above the plate
as he guided the crumbs delicately onto his tongue, gently touching his pained finger to his lips as he tasted the
last morsels. The Floppy Ears, Hucklebunnies, and Fuzziwugs all responded, with varying degrees of understanding, and a part of Steven died.

thirty-nine.

Mindy is the type of girl who would refuse to pop her anal
sex cherry without it being filmed, as nothing is worth doing unless there is potential for financial gain, or otherwise. Without a detailed record of the event, what would
be the point? And, as she refused to fake anything, there
was not much she wouldn’t try, so long as someone was
recording. It just so happens that today, Mindy was in
fact going to lose her anal
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forty.

I feel transcendental, not knowing what that means, but I
feel above. I feel a greater version of myself. I can see more
than I did before. My eyes are open, and I am not afraid
to look out and in. I want to learn how to readjust to the
world. I want to be able to see more than misunderstanding. I want to learn how to join our states of consciousness
as fully as possible. I want to be no where but now, with
no one else but you. I love you. I want to judge nothing,
and accept what is as it is. I want to remove the chatter
and be in a place that transcends. I still want to operate
in this world, but I don’t want to play the game. I find myself switching to metaphors when there comes something
I want to avoid. I find myself judging when all I want to do
is perceive. I do not know what motivates me, but I want
to find out. I want to know what I want. I want to not be
afraid of what that means. I want to be free. I want to be
honest. I don’t want to hide anything, any part of myself,
and I feel like that means I have to let it out. I have to
look at it, let it come out and accept whatever it may be.
I cannot edit, otherwise, It is not real. It is not art. it is
not craft. it is fake, and I cannot be that. I want to accept
stupid human tasks as necessary, and I want to rely on
my inner self for the guidance to make decisions that will
lead to my happiness. I don’t want to ramble and speak
for no reason. I want to produce, but I do not know what
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to produce. I want to communicate a message, but that
message changes everyday. I want to get out the demons,
but the demons change everyday. I want to know myself
and be ok with each part of it. I want to know who I was,
where I can from, and be ok with each part of it. I want
to know you, and be ok with each part of you. I want to
know where you came from, and be ok with each part of
you. I want you to be comfortable with every single thing
about yourself. I want you to rely on your inner strength
to give you confidence, to give you the ease with which to
make decisions. I want to be a big boy, and grow up, and
not act like such a child when it comes to responsibility. I
procrastinate instead of moving forward. I make barriers
and then I sit behind them, because it is easier than moving forward and making a choice. I cannot make a wrong
choice, I do not think, I trust myself, and I should just
do what I believe. I should just move forward and get on
with it all. I should begin figuring out how big of a mark I
want to make. I have to figure out how to recognize chatter and how to be in the moment. I have to find a way to
confront the demons while recording them. Why do I feel
this need to help? Why do I feel this need to write? To
produce art? What is my goal? I think we must write, because we feel that we have something to say. Why do I feel
like I need to say anything? I have urges now that I just
want to store away. I want to hole up for a while somewhere solitary and live without responsibility for at least
a little while. I want to retreat. I find it hard to be much
of anything with the current levels of thought. I find it
hard to have fun, but I find it easier to be fulfilled. I cannot be carefree. Maybe I’m being to careful. Tonight is
confusion, and I am a victim. I think. I wish other people
did as much. I cannot help the thoughts, though I try. I
cannot understand, yet. I have no idea where I have been,
and I’m too lazy, and momentary, to look back and see if
I have made any sense. I want to say something of note,
something of value, but I feel that I have failed. Why is
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this public? I don’t even know why I post publicly, but I
feel better knowing that it’s here, for you to read, for you
to try and see a little bit more of me, unfiltered, unthought
really. I, in many ways do not control, yet, the stream of
consciousness in my head, I write to develop a way to pull
out the inside . I don’t want to stop pulling out the inside, but I don’t know what the goal, and I’m not sure if
I am ok not having a goal. I want to have a purpose, unselfish, wholesome, harmoniously tuned to self and world
together. I want to help people see how to operate in a way
that changes for the better. I feel hypocritical that I seem
to not value other walks of life, or typical walks of life,
but I think it is rooted in my deep-seated belief, that most
people, despite their best efforts and appearances, are not
truly happy. or not on a path that will make them truly
happy. but seeing this, feeling this, is heavy and makes my
unhappy. I am not sure if this is the doctor being infected
by the sick, or because i have not transcended enough, or
not looked deep enough in myself for it to make sense. I
think with proper understanding, there is no room for unhappiness. But I believe that fear is a strong motivator to
choose. To make a choice. What am I so afraid of? What
scares me? I think I’m only afraid of letting you down. Of
not being understood, or not being what you want me to be.
I wish you knew more about what you wanted, so we could
better understand how to be the best for each other. All I
need from you is understanding and willingness to work
to understand how I view the world and how you view the
world. How I find pleasure and content and how you find
pleasure and content. I think the most wonderful thing is
coming to learn how to be the best for each other, but without looking inward to see what your putting out, I am not
sure how to proceed. I want to pay attention to you, and
know you. I want to see you, more than I do, but I fear you
have not said hello to your Stranger, and until you do, this
will be hard. I’m not sure what else to say, how to wrap
this up. I’m not even sure what I said, or what you heard,
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what it means. It is the ramblings of a confused mind, one
searching for something deep inside. I want to have fun. I
want to play. When is it play time?

forty-one.

So now I sit to write as a try to drift off into sleep. It’s 7:52
AM in Bra currently, making it 1:52 AM here in Brooklyn,
NY. I wish I had more to say. I feel the ephemeral yellow
bird has made his way in and out of my life. I can’t see
where he landed or where he flew too. I wan that yellow
bird so badly. Where is my yellow bird? what am I saaying? utter nonsense. there is n sense debating the point,
when it’s just me, myself here to listen. what are we even
debating, I dont remember to recall or even form the first
thought of the idea in the first place. It is hard to think
when you are trying t o think about thinking. meta thinking, metaphor, what is meta for? I want to be deep inside
where the rabbit hawk lives. that is what I am thinking.
I want to see more than I have seeen and be more than I
have been. wonder about everything and don’t think about
nothing. I want to se the iceberg for only it’s tip, because
that is all I can see, the rest is water, interrupted and
all that is actually perceived. We are always concerned
with only being able to see the tip of the iceberg, but the
great mystery is that there is no restof the iceberg. All
that comes through the doors of perception is the tip of
the iceberg. The inferral being that there is something,
seemingly important, supporting it, lying just out of view.
Something that must be understood in order to fully understand the magnitude or effects of the entire iceberg.
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The idea is that the iceberg can be affecting something at
a distance from itself, or where it appears, because of the
restof the iceberg. The unseen part affects the unseeing
part of you. But if all of you is seeing, than there is just
the iceberg itself. If only part of you is seeing, than there
is just the tip, but taht is all you can see. You must not
look for the rest of the iceberg. that is not the way to find
it. Do not look below the surface to see how far the iceberg
reaches and what it affects. Just see the entire iceberg.
When you see the tip, don’t go looking for the rest. Learn
to see the iceberg first. Only then can you proceed to see
the connection between yourself and the iceberg. Only by
seeing with your whole self can you see where the iceberg
touches you, how you respond, how the tip changes, which
are all details of the same, consistently occurring, harmoniously playing out, time-space-energy transferal system.
It’s 8:06 AM in Bra. I’m going to sleep.

forty-two.

I feel I need to go inside, see what’s there, and hear what
it has to say.
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forty-three.

From the beginning it was clear what the situation was: A
young man stuck alone, in his thoughts, far removed from
the world, with only himself to listen, seeing a Stranger.
A blanket wrapped warmly, with more sensationality than
expected, because of the microfiber technology, gently pillowing the temperature into a thick, clean, pressurized
bed of moss on his stomach and right thigh, foot flat on his
left calf, a moist layer of air in between, knees orthogonal
to the rest of his body. The only light is from the screen,
which is lowered autonomously a few intervals to match
the oncoming of rest. Sleep, the goal, but the Stranger
sits and waits. A mouse displaces something in the corner, something settles an inch, a scratch is heard on the
wall, scrunccch! from the left. A fan resonates the melancholy atmosphere, locally. kakjink from the upper left.
The world flings us into motion, corkscrewing through the
universe at incomprehensible speeds, but you never notice. The weather clouds the evening with an unfortunate
coldness accompanying a brilliant, high-resolution, deeporange moon, scabbing the midnight sky with the days old
remains of knees rubbed raw, and left unattended, from
shuffling on them through the day, a few days ago, and
letting the mid-May New England sun bake the healing
flesh. Stiff and unyielding, painful cracks ooze healing
fluid, each one, noticeably, but still on the fringes of per117
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ception, increases the flexibility of the surface, allowing
greater range and ease of mobility, while prolonging, just
as noticeably, the process of healing. Tomorrow the moon
will look bright and white, sit high in the sky, and reflect
light onto Allston. Tonight, he thinks to himself, wondering if he should have accepted Manuel’s offer, confirming
his loyalty and securing his acceptance in this new town.
He wonders if a rat will climb out from the walls keeping
him safe while he sleeps and come, walking on the other
side of the fringes of perception, touch him while he sleeps.
In the ephemera, would it be better if it was a mouse drifts
into the ether. A judgement should not be made, more especially, because the perceptions are chjik chjik chjik padt
tat eating to the lower left, seemingly the same distance as
aural sensations one and two. The facts add up to something that doesn’t matter. As he drifts into sleep, he feels
strongly, tonight, he sleeps with a rat, which will leave before making breakfast.

forty-four.

Ahhhhh, clarity of thought!, that is what you feel like! The
power of pop music, showers, and dance, never underestimate this. A young man stuck alone, in his thoughts, far
removed from the world, with only himself to listen to, seeing himself.
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forty-five.

So now I decide to write. About it,
I’m unsure. Still
I can. Not
be understood:
over-place
understanding standing under a place
yearning
to be over. Today
at least I will be. Who I am
is everything.
Peace.
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forty-six.

I sit here, waiting for a response to a draw out question.
Who the hell am I? Interrupted by everything. This one
thing is olive bread. But she readies herself for bed, and he
readies himself as well. I believe in truth. I believe in the
oneness, content and happiness go hand in hand. Many
things holding hands. That’s the vision and the mindset
to the way. I believe we can find the way, but we must
look without seeing. Listen without hearing. Touch without feeling. Eat without tasting and breathing without
smelling. When we can do nothing more, we will be one,
and it will be done. Nothing more to do.
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forty-seven.

I’ve lost my voice. What am I afraid of. I’ve seen, I’ve
read, I’ve conquered. When I read what I write, I don’t see
myself. I want to help so badly. I want you to understand.
To see how I see. The world is a lovely place, why do I feel
a weight on me. What is compelling me to move forward.
Let me ask myself a question and try to answer it.
Things I know. I know that I cannot continue moving forward.
I’m the type of man to do for myself whatever I can.
I set out how to make such a selfish goal into something
that I can provide for you. I think every great person needs
an audience, someone to listen, now and then, and make
them feel loved. Do I need space? Do I need structure?
I don’t know. I’m scattered around, lost and dreaming of
nothing but trivial. Who am I today? Who will I be tomorrow? I’m lost. lost lost.
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forty-eight.

Douglas has been here for a few days; I made this today.
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forty-nine.

I don’t really know what to say, still. I feel something.
Some need to be something, but I cannot express any more.
I thought it’d be different. I thought I’d find something.
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fifty.

1. eat healthy
2. make all your food from as close to scratch as possible.
3. grow your own food
4. replant the seeds from your first crop.
5. now you are self sufficient, which is the best thing you
can do for yourself.
6. rely on nobody but yourself and people you have sensed.
7. do not sacrifice what is right for what is easy.
8. know yourself.
9. know thy neighbor.
10. realize their relationship.
11. don’t consider the difference.
12. don’t consider the kinship.
13. they are undeniable and in equal parts.
14. realize the oneness, the sameness, the lack of difference.
15. dig a well.
16. for water and knowledge, and keep both full and clean.
17. don’t ask questions you are not willing to confront the
answers.
18. you are responsible for what you see, which cannot
be unseen.
19. your memory is your cross.
20. your senses a burden.
21. sense nothing is everything.
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demons may live in the dark.
mythology has its demons just as well.
be afraid to find the light.
it may be darkness.

fifty-one.
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fifty-two.

These days the question is what to do.
1. carbonate your own beverages
2. pickle things
3. make mayonnaise
4. sous vide
5. build a webpage
6. build a carPC
7. track your car mileage
8. drive a stick
9. make iced coffee
10. bake bread
11. take a photo
12. read a book
13. build a prezi
14. change your oil
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fifty-three.

Earlier, Doc asked, “Are you going a little bit crazy in here
man?. . . I mean, it’s getting to be kinda of a mess. Everything, you know, all right?"
I also read this, and am still mildly perplexed as to its
intended meaning:
Vain is the ridicule with which one sees some persons
will divert themselves, upon finding lesser pains considered as instances of divine punishment. There
is no possibility of answering or evading the general thing here intended, without denying all final
causes.
–Butler’s Analogy
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fifty-four.

I’m transcribing a copy of The Art of Living, a collection
Epictetus’s teachings. Below are two quotes from the work.
If I can get rich and powerful while preserving my
own honor, faithfulness to family, friends, principles, and self-resepct, show me how and I’ll do it.
But if I have to sacrifice my personal integrity, it’s
stupid and silly to urge me on. Besides if you had
to choose between having a certain amount of money
and having a loyal and honorable friend, which would
you choose? It’s better if you help me become a good
person than to push me to do things that threaten
my good character.
Epictetus in The Art of Living:
Character matters more than reputation

Just as certain capabilities are required for success
in a particular area, so too are certain sacrifices required. If you wish to become proficient in the art
of living with wisdom, do you think that you can
eat and drink to excess? Do you think you can continue to succumb to anger and you usual habits of
frustration and unhappiness? No. If true wisdom
is your object and you are sincere, you will have to
overcome many unhealthy cravings and knee-jerk reactions. You will have to reconsider whom you associate with. Are your friends and associates worthy
people? Does their influence—their habits, values,
and behavior—elevate you or reinforce the slovenly
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habits from which you seek escape? The life of wisdom, like anything else, demands its price. You may,
in following it, be ridiculed and even end up with the
worst of everything in all parts of your public life, including your career, your social standing, and your
legal position in the courts.
Once you have given due consideration to all of the
constituent details that compose the effort to live the
higher life, venture forth with your utmost effort.
Make the necessary sacrifices that are the price for
the worthiest goals: freedom, even-mindedness, and
tranquility. If, however, upon honestly appraising
your mettle, you are not fit or ready, free yourself
from delusion and tread a different, more realistic
road.
If you try to be something you’re not or strive for
something completely beyond your present capacities, you end up as a pathetic dabbler, trying first
to be a wise person, then a bureaucrat, then a politician, then a civic leader. These roles are not consistent. You can’t be flying off in countless directions,
however appealing they are, and at the same time
live an integrated, fruitful life.
You can only be one person—either a good person*
or a bad person. You have two essential choices. Either you can set yourself to developing your reason,
cleaving to truth, or you can hanker after externals.
The choice is yours and yours alone. You can either
put your skills toward internal work or lose yourself
to externals, which is to say, be a person of wisdom
or follow the common ways of mediocre.
Epictetus in The Art of Living:
Consider what comes first, then what follows, and then act

*What is a ‘good’ event? What is a ‘bad’ event? There
is no such thing! What is a good person? The one
who achieves tranquility by having formed the habit
of asking on every occasion, ‘What is the right thing
to do now?’
Epictetus in The Art of Living:
Events are impersonal and indifferent

fifty-five.

A Manual for Living, the first part of The Art of Living, is
complete. Here’s another excerpt:
Now is the time to get serious about living your ideals. Once you have determined the spiritual principles you wish to exemplify, abide by these as if they
were laws, as if it were indeed sinful to compromise
them.
Don’t mind if others don’t share your convictions.
How long can you afford to put off who you really
want to be? Your nobler self cannot wait any longer.
Put your principles into practice—now. Stop the excuses and the procrastination. This is your life! You
aren’t a child anymore. The sooner you set yourself
to your spiritual program, the happier you will be.
The longer you wait, the more you will be vulnerable
to mediocrity and feel filled with shame and regret,
because you know you are capable of better.
From this instant on, vow to stop disappointing yourself. Separate yourself from the mob. Decide to be
extraordinary and do what you need to do—now.
Epictetus in The Art of Living:
Start living your ideals
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fifty-six

He began the journey not by himself, but he was alone; the
romance was gone, and he didn’t know mug of anything
anymore. What was today? It didn’t matter, save for the
fact that he didn’t know. It didn’t bother him.
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fifty-seven.

To begin, it is usually a good idea to outline the aims of the
investigation. Of course these aims will change, and as so,
too will change this introductory paragraph. But we must
not let this stop us from beginning. I aim to seek a greater
understanding of biologically organized systems. Specifically, I believe an understanding of the relationship between the temporospatially-dynamic growth and stiffness
fields is of fundamental importance. More recently, I have
come to believe, in addition, the influence of environmental factors (across length scales) must be included. Most
recently, I have puported the global field parameters can
be obtained by considering a local seed subject to universal rules. These rules being governed by the state parameters. The method of my investigation will be to consider
an initial state, and given some change (e.g. the external
temperature crosses a threshold), induce the growth of a
model biological system.
To begin, I would like to layout the system states that
have potential to be important.
Location: x,y,z-coordinates
Temperature: external (on each face) and internal (average)
Pressure: external (on each face) and internal (resultant)
Sunlight: intensity and angle
145
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Nutrient: availability and concentration
Water tension (turgor?): Basically, the difficulty the
cell has in obtaining water.
Elastic properties
Time
Now I have come to a halt, because I am losing faith
in the ability of the system to have feasible results, with
a manageable number of states, when starting out with
only one cell.
There is a choice that must be made between following
cells, or following locations in space.

fifty-eight.

Yesterday I began sketching the growth and form software. The end result was a program which begins with
an ellipse. The ellipse’s area grows linearly with time.
When the are doubles, the ellipse splits into two smaller
ellipses. Here area is not preserved, but rather the major axis of both ellipses are set to one half the major axis
of the mother ellipse; that is, both newly formed ellipses
fit precisely end to end inside of the original ellipse. (It
was chosen, arbitrarily, to have the smaller ellipses fit into
the original ellipse vertically; this is a patch until a more
general set of rules is applied). At this point, the software loops and the two smaller ellipses (now the size of
the original single ellipse at the initial time-step) begin to
grow at the same rate. When they double in size, they split
again, but now only the exposed ellipses grow. That is, any
ellipse with two neighbors at this point in the program,
stops growing. The software continues to double the last
ellipse and split, only stopping when the maximum number of ellipses is reached.
I believe this was a good first step. To be honest, it
took longer than I expected, but I also learned a number
of things about how I would like to organize the code; hopefully these ideas will save time later.
I think a good next step is to work on creating the “cell”
class. This way I can learn about how to create classes of
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objects in Processing. Once I have a cell object, it will become easy to incorporate (and propagate) changes in the
growth program. Specifically, I am interested in splitting
into more than two parts; varying the stiffness around the
cell border (for which I think a ball with straws inserted
radially will served as a good metaphor. The tips of the
straws release pressure (growth force) and also attached
by rubber bands (the skin, resistance to growth); and conserving mass while splitting, amongst many others).
For now I must be back in the car.

fifty-nine.

Look into the book Urban Foraging.
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sixty.

Come on skinny love just last the year. Pour a little
salt, we were never here. My, my, my, my, my, my, my,
my, staring at the sink of blood and crushed veneer.
I tell my love to wreck it all. Cut out all the ropes
and let me fall. My, my, my, my, my, my, my, my,
right in the moment, this order’s tall. And I told
you to be patient and I told you to be fine and I told
you to be balanced and I told you to be kind and in
the morning I’ll be with you, but it will be a different
"kind" ’cause I’ll be holding all the tickets, and you’ll
be owning all the fines. Come on skinny love what
happened here? Suckle on the hope in lite brassiere.
O my, my, my, my, my, my, my, my, sullen load is full;
so slow on the split. And I told you to be patient and
I told you to be fine and I told you to be balanced and
I told you to be kind and now all your love is wasted,
then who the hell was I? Cause now I’m breaking at
the britches. I’m at the end of all your lines. Who
will love you? Who will fight? And who will fall far
behind? Come on skinny love. O my, my, my, my,
my, my, my, my. O my, my, my, my, my, my, my, my.
Lyrics to Skinny Love by Bon Iver
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sixty-one.

It was a hot August day in New England as I contemplated
my consumptive desire to know. She left me alone, and
this man, truly alone with his thoughts, is a dangerous
animal. I want to know: What is of one man, free of responsibility, capable? Sitting on a pine barstool, prisoned
by a room with weeks of careless unloading, the boarded
up windows barely let the rainstorm’s cloud-reflected light
into the bar, my bedroom. I’ve been living without a space
for just about three and a half months now. Dragged my
mattress from my cushy room at the end of the hall onto
the sticky hardwood floors of our bar, Marilyn’s. I have
spent many nights with Marilyn, but she’s a classy broad
and refuses to drop her arms.
This day feels long. I didn’t get out of bed until after
one, showered by three and just got home from a chicken
teriyaki rice lunch at the local korean restaurant; I feel
too full; it’s the biggest meal I’ve eaten this weekend. It’s
Monday afternoon, 4:11 PM to be precise, and I can’t believe I still have to be awake. What does one man alone
do all day?
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sixty-two.

The very weakness that at the time seemed unbearable and repulsive, the weakness that had driven
[her] from the country, suddenly attracted her. She
realized that she belonged among the weak, in the
camp of the weak, in the country of the weak, and
that she had to be faithful to them precisely because
they were weak. . .
She felt attracted by their weakness as by vertigo.
She felt attracted by it because she felt weak herself.
Again she began to feel jealous and again her hands
shook. When [he] noticed it, he did what he usually
did: he took her hands in his and tried to calm them
by pressing hard. She tore them away from him.
“What’s the matter?" he asked.
“Nothing."
“What do you want me to do for you?"
...
I want you to be weak. As weak as I am.
The Unbearable Lightness of Being, Milan Kundera, page 73

She longed to do something that would prevent her
from turning back to [him]. She longed to destroy
brutally the past seven years of her life. It was vertigo. A heady, insuperable longing to fall.
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We might also call vertigo the intoxication of the weak.
Aware of his weakness a man decides to give in rather
than stand up to it. He is drunk with weakness,
wishes to grow even weaker, wishes to fall down in
the middle of the main square in front of everybody,
wishes to be down, lower than down.
The Unbearable Lightness of Being, Milan Kundera, page 76

sixty-three.

And at some point, he realized to his great surprise
that he was not particularly unhappy. [Her] physical presence was much less important than he had
suspected. What was important was the golden footprint, the magic footprint she had left on his life and
no one could ever remove. Just before disappearing from his horizon, she had slipped him Hercules’
broom, and he had used it to sweep everything he
despised out of his life. A sudden happiness, a feeling of bliss, the joy that came of freedom and a new
life—these were the gifts she had left him.
The Unbearable Lightness of Being, Milan Kundera, page 120

When we want to give expression to a dramatic situation in our lives, we tend to use metaphors of heaviness. We say that something has become a great burden to us. We either bear the burden or fail and go
down with it, we struggle with it, win or lose. And
[her]—what had come over her? Nothing. She had
left a man because she felt like leaving him. Had he
persecuted her? Had he tried to take revenge on her?
No. Her drama was a drama not of heaviness but
of lightness. What fell to her lot was not the burden
but the unbearable lightness of being.
The Unbearable Lightness of Being, Milan Kundera, page 122
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sixty-four.

Then there was the end of summer. This year in New England August brought torrential rain and cool breezes and
fall began to fill the air; the leaves were still green and
the population of Allston still donned cutoffs of every kind
and air conditioners still ran every night and it was all
still a big waste. We stopped drinking gin and tonics long
ago and jack and cokes didn’t feel right either as the first
pumpkin ales of the season hit the shelves. The twelvepack of Shipyard Pumpkinheads didn’t take long to dwindle to two on this summer night as I was wrested from bed
by the offer of a girl. Not longer than a month ago I lost the
last object in this world that meant anything to me which
was also my only remaining responsibility and my fiancee.
To me it came out of nowhere and I realized quickly I never
had control. The problem seemed to me at the time to be
the releasing of control to someone who couldn’t bear the
responsibility. It’s better off in the long run to see these
things sooner than later was the advice I was given and I
had to agree but it still didn’t make the whole affair any
less consuming. I had a good night that night and said a
lot of things I really meant to someone I’d never met before.
She was the fourth girl I’d slept with that month and she
was the only one who made it easy to find sleep though
neither of us wanted to stop the conversation which became instantly and recognizably incoherent at 4:15 AM
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from a combination of booze, pheromones, and exhaustion
rooted just as much in bearing the potential for something
more physical as other more regular things. I’m still not
certain but I think we could have had sex that night but I
had no desire to make such a sharp turn despite the obvious under and over stated innuendoes. The night before
and again that morning I had had sex with someone new
for the first time in over five years, a girl I met at a bar,
and I was proud and damaged. The girl tonight was coy in
a way that I never imagined. After having a carefree occasion to fondle her breasts and only opting to assess their
perfection I felt like a gentleman. She was beautiful in a
way I wasn’t prepared for and her insouciance in regard to
the presentation of her form coupled with the typical desires to feel desired made her in her own words delicious.
I was enticed and I let her know but still pretending I was
in control I kept myself from letting the momentum shift
too quickly. She was drunk and I was a mess and it didn’t
seem at the time like either of us would feel great moving too fast in a different direction and we fell into sleep
in a lover’s embrace. It scared me certainly to feel like I
wanted to take it slow as I understood what taking it slow
implied but it only scared me because there was potential that could be lost and an overwhelming feeling like I
wasn’t prepared. I genuinely liked her for reasons I didn’t
let myself explore. I let her put on my engagement ring
meaning nothing as I was about to sell it. It didn’t fit and
that didn’t mean anything either. The biggest thing I lost
that August was my unexamined sense of certainty and
that loss would stay with me forever. I knew it would take
me a while to learn how to live with that weight and I
felt more certain of myself knowing that I would. That
didn’t help understanding the melting pot of emotions left
with me the morning after. My friend Bryan noticed that
I was excited but I felt ineffable and did my best to find
articulation. I didn’t know what the night would bring
but there was a sense of hope that could not be ignored.
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I filled the day with routine which had no meaning and
did laundry in the basement of our apartment while not
eating and drinking a juice from the local bagel shop. And
then there was the matter of Courtney. Now Courtney and
I had chemistry no doubt about it but neither of us knew
quite what to do with it. That morning Courtney asked me
casually to an unspecified dinner and I casually affirmed
my positive thoughts on the matter following the form of
her initial correspondence. Courtney was something special to me. She always had been in a number of ways but
mostly in being able to recognize and keep attraction innocent by removing romance completely and leaving only
two people practicing the art of conversation.

sixty-five.

The question I just mooted to myself:
What is the meaning of silence?
seems unanswerable at the moment, but I intuit meaning
to not apply in this case.
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sixty-six.

It ain’t no use to sit and wonder why, babe It don’t
matter, anyhow And it ain’t no use to sit and wonder why, babe If you don’t know by now When your
rooster crows at the breaks of dawn Look out your
window and I’ll be gone You’re the reason I’m traveling on Don’t think twice, it’s all right. It ain’t no
use in turning on your light, babe That light I never
knowed And it ain’t no use in turning on your light,
babe I’m on the dark side of the road But I wish there
was somethin’ you would do or say To try and make
me change my mind and stay We never did too much
talking anyway So don’t think twice, it’s all right.
It ain’t no use in calling out my name, gal Like you
never done before It ain’t no use in calling out my
name, gal I can’t hear you any more I’m a-thinking
and a-wond’rin’ walking down the road I once loved
a woman, a child I’m told I give her my heart but she
wanted my soul Don’t think twice, it’s all right. So
long honey, babe Where I’m bound, I can’t tell Goodbye’s too good a word, babe So I’ll just say fare thee
well I ain’t saying you treated me unkind You could
have done better but I don’t mind You just kinda
wasted my precious time But don’t think twice, it’s
all right.
Lyrics to Don’t Think Twice It’s All Right by Bob Dylan
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sixty-seven.

The day was spent walking somewhere specific without
purpose. Other activities included watching five episodes
from season one of The West Wing, eating a chicken sandwich and bacon cheeseburger at Burger King, mooching
some breakfast off Greg, smoking pot and cigarettes, and a
shower. That afternoon I had walked to Courtney’s apartment assuming I would figure out what I wanted to say by
the time I got there; it was a long walk. Clarity of thought
came and went, and by the time I got to her door, there
was nothing to say. It was an awkward five minutes, but
we ended with small talk and a calculated hug. Courtney asked me if we were ok; I responded a repetition of of
courses, and she understood that we were. She felt to me
as though she understood why I came, or even if she didn’t,
she understood it came from nowhere important and that
it was ok.
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sixty-eight.

The Hurricane was scheduled to arrive in the morning.
With it torrential rain and excessive winds. I had a lot
on my mind, but mostly needed to learn how to act. To
function as a human on this earth. What do I want? What
do I need? Not much, at the moment. I don’t even know
why I write, what I have to say seems like nothing. The
rain is starting and it makes me excited. I want to be in
the rain. I want to see the shit. I want to call Courtney,
I want to tell her how much I think she could be great for
me. How much I want to date her, but how I’m not ready.
I don’t owe her anything. I owe her a lot. She’s been a good
friend, a kind ear, someone to be around when I feel sad.
I don’t know how to be right with her.
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sixty-nine.

It isn’t fair, but it never was and today seemed to arbitrary
to do anything of note, but that didn’t mean he didn’t feel
compelled to do something. Not having done anything for
the past month and a half had left Michael exhausted. All
he had was an addiction to smoking cigarettes and pot, a
vapid libido, and a few plans aimed blindly at something
particular. Michael was floating, feeling a piece of a puzzle
dropped between the floorboards and forgotten. The puzzle long since thrown out, a result of the missing Michael.
He fit somewhere, but that place was long gone and now
he was just an irregularly shaped cardboard cut out with a
small piece of the night-sky and a few snowflakes pictured
on his face. Today he had just about given up, not because
it had suddenly become too much, but because it had gradually become too much and now he was at the threshold,
so suddenly, gradually, Michael gave up and said, “Fuck
it.” Something has to be made. Days should be spend bettering the self, and not living in cardboard limbo. Michael
was indifferent towards Courtney, and quickly placing Makia
in the same pile. Both put themselves at the center of
something, which is fine, but the expectations of behavior, the games, the fucking nonsense was ridiculous and
Michael needed to forget about that all. All he had loved
was gone. There was not much else. He couldn’t believe
how hard it was to sit down and produce, with so much un171
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settled. He was always one to make the most important
thing the most important thing, a lesson he learned young,
but now it was consuming: without a set plan for happiness, he could not proceed. With a wife, kids, et cetera
now up for grabs, he didn’t know what the fuck to do. Of
what is one man capable? He was so curious. How did
he want to make his impact. He would use the words, the
page to find it. So he sits and writes his thoughts out word
by word, page by page, just letting his mind wander as
usual, but this time letting the moments be captured on
the page. He thingks of christina in the background, just
a flash, a fleeting moment of something of her esseence,
he realizes how much he misses her and how much he desires just to go back to how it was. When they were to
be together as partners forever. What did she do to him?
The world may not be able to answer that, because there
wasn’t much understood analysis of the situation, a lot of
befuddled minds and closed-up-tight lips which prevented
much of anything getting done for the postive. Nothing
progressed forward, or backgward for that matter. Time,
space, life, just seemed to stand still. Michael tuned into
the natural frequency of the life that he was living and
soon became lost in time. Every beat, every moment, despite everything that was different, was undeniable the
same, and utterly similar and close to the moments immediately adjacent to it. You could never move too fast in
space-time. Nothing changed quickly, but now it was as
if nothing changed at all. Stopped in space-time and lost
in the same. He, Michael, our hero, and a general hero
to the world, was about to go crazy, or so he feared. He
couldn’t understand how one person could ramble in such
a way as to say nothing and everything at the same time.
This doesn’t seem right, it can’t be right to write alright.
All is right with the write ers of the world. They are the
speakers of truth, the spreaders of lies, and the conflusion
of the masses. Writers control what speakers and doers
say and do. It is a strange place the mind has learned to
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go when let off the leash. I don’t even know a bit about
where we have been, really. It’s been a wild ride to sit and
right about whatever is in here (here being what feels like
the space a few inches behind my eyes, but I’m much too
clever for that. Where is my mind? The question begs an
answer, and the answer begs the question. Where is my
mind? Now I try to get the garbage out so that all that is
left is gold. I don’t have anything to say to you, christina,
you are done with me and I am, have to be, done with you.
How can it be anything else? How can we go back after
you treated me like this? Is it right to hold such things
against you? Should I do a tit for tat for your tits? Honestly, I know now that I can do better, but I don’t know how
much I care to do better. I just want to be a person who
has done already, I don’t necessarily feel like doing at this
point. Maybe it might be, could be, should be, better just
to get a job somewhere where I can show up and leave and
do some work in the middle. It might be nice to not have to
use my mind so muchh, because it feels hard to harness.
it’s harassing and cutting to the core. How do I produce
when I don’t know the product. What is the fucking rush
and desire to make something, anything. I just want to be
and see beauty and content. I want to make all my content content, if that can tend to what I need to be and do
and see and act and be with and see with and alarm and
activate. I am not a person to be soon forgotten, but I am
not an attraction except that you know you’re supposed
to bring me how to mom’s and pop’s. You’re supposed to
act like you’re impressed with my language and whom I
read, and you’re supposed to get down on me for smoking
cigarettes, but even as I write that, I realize it’s hopeless.
I’ve already decided to buy a pack, and that sucks, because
i wanted , a piece of me, for today to be the day. but I really
don’t want it to be, otherwise it owuld be already. Now I’ll
sit and try to get back to someting interesting that matters. Sex, drugs, and rock and roll. Today I masterbated,
smoked pot, and made a few beats with a 2 octave key-
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board and GarageBand. Sex, drugs, and rock and roll,
bitches. And that was all before noon. Bitches. Should I
text Makia, pops into my head, and I think, if you sleep
over again, you have to try to fuck her. You owe it to yourself. There’s not much else besides that. But still, can you
get her done? Could you do that? You’ve done it once, but
that was easy. Kate wanted to fuck you to a similar degree
as you wanted to fuck her. You both used eachother beautifully and she even sucked your cock to try and make you
cum after she fed you too much whiskey. You came with
her face buried in a pillow and her ass arched into your
crotch. She came sometimes before that, or at least that
what you told yourself then and yourfriends the next day,
but you never really believed and now you’re pretty certain
she enjoyed it, but cum? probably not. I’ve never been able
to make a girl cum from fucking. Fingers, mouth, tongue,
vibrator, those are tools I can work with. In my defense,
I’ve only tried with two woman, and both of them were
not the type of girls to touch themselves intimately as a
habit, so I don’t know how much I can take the blame. I
work my dick when it’s in a pussy. I work it hard and who
knows what else get’s done in the mean time, but I get’sise
of a blow job a day. Oh my god. I’d have received literally
thousands of blow jobs by now. And holy shit, she’d be a
fuckin master. Getting me off in a few minutes easily, or
taking her sweet ass time if she fuckin felt like it. Kim, at
this point, approaching 5K BJ’s would be absolutely amazing. I can’t even imagine the type of head that chick would
give. I should call her, see if she’s still with her boyfriend.
And fuck you Makia, make me feel like a neglectful person.
Why are you so needy already? Huh, fuckin relax. Seriously, just relax yourself. I don’t want to deal with you.
Get some self-confidence, so self-expression, learn to read
people, and me. Just let me be. Understand that I don’t
need to be worrying about how I treat you at the moment.
The only things you’ve done wrong are not touch me in a
way that I like and continue to ask me if you’ve done some-
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thing wrong. We’re not anything and you’re making us
something. I don’t like it. My neck itches and my nerves
are weak. Physically I am something less than well. I
want to be more than well, but I don;t know what to fill
this well with. Will I be well with a full well? Who am I?
Who fills me? Who defines me? Is it me or you, or is that
the same? That’s a fucked up thought. That I am only defined by you, and without contact to you, I go mad. What
does one do with madness? How can one unravel nicely
such that he can be rewound into something nice, like a
quilt or an afghan. I didn’t even know I ask a lot of questions, but it is how I am. Madeira islands on the side of the
66 bus to Harvard Square. It’s that close, but I’m so far
away. One of these days I really should talk to Rob about
how it all happened, but now I fear that it all went wrong.
That I brought this all on myself. I can’t believe she left
and I am lost. How can she just decide my fate? I trusted
her never to do this to me and she did this too me. Fucking cunt. I can’t believe I am left alone. Removed from my
world. This world seems shallow. I want to find depth and
beauty in the moments and the construction. A series of
moments creates music, art, books, literature. Moments,
that an author can take you through, and those moments
the artist occupies your soul. I want to eat your soul and
shit it out before breakfast. I will eat your soul. I’m hungry. Let me eat your soul. Welcome to the monkey house,
where the monkey’s eat your soul just after then rip off
your dick and nuts and feed them too you. You didn’t realize? Yes, the dick and nuts in the drain plug to the soul.
Every time you come, jerk off or in something, you expunge
a piece of your soul. Rip your dick and nuts off, and your
soul flows right out and there I am, sucking up your soul;
that’s why I suck so much dick. Cause I want everyone’s
soul. At least that’s what I believe. I’ve been sucking dick
for money since, well, never, but I may write a story with
a main character whose done it for a long long time. Interesting place where the mind runs to, yet again. I can’t
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control this place, there is not much I can control, but it’s
a bad sign if I can’t control the mind. My mind. But if my
mind is a response to your mind, how can i expect to control It. I want to see more clearly than most and make the
lessons easy to learn. But if I dont know what I’m teaching, then there isn’t anything to be taught by me, because
I cannot simplify what I do not understand. Let me start
something new today, Let me start by saying that I passed
up the opportunity to buy a typewriter, because I want to
use the computer, who knows why, but it didn’t feel right
to be compelled to produce art with only one specific tool.
I an make do with what I have. It’s how I have to live, it’s
how I have to be. How Can i transfer what I know about
how I want to operate in the world with how I want to be
in love. I want to feel someone want me. Want to fuck me.
I want to be fucked, but by someone who wnats to fuck me
. Christina never wanted to fuck me, not after the first six
months. Which is what the fuck in my eyes, but at least I
am ok. I’ll survive this one, by breathing in and out, advice that I gave to her, but that she only understood on a
certain level; still, it got through and I get a :hug: from
her. Which I guess is the most intimate we’ve been in a
long time. I smell some girl right now, pina colada type
shit, but only dudes walk by. a girl on a bike, unattractively wearing turqouise. i don’t know any white girl who
looks good in that color. Maroon neither. Why do people look unattractive. What is attraction? Back to 2008
again, the same problems unsolved. I have not found content. I faked something real and make reality from fake.
and I cannot be back. each moment brings me further into
something with details and details being laid out and designed by someone other than me. Fate, ha. I can’t believe
that, but at the same time, how else can I have ended up
in the mess that I am in. Never underestimate man’s ability to vote against his best interest in order to remain free.
Nobody wants to be controled, but I am controlled by something. I am controller. I wish there was only directional,
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a, b, start, select, and an six-foot wire letting me run this
world. Without a controller, a man must learn to make
his own, and no one can tell him how. I cannot be mentored. I have not met the man who can mentor me. I have
goals, i guess, I have things I wish were done already, but
nothing that

seventy.
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seventy-one.

It seems to me that a good adventure will be to research
the current whaling community in and around Gloucester and see if I can’t get myself aboard some sea-faring
vessel and experience the wonder of seeing those majestic
creatures sitting on the open sea. My inspiration comes
from a long-standing tepid desire to go “whale-watching,”
a burgeoning interest and feeling of kinship to the history
of a place, and a somewhat forced reading of Nathaniel
Philbrick’s Away Off Shore: Nantucket Island and it’s people, 1602-1890. It was interesting to hear that whaling
started on Long Island in the 1640’s whereas it didn’t begin until around 30 years later on Nantucket.
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seventy-two.

While reading Grow your own vegetables by Paul W. Dempsey
as well as beginning The Rainbow by D.H. Lawrence, both
being purchased today from a most exceptional used book
store I happened upon while passing through Manchesterby-the-Sea today to see Claudia’s store, Mimi’s, I remember, and more resolutely thought, that I want to work on a
farm. I think the best steps, in this day in age, is to leverage the power of the internet and look into WWOFing.
Also, I’m happy to have perused OKCupid and be given
the unsolicited recommendation to read The Rainbow. I
should thank that girl.
I also just remembered having thought, during the car
ride south from the location where the Massachusetts Bay
Colony was declared, way back in 1623, about attempting
to get myself on a polyphasic sleep schedule. If there was
ever a time to experiment with such a plan it would be
now. I would want to try to nap 20 minutes every 4 hours
routine. I think that could be fun for a while, and has
potential to provide a structure that my life needs at the
moment.
I also had thoughts about how to think about myself;
with regard to self, I think I should split myself into worker
and boss, and let the worker work and the boss boss, but
not have them interfere. I think I should split my days or
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hours among tasks which I find important and which can
be done concurrently.
Colin Hay, ‘I just don’t think I’ll ever get over you’ is
playing in Blue State Coffee, and I think I should learn
how to play it.
I need to pick up a microphone cable, and then make
my way out to Lowell to pick up that microphone from that
dude, off of the Craigslist.
It might also be nice to cover ‘I will follow you into the
dark’ by Death Cab for Cutie.
“And the Brangwen wife of the Marsh aspired beyond
herself, towards the further life of the finer woman, towards the extended being she revealed, as a traveller in
his self-contained manner reveals far-off countries present
in himself,” page 5, The Rainbow.
Also, add “The Unbearable Lightness of Being” to the
book list (in sketchbook–I should just type that up on here.)
This morning I had the thought that I should center
myself around the idea that I am a “renaissance gentleman.”
“But you can’t make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear...”
page 10, The Rainbow.
“In feeling he was developed, sensitive to the atmosphere around him, brutal perhaps, but at the same time
delicate, very delicate. So he had a low opinion of himself.
He knew his own limitation. He know that his brain was a
slow hopeless good-for-nothing. So he was humble.” page
10, The Rainbow.
Bargo Partridge, “The History of Orgies” pg 22, Generation of Swine.
Also, look into getting leather boots for the winter (redwings?)

seventy-three.

Must add The Perfect Storm to list of books. Also, if I forgot
to note, I read The Unbearable Lightness of Being, after
Dharma Bums and whilst starting A Movable Feast.
Last night while driving home, after thinking about
how my funding ended, I decided, surprise, surprise, that
I needed to find a way to make money. $100 a day seemed
like a reasonable goal for the first year on my own, bringing me in above my current stipend salary, at $36,500 for
the year. I thought it would be a good idea to offer my
(though not professional) useful services as a private cooking instructor: I certainly had enough of a background to
sell it, and I think I could even sell it in the kitchen; I’m a
quick thinker and really very friendly, I do believe. I may
also ask my ex-almost-mother-in-law if she wants my services as a website hoster. I’m not sure what I would charge
her; I should come up with a set of services offered and a
cost for them. I could use this as an outline and design
other webpages.
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seventy-four.

Look into loons and Gloucester.
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seventy-five.

I bought and read Hemingway’s The Old Man and the Sea
yesterday. I had the thought earlier to start a piece of writing with the lines like “Did I really treat you that badly?
Did you really think that I was bad enough to deserve this
prison? Great men are alone I guess, as Bukowski said."
But then I lost interest because it was too self-deprecating,
but Henry Ames is of such type of writing and he’s got a
hit television show on HBO. Why can’t I just write what
comes out?
Look into the writer knut hamsun via bukowski, Women.
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seventy-six.

I have finished Women, and need to add it to the book list.
I also would like to obtain Hunting-Fishing and Camping,
by Leon L. Bean.
Get a pocket barometer and begin taking observations
of the clouds, wind and barometric pressure. Learn to
read the weather.
I have come to the conclusion that I should start to
record my dreams as well. I should just start keeping
records, as I guess this file itself is a testament and probably where the aforementioned records will live, at least
for a while.
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seventy-seven.

Through his eyes, brown and full of wont, the world was
beginning. In a day short of six months he’d turn 28, or
was it 27. Born in 1984, it’ll be 2012, so you are, the narrator, the voice will be 28 years of age.

Greg described his break-up as

Super nova
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seventy-eight.

“The Modern Man’s Guidebook for Venturing Out of Doors"
By Michael
‘Preface’ For the moment, I choose to begin with my
current undertakings, seeking an organization that will
evolve after many hours and many edits, but will be nothing more than nothing at the moment. In that light, and
with the utmost confidence in my abilities as a writer, thinker,
philosopher, and a person, fastidious when necessary and
generally acting with care, I proceed to begin this guidebook, for you, for me, eternal. May our chatter subside
and may we sense all we can and, in the words of Jane
Austen, “may our effusions be less insupportable than the
generality of travelers." Peace. Gloucester, MA. 2011.
‘The Maine Hunting Boot.’ Having camped in all sorts
of footwear: the good ol’ ‘socks-n-Crocs’ combo, beat-up
New Balance 574’s with god-knows-how-old cotton gym
socks, middle-of-the-line (read: didn’t spring for Gortex)
Merrill hiking shoes, you’ll-grow-into-these high-top hiking boots from L.L. Bean, I cannot, in earnest, stress the
importance of the proper camping shoe, but I can say that
I would not go out for any camping venture without consider what is on my feet and choosing the best option.
You name it, I’ve probably worn it in the woods
I don’t think I own a pair of shoes I haven’t soakedthrough at least once, my $30, worn-em-twice basketball
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shoes don’t count, though they do live in my trunk, so who
knows when they’ll become the best footwear options.
Ugh, and I feel bogged down already. Let me try to
write less. Less is more, it is the age of information.
‘Footwear.’ Always think about what is on your feet
in the context of what you are doing. I have found many
shoes appropriate for camping. If you are going to be in the
water at all, Crocs are, in my opinion, indispensable, but
I’ve never owned a nice pair of hiking sandals. For colder
weather, the classic Maine Hunting Shoe has intrigued
me for at least a year now, after realizing the inefficiency
of my $120 Sorel Caribou’s.
‘A Gun.’ Deciding to spend more time in the woods, I’d
rather have a gun then not have one. A shotgun has always
served me best in FPS video-games; I see no reason to have
the accuracy of a rifled gun. A 12-gauge smooth-bore with
slugs will suffice. I should probably also get a handgun;
walking around trails with a shotgun may not always be
a great idea.

seventy-nine.

A man walks into a bar and it begins again.
The weather stormed for weeks and the old beach house
always shook with the wind. It certainly wasn’t the place
to be, but at least it was a place to welcome your wornout soles at the end of each day. Simple and neat, with
roommates who generally kept to themselves, the house
sat upon a rock and overlooked the twin lighthouses of
Thatcher Island and the sunrise. It didn’t take long t feel
settled, and unfortunately the town was filled with beers
and cheers, and despite the weather in the winter, there
was always at least one bar with a crowd and then there
was always The (pussy) Farm in Essex.
Pain. Sorrow. Tomorrow.
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eighty.

What is tomorrow?
Where is today?
How is my mind?
When is time?
Who stays?
Why why?
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eighty-one.

Face down, ass up to no good. I have so many ideas about
what you’ve been up to. Some days I picture you as a filthy
whore, legs spread, internalizing italian cock, so satisfied
with yourself, tramp.
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eighty-two.

The Story of the Boy Without
If I wait for a good starting point, I’m not sure I’ll even
begin. The same goes for if I try to tell you all about what
happened before. It will come, in time, as I remember it,
as we always do with the past. Maybe one day I’ll write a
proper introduction. Not today. Not tomorrow. I’ve spent
a lot of time thinking in my life, and lately I’ve had the
urge that I should finally start to write it down. I know
the immediate catalyst to this specific writing is my current reading of Robert Kull’s Solitude: Seeking wisdom in
extremes, but it’s been a long road that got me here, so I
can’t give him too much credit. Kull’s tidbit about leaving a trail of breadcrumbs to get yourself back to a state
of mind struck a chord, and thus I write about it. Today
I began the last of my preparations for my upcoming trip.
Mostly it was a day of tending to my space. I like to leave
my space in a pristine condition, so when I return anew,
I will not be bogged down by problems and tasks from before, as best I can. I emptied the GTI’s trunk of the $25
Craigslist sewing machine, table, and chair, my yoga mat
(oh Courtney), and the Chrome bag which will be my rucksack for Italy. The sewing machine take and chair makes a
most excellent laptop desk; I feel when I return I will begin
to use the computer more frequently. It will be necessary
as I research retail spaces and the logistics surrounding
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them in Massachusetts. I placed the table in the corner
of my room, though it would have looked better a foot to
the left, centered under the bay windows, the fabric leaf
has no room to unfold in that position. Alas, it does look
good where it is, inviting, even from my comfortable position on the bed. I’m something else right now, king size
down pillow over my stomach and chest, iPhone stuffed to
a visible angle and arms ergonomically wrapped around
the back to type on an Apple bluetooth keyboard. One day
I’ll buy a mechanical typewriter, probably when I build my
cabin in the woods. For now, I will remain with my 21st
century gadgets, the ones I have anyhow. No new ones for
me, that’s a rule. Only food and books and other purchases
that have true value and do not propagate the consumerist
cycle that is destroying. Whew, exhale. My chest burns, it
always does at this hour, maybe I should consider taking
an antacid. Or maybe I should quit smoking cigarettes.
The later’s a good idea either way, obviously. I don’t want
to talk too much about cigarettes. What will my parent’s
think? ugh. When will I get over that one? As I stroke my
beard, I realize that I have the ability to let my mind flit
about deciding what to explore. It’s truly magical to watch
your mind race. I fell that’s enough for now.

eighty-three.

So this morning was an interesting morning. I realized
that throughout my life I have had anxiety when I awake;
I spend hours some mornings in bed, solving problems,
thinking through the days and weeks to come, addressing problems and dealing with the worst. This morning
I noticed myself doing that and whenever I felt anxious,
I noted it and today it was all related to Christina. Every time my mind flitted to her reaction to my visit, I felt
uncomfortable, is the best word I can come up with. I realized that like other things, this too will happen and I
will address whatever the reaction is at that time. There
is use in planning, but not in worrying. I need to keep remembering that. I also spent a few minutes or ten sitting
in the sun on a rock in my front yard. I was sad, I think,
that I never get up for the sunrise, but it always greets me,
and I always sit up and see its blinding glory for a few seconds. I should start to wake with the sun. Maybe when I
return, I’ll try to stay on Italy time. We’ll see. Smoked one
cigarette and one bowl. About to pack another, today’s today, and it is the last day I will be in Rockport for the next
three weeks at least.
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eighty-four.

I guess it’s time I write again. I thought about writing a
few times since last, but each time I found it better to just
be, rather than try to describe. Yesterday was a pretty
amazing day: I followed the sun around and found three
choice locations to meditate, which I did for hours, sitting
on rocks along the water, only wearing jeans, underwear,
my staple winter beanie and aviator sunglasses. I didn’t
plan to meditate, but after finding an extremely low tide
around Fort Stage Park, I walked along the water, climbed
the rocks and made my way to the set of benches, erected
on the point. Whilst sitting there, absorbing the sun, I instantly decided to disrobe, despite the stead wind and 45
degree Fahrenheit temperature; the sun did an excellent
job at keeping me warm, though I snot something funny
out of my nose this morning, so maybe it wasn’t the best
idea. I had a hard time getting to sleep last night, anxiety
about my trip today, which is underway, this boy sitting at
Gate A6 waiting to go to Newark, to then be shuffled four
thousand miles to Milan, then shuffled another hours to
Bra, then walking my ass over to Lorenzo, and maybe back
again, all of this with my Chrome shoulder back and Black
Diamond rucksack packed, but not stuffed, with gear. The
TSA officer had some concern about me not checking baggage and going to Milan for 19 days. I lied and told him
I had stuff waiting for me in Italy. Maybe that wasn’t a
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lie; I do have stuff waiting for me there, just not tangibles. I don’t think he’d get it. The TSA, from my experience, doesn’t hire the best humans for the job, or maybe
they do. God, why did I get here so early; I should have
been more comfortable either walking around Boston for
a while, or taking the 12 PM train out of Rockport, instead
of the 10 AM one, but alas, I am here, in this moment, and
at least I don’t have to hold my bags anymore, and there
is a place to charge my phone via USB, so I don’t have to
worry about taking my laptop out and charging in series.
Cute girls with butts walk by, always get’s my attention. I
love stretchy pants. Love me. I wish this was Europe and
there were smoking rooms in the airport. I think I’ll go
see what I can find.

eighty-five.

Mother, Father, Sister,
I thought I’d have more to say, sitting here at Logan
airport, waiting for my flight to Newark, where I will find
a plane waiting to take me to Milan. Christina returns
to NYC on Monday, as best as I can tell, her graduation
taking place some time tomorrow. I don’t have any plans.
I haven’t spoken to her in weeks. I don’t even know what
kind of countenance will great me (exciting in a lot of ways,
to see someone’s immediate, unaffected reaction, especially
that of a lover lost). I’m not certain why I booked a 19 day
trip, but I’ve stopped asking why. I could come up with a
hundred reasons, and I did, and now I’m here, sitting in
Terminal A6, boosting wifi and power, and thinking.
I am sorry for not informing you of my travel plans
sooner; I didn’t tell anyone, short of this girl Carla Painter
a met a few weeks ago, but telling her was more to seem
worldly than anything else. People I’m close to, I couldn’t
have all of their thoughts, opinions, ideas floating in my
head as I took this journey. It will be spiritual, of that I’m
sure, but I’m trying not to take stake—set expectations—
because I want to leave room for discovery. I know that
there will be plenty of friends in Bra for at least the next
week or so, and then I’ll see where they end up; when you
have friends, you don’t have problems. Please do not worry
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about me, really. I’ve got my wits about me and will keep
my senses acute.
I have a return ticket booked, also out of Milan, which
will bring me home on Monday, November 21st. There is
another connection in Newark, but there’s a good chance
I’ll just skip it and take the trains home to Long Island.
I’m looking forward to Thanksgiving, though, as with this
trip, I’m not sure what to expect. It’s been a strange year,
to say the least
I will write as soon as I’m able, to let you know I’m
safe. It may be a couple days until I have internet: again,
please do your best not to worry. It is rarely the things we
worry about that cause us pain. There is no need to have
anxiety on my account.
And to not forget, let me send my best regards for a
Happy Wedding Anniversary and a Happy Birthday to you,
parents, and Father, respectively. May you remember this
year, the wonderful family you have raised, the loving home
you have created, and the joyous years you have spent
making each other happy.
Love you all, with all my soul, and looking forward to
seeing you for the holidays, as ever, Michael
PS. I will forward along my flight information as soon
as I send this message.

eighty-six.

What was that bit about expectations? It seems that email
I sent to my family when to Christina instead of my sister,
Christine. I had quite literally a few seconds of panic, anxiety, overwhelmed, and then it passed, as my mind looked
at what happened and realized that it didn’t matter. It
would have been nice to surprise Christina, and not give
her time to worry, as I can imagine that she’ll be talking
to her friends and what not, forming all sorts of opinions
and scenarios, instead of just being honest. But, allora, it
doesn’t matter. It’ll still be a worthwhile trip and I will get
to get a response out of her that will tell me more closely
how she feels. I wonder if she’ll email back and what she’ll
respond, I wonder if she’ll sleep with someone tonight. I
wonder if I’ll ever know.
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eighty-seven.

I’m safe in Bra, and I’m gonna take a nap.
Ciao.
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eighty-eight.

Christina’s bed!? it’s not what you think. We didn’t spend
the night together, her idea, thought I tried to spoon her
a bit, it was too hard, and I decided she was right. Last
night was a big night, but I don’t know how much I want to
talk about it. I think this trip will be good for me: I’m already getting past some things, but Christina is still so
resistive to me. It’s like I’m the enemy. I feel like the
tribe she has herself in has made me that way. She’s so
quick to snap, snide remarks, pettiness, instead of the
real feelings. But that stuff really doesn’t matter. That’s
on her not me, and I just have to do me now. I meditated this morning for a few hours, not straight, I took
breaks to stand up and walk around, nap, et cetera. But
I forced myself to stay in my head, to be inside. It was
easier than in Rockport, because I didn’t have pot to distract me and cigarettes lost their appeal (as they usually
do, but as I felt the pain in my chest this morning, and
having metaphorically held Christina’s dead body, I felt
that I could be done with cigarettes, though Eva, Clelia’s
friend, called them “Pocahontas cigarettes” which was absolutely adorable, but not a reason to smoke them, maybe
I’ll give them to her, that could be a good idea.). Anyway,
I feel that there is so much to say and again, nothing at
all. Last night, god, last night, I broke down and cried
on her, around her, et cetera. There was also the moment
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earlier in the night, when I was convinced I had her. She
let me in, and held me like she cared, then coming back
from going out with her friends, she was cold and distant.
She is gone. She is gone. She is gone. And that has to
be ok. It is ok. I need to meditate on myself, much much
more. Figure out what the fuck makes me happy. There
is some common thread through my actions, I thought today, that ties all of these varied things together. I need
to find the aspect of helping people that makes the most
sense for me and fits the best what my talents and proclivities. I know it has something to do with opening people’s eyes. I guess the biggest question is to what. And
also how to be a teacher when you don’t necessarily know
what you’re teaching. Don’t you have to be the expert to
lead? But isn’t the expert just the guy who knows more
than everyone else in the room? Rob Dell told me that. I
should see him, or at least let him know what is going on.
Maybe I’ll draft that letter today. It’d be nice to put down
all my thoughts on paper. I should also send an email to
Rob Wood too, but that’s another fucking thing. Maybe I’ll
ask Rob Dell how to approach Rob Wood. Jeez, the mess
that I’ve gotten myself into. This is life and I’m living it.
For years I flew on the edge, working too hard, not giving enough time to things that matter, and now love has
been lost and I see clearly what matters. Funny how that
works, I guess you don’t really know what you have till it’s
gone. We’re hanging out now, Christina and I, strange, to
have semi-regular conversation with her, banter and what
not. It seems like I just want her to see that I can be normal and regular, and fun, fucking fun, a blast to be around,
but alas, it’s too little too late. I feel like I’m ranting, but
maybe that’s good just to get it all out on the page, instead
of stuck in my head. Funny how meditation is the abilities
to shut off words and writing is the ability to turn them
on. Weird how I’m compelled towards both. They are both
releases, one gets it out the other dissolves it from view.
I’m done writing this for now. It’s self-absorbed, but so is
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meditation. Whatever. I don’t just want to type to type,
or maybe I do. I should start blogging again. No, I don’t
think I should, fuck maybe. Who knows? I should do it
if it will make me feel good. But if I get the same thing,
and more, because I don’t have to censor myself in this
forum, then maybe I’ll just use this. Fuck if I know. I’d
like to start writing a story. I should write short stories
and see how that feels. Just because I haven’t before, really, doesn’t mean that I can’t. The few nanostories I had
on my blog were fun to write, but they were all based on
truth, what fiction is not? They were really really close to
home though, too close. But maybe all fiction is? I should
give it a try. I could just start here. Write now (hehe).
Having no business being seedy in the denitrified East
Village, the type of place where brassiere’s hang from the
ceiling and pints flow from pitchers, the bar where Bennett sat was not particularly crowded this Tuesday afternoon. Unsticking his feet, the bathroom beckoned, he left
his perch, unzipping his fly after only a few steps.
Well, what the fuck am I writing? Silly nonsense. I’m
gonna smoke a cigarette today. Fuck. Why is this like
this? I should. Just. Stop.
I actually stopped thinking about them until I reread
where I left off (just took a bit of a break to make some casual conversation with Christina, well, not casual, it was
about how I felt, which she really doesn’t want to hear anymore. I did thank her for being with me last night, when
I was breaking down, because she could have just gotten
pissed and kicked me out, but she would have let me sleep
next to her if I wanted to, which was kind, I think).
I think my aversion to writing it because it’s hard to
live those emotions, the one’s that I want to write about.
Maybe that’s why a lot of writer’s drink so much (I don’t
know if that’s true, but a lot of the badass ones do, so that’s
good enough). I don’t want to write about Christina, it’s
too silly to be honest. Or maybe it’s just because I come
out looking like the fool.

eighty-nine.

I’ve been here now for what seems like forever. Not sure if
it’s “healthy” as Christina (Daisy, Tess, Jacqui, et cetera)
says, but it feels good. Like a drug, and I know that I can
deal with the withdrawal. It feels better than not being
with her. It is better than not being with her. I feel like
we got somewhere new and good with each other, remembering a bit of what it felt like to be together and enjoy each
other’s company. I keep quoting myself, the piece of fiction
I wrote for her, to her, and it seems just as relevant today
as when I wrote it. I love her. I love her. I love her. But
I may not get to be with her. Jeez, that’s hard to handle,
and that’s what I have to handle. Not having her. I think
I can start to consider Love at this point, in a way I never
could, the strength of love, the ability of love to transcend
these petty, fleeting issues. The ability of love to recognize
the bigger ideas. The things that really matter. I may not
be able to give her every single thing she may think she
wants, and she can’t give that to me, but we can give each
other so much. So much to make each other happy. So
much to make life seem worth living. I need to learn to see
the beauty in this world again. This is beautiful, what’s
happening, in it’s own way. Her strength and conviction in
the face of enormous loss, it’s admirable. I think. I don’t
know if I could do that, ever. Give up something so good
for the chance of something else. To allow the demons the
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free reign to exist and explore, she’s doing it. She’s looking at them and experiencing them in her own way. She’s
going on her hero’s quest, and I think she’s doing better
than me. I just need to be me and let myself exist, without her. Hope can exist, but you can’t make plans on such
hope, this kind of hope.

ninety.

So as I sit here in La Carbonaia, Bra, Italy, I think how
easy it is to find distraction in the States. Even in Rockport, or maybe this is what it is like to not drink tea, to not
have every activity seem worth while. I’m curious how I
will feel when Christina leaves on Monday. I hope I can
stay with Yvonne, but if not, maybe I’ll go to Milan with
Clelia and Eva. The train will be more money than I want
to spend. I’m sure it will work out. So, so much for not having distractions—writing like this is a distraction. I wish
I could control my mind for longer than I can. It definitely
gets more difficult as the day goes on. I ended up doing
somewhat real work today. I just thought I need to be in
the business of creating content that can be sold again and
again. Something like a bakery requires so much continual effort. A writer seems to be more bursts of creative
energy, instead of the grind, day after day. I should plan
a story—maybe the one about the butcher. Where is my
mind? I think sometimes Christina saw how I was losing
myself, and it pushed her away. For the first time ever,
I faked caring about something to make her like me. It
was a Youtube video. I’m not sure if it feels good to write
or not. It certainly flows on some occasions, but I think
what comes out does not have universal value. Maybe I’m
wrong. I should make a resource for dough making, but it
seems like people wouldn’t care. Maybe I’m wrong. Who
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can help? Once I ask for help it’s rude to not take it. Or at
least try it. I don’t remember how to have fun, seriously.
When did life become so serious? It was fun when you had
things you were passionate about.

ninety-one.

Ugh. I feel terrible, or that I should feel terrible, but I
think the hash is numbing the feeling, so I just know that
somewhere deep inside I ache in a way that won’t heal,
but I can’t feel it. Tonight, the last night that I was to
spend with Christina, before she departs for NYC and I
am left to fend for my self, and Jessica comes over in hysterical tears: Her and Alex have got in a fight, and I can’t
even go find him to take him out for a drink and hear the
story tonight, offer advice, and prevent him from doing
something stupid. I don;t think he has it in him tonight,
but I really don’t now the man, and he did tell me a story
today about getting blown in the driver’s seat of some bartender’s car in some small town in some part of the middle
of America, tourniquet still around her arm from the crystal meth she just shot up, his head reeling from the coke he
just blew off the dash, “My friend would love if I slapped
her with your cock,” she mumbled while gasping for air,
the two of them alone in the car. Cops 15 minutes away,
good think it only took him 14 minutes to fuck her before
walking away and never looking back. Tomorrow would
bring Nebraska and the question of whether he fucked a
dude with tits or not. This was Alex, and in a week he
would be the only one I knew in Bra. I feel like he could
help me get laid, but honestly, I haven’t even had an erection in a week. Not a really long time, but weird to feel
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nothing in that region. At all. Even holding Christina.
I want so much more from her than that, it just seems
silly to even think about, so I don’t. Curbing desires is
what it mostly is about. That’s the idea anyway. Rid yourself of desires and free your mind. But what does a free
mind really do? What is it free from? If it is prisoned
in its freedom, if it keeps itself away from the world, because it has been free and it has been taken away from
being able to communicate with the rest of society, is it
free? Am I free? Can I use any of these writings in something bigger? Maybe I can piece together some philosophical mumbo jumbo at the end of it all. I would love to write
a piece on responsibility, but I don’t really know what I
would really say, and that’s why I haven’t written. Why do
I feel compelled to write? I’ve asked this again and again.
It seems even stranger now to be writing only for myself. I
will not post these, and maybe someone will uncover them
as they go through my stuff, but who would have the patience to read every word I’ve written. I guess by chance
they could stumble upon this one. Either way, hello, to
you, if you are reading this. I’m glad I didn’t write it for
nothing. I’m sorry I seem so out of sorts, but I am this
day, as I was yesterday, and I probably will be tomorrow.
I’ve had to say Goodbye to the woman I love more than any
thing. My favorite human on this planet. Am I a schmuck
to accept her, as is, faults and all? Maybe, but I’d like to
think that it was love. That love helped me transcend the
negatives, and just not me being pathetic and desperate.
But she me *snap* like that. What’s a boy to do? Seriously? I gotta pick my ass back up and start doing. I’ll
apply at the bakery, because then at least I’m working at
something. Learning a trade. Getting fodder to write my
bread book.

ninety-two.

Much to say, but I don’t feel like writing. Fuck. Maybe
later. Allora.
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ninety-three.

Just ran through the streets of Venice with Eva to catch
our train back to Vicenza. Dinner with Luca and Sara
(and drinks) were more than nice, though at times the conversation became noticeably dry. It’s weird that Christina
had such animosity towards Sara. Are her and I really
that different in the way we treat people? It seems strange.
I’m thinking more and more that maybe we aren’t supposed to end up together. What? I want to say “Would I
have never been happy with her," but woulds are not worth
anything. Jacqui. Nuff said. Jeez. Jacqui. Get out of
my head.
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ninety-four.

If you didn’t mind walking, you could see much of what
Rome had to offer in a few days. It was much better, overall, to have friends to drink with, but even nights spent
unsuccessfully finding someone to drink with felt ok. The
Americans in Rome, at least the ones I met on the street,
were either students or couples traveling; neither had much
interest in meeting a bearded American exploring alone.
Days were easy to pass alone, keeping your eyes and mind
open, but nights felt lonely. I often thought I must return after learning the language. I didn’t feel comfortable imploring strangers to speak my tongue. Friends,
ok, though the conversation was not as compelling as it
could have been. At times it did reach the depth I craved,
but even these moments were beautiful in solitude. The
air was cold in November, and at times I felt cold when
my clothing should have sufficed. I think it is the amount
of time spent outdoors that is the culprit. My feet ached
from the scalloped streets, walking from morning until
bed, and shoes that had already seen too much mileage
to handle the 1000 or so kilometers they clocked in Rome.
I believe there is nothing like drinking a glass of wine in
Italy. I stayed away from beer when I could. The women
(and men) were beautiful in Italy, seeming to have more
to do with their countenance than their physical construction, though the best of Italy had America beat in every re229
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spect. I very much wanted to bring a piece of Italy to bed;
I think it will have to wait until my language and desire
improve. Sex has not been on my mind nearly as much as
love, and a lazy hunter catches no game. As I drink a glass
of Anthella, Donnafugata, a white wine, I thought of Jessica, and then Alex. Sometimes a beautiful girl isn’t built
with the strength to support herself. Unfortunately, this
character-trait seems to be written off as a positive, versus the actuality of the situation. Confidence seems tantamount to things like honesty, chivalry, and attraction.
The cold has come on stronger. It may be past the time for
watching Rome pass by outside with a glass of wine. I like
the area near Piazza Novana, not as much as Trastevere,
but I spent more time there, so maybe it was my favorite.
Many areas in Rome had free wifi, but you needed an Italian phone number to use it. I wondered once if it would
be harder to think once I understood the language. That
cannot be undone, but there are many places to go with
foreign language. It seems rude to me to ask a question
in English first. Shouldn’t you ask if someone speaks English first? Maybe this is redundant, but I think courtesy
is important. After a couple glasses of wine it didn’t feel
so bad to be alone in Rome. The Americans seemed out of
place and it seemed rude to interrupt the Italians. It was
ok to be alone. I was often alone in a city where I knew a
bunch of people. I ordered red wine and realized I was in
the mood for white. It is ok. Life was ok. There was no
reason to feel lone. It didn’t matter where you were. The
good thing about being in Italy was that you could always
rummage up some food whenever you drank. Wine always
goes better with some food and I hoped my glass of red
would taste better with the tidbits I grabbed from the bar.
Sitting in the cold was pretty terrible for my feet, allowing them just enough time to stiffen without any healing;
I walked with a limp, from my feet and sore knee, after
every glass. It felt good to drink alone. No one to bother
me, no awkward pause, just time to be and think, and I
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could look at all the beautiful girls instead of just one. All
the smiles were for me, tonight. I wondered what Jacquiwas doing as I lit my second to last cigarette. I am happy
I brought my notebook along and enjoy writing long hand:
Much more time to think, and less of a burden than anything digital. The lights have dimmed and the beautiful
girl two tables away has left. I feel the need to move. My
food is finished as well. I don’t feel the need to be anywhere
imparticular. Part of me wants to trek to Trastevere, but
the pain in my knee tells me this may not be the best idea.
I should learn to travel with a knee brace when I plan to
walk all day and night. I also have a feeling like I should
draw the Colosseum, but I don’t feel like it and it is cold. It
was time to walk home. I finished my delicious red wine,
which I was now in the mood for and walked home, trying
to find an open Tabacchi shop along the way.

ninety-five.

Mornings in Rome were slow, reminding me of New York
City, but only a little. Rome at ten was like New York
at seven, with better coffee and no sense of urgency. I
found it easy to think and write about Rome and I wondered if I could write as well out of the city about it. I
had an appointment with Jacqui at Noon. I very much despised appointments. They rippled through your day, taking so much more time to keep than to make. Wandering
was much better and planning to call seemed more appropriate. Not having a cellular phone in Europe I was glad
payphones still existed and came to enjoy their service.
Sometimes when you tried something new you were disappointed, but not in yourself, which was the worst kind of
disappointment. I thought of the responsibilities I abandoned and Rob. The riff raff street people of Rome never
failed to harass you no matter what your activity: drinking wine, café, walking, sitting, writing, thinking. I always expressed my shared suffering when I could not avoid
conversation, but today a most persistent brown fellow followed at my side for some blocks. I finally had to puff my
chest, stomp in his direction, and yell at him to go away.
His walk slowed to first gear, but his voice did not change.
Usher and Dave Giulietta’s Without You came on in the bar
this morning and the cashier brightened as I sung to her.
I thought about Stefano and how he taught me to sing. At
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the market just southeast of Termini you could buy every
part of the animals; it was beautiful and made me desire
a flat to bring food home and friends to cook for. The frutti
di mare looked even more delicious and I was thankful for
the meal with Clelia’s family. Though I don’t think all of
the seafood came off her uncle’s boat, when I tell the story
it did. These kinds of lies seemed ok, but were still embarrassing when a vigilant observer noticed their absurdity.
It was nice to find these types of people, even if the result
was me coming off as an exaggerant to them. I tried my
best to curb my exaggeration with these folks if I could
remember. For the rest of the world, footnotes and exceptions in conversation ruined the flow and beauty, which
was the goal of the conversation, so it was best to generalize and poeticize for these folks. Once, if they lived well
and saw a lot, they too would understand.

ninety-six.

It felt very good to be where I was, riding the subway into
Astoria to meet up with Gary. I have the urge to say it
felt good to be home and I don’t think that is accurate. It
felt good to be near people (in space and time) who knew a
bit of my history from experience. My mother pointed out
that I seemed from my last email to be closer to myself,
and I knew she was right. At the moment I felt at my best
and I saw no way it could change. I did not or so I believed
possess anything anyone could take from me. My journey
through Italy had served to calm, steady, and solidify my
being. I did not see the future with clarity and that was
the point. Having a balance and operating from the center
made every decision, every thought, every spoken word fit
into my path effortlessly. I only wondered. I had a feeling
Gary would need advice, it felt like something with Tara,
but I had no good reason to believe that, and I pointed
my mind toward more useful thoughts. I’d be with Gary
soon enough. No reason to be there sooner. If I passed a
package store, I decided I would see if something caught
my eye; it’d be nice to drink with a friend, and maybe a bar
would be too expensive for both of us.
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ninety-seven.

The weather had been bad since I arrived in New York
with the kind of steady winter rain which seems innocent
and soaks and chills you to the core. Last night I think I
disappointed a girl who still had a lot to figure out. Honesty is always better and the combination of jetlag, tea,
lack of desire, and disinterest was motivating.
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ninety-eight.

Not making definite plans was a beautiful way to live and
it made me nervous no one I knew seemed able to surrender in the way I had. It seemed one of the last bits of the
ego to remove was this trust in the self defined externally
by my social circles large and small. I felt confident I was
capable of shedding this as well and I was worried about
money. Having a savings account with enough money to
let me retire for a year maybe more if I was thrifty gave
me space in time to listen to my heart and there was this
nagging desire to learn what it felt like to struggle, and I
knew it would be a long dark path to walk away from my
family and that I never would for the same reasons I didn’t
do many other things. It was quite alright to be what you
were nothing more or less. Returning from my spur sojourn to Italy this past November I felt like a greater, more
complete version of myself. I hadn’t changed anything
save my perspective and if felt fantastic to be. Wanting
and desire was quite strictly and effortlessly reserved for
freedom and honesty in every regard and the result was
openness and connection with anyone ready to share the
moment with me. I felt tuned to the world and its souls
and I never wanted to be any other way. Everything was in
place and there was a place for everything and that was
perfect for right then. I felt alive unclouded and understood for the first time in my life. Goodness and honesty
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were put out and received and I had never met so much
good from people new and old and I never loved so many
people or felt love without ownership. The women I met
were of the best beauty and the men were only plagued by
their love of them and desire to own them. Without these
desires every laugh, smile, gentle touch was ours to share,
right now, and I knew certainly there was nothing more
ever, except illusionary futures and premeditated disappointments. I learned that Autumn to not expect, to give,
and to be thankful of what I inherited and shared.

ninety-nine.

Sometimes the first of the month passed unnoticed. That
morning it felt like one of those months beckoning emptily
of a new beginning. It was quite a silly thought I decided
and I desired to point my mind elsewhere. Last night I
saw Greg for the first time in a month or more and I’m
not sure what I felt. I had been used to not talking about
myself unless asked or the conversation made myself relevant. Maybe Greg didn’t know where to begin, or was
attempting not to pry. We talked very little about what
I had seen. I still shared a lot with him and Bryan that
night and I felt comfortable the entire night.
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one hundred.

Now seemed like a time to write and I was not in the mood
to write. Hemingway from whom I learned many things
and on this occasion I thought of his talk of discipline was
on my mind and that was ok with me. I thought Christina
deep inside thought I was pretentious and I still do. I
knew pretension was a projected trait in both regards and
I do not think I am pretentious, and you may if you wish.
Slava taught me: You love me. You hate me. I don’t care.
Amanda taught me much more and I loved them just the
same. I kissed Ion on the lips too many times to count that
night and the women were beautiful, each perfect and willing to share with the moment and the bottle’s whimsy and
I fell in love a few more times that night and it didn’t hurt
at all. Now I come back to the music and moment. Reflection helped in the downtime, as always, but now it was
so much more. Focused. Clear. Purposeful. What was I
hunting for? It felt strange to follow the tracks of an unknown beast. Preparation seemed easier for me when it
was for anything. The definite was unappealing because
I know all things change, and it was ok to know that all
things change. Everything made more of an impact that
way and it was hard to fit in in certain circles because of it
and I knew it didn’t matter. My arm began to ache and I
didn’t feel like I wanted to stop writing and I did.
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one hundred and one.

It feels strange to be where I am. I will not chase, but then
how can one hunt?
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one hundred and two.

The air was cool, crisp and foggy around Philadelphia and
it had been a long time since I felt like I did. I remember what it felt like that morning and it was easy to do
so. I was writing in the past tense and leaving a trail of
breadcrumbs back to this place. I felt nothing I wanted
to do and decided unenthusiastically to write and it did
feel like I was working. I felt small this morning and I
let myself experience unfocused self-doubt and confusion.
I still felt small even as I wrote. My beard was getting
quite large and all I craved at times was a clean face so I
could feel sexy and I knew that had nothing to do with it
and it would be quite some time before I shaved my beard.
Attraction I desired despite my best interest. At the end
of the day, when you were living each day like your last,
every moment sacred, all you wanted to do was run your
hands over a beautiful woman, breathe her in, and fuck.
None of these things had I figured out how to do with any
regularity and when I did do them I felt important and I
was good at them. Amanda told me that she looked over
at me at one point during the night when we were sitting
at the bar and I looked very stoned and I felt much better
at things. I didn’t really form a strong opinion about most
things people often form strong opinions about and I felt
ok about that and drugs and alcohol fell into the same category. There were certainly activities that were easier to
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decide to do and harder to do under the influence of moodaltering substances and this was the case in a much more
general sense. I still felt I had a sadness surrounding me
and I thought it quite palpable at times. I couldn’t yet
tell if these were the times I was seeing something deep
inside or when I was stuck in the turbulence at the surface. Either way I knew I could be no other way until I
thought differently about it and other things and I didn’t
know which to start with. I took some time to purchase a
pack of cigarettes and it felt better than drinking tea and
I wasn’t sure it would make a difference. It was important
to make a woman laugh. Those days I felt good at so many
things and I knew I could make women laugh and I needed
to only find how to make myself laugh with them that was
the issue. This didn’t seem too hard and I knew I would
spend time thinking about it when I was reflecting on my
time spent in women’s gaits, and it would not do too much
good to think about it at other times and I wouldn’t. Then
there was the pregnancy scare and Makia. It is obvious
and important to say it affected us in different ways. We
saw life from a different perspective always and we often
agreed and for a while that was ok with both of us and after that it was only ok with her and I went to Italy and she
sent her heart to Tobi abroad. Three days after I arrived
in Bra Christina flew to New York City and it was ok and
felt good. We were never in the same place and I finally
learned it was just the way things were for us and nothing
could change it. Our love was a selfish one and that was ok
to know then and in the future. And I had always known
it and for a time I thought it was ok and I think one day
it could be ok and if it ever was it would be for different
reasons I hoped. Growth seemed normal and change inevitable and I really was quite happy with the way things
were working out. A change in perspective which I believe
is much to all there is is a powerful event at least at times
and especially then at that time in my life.

one hundred and three.

I arrived home to Rockport at four in the morning having
stopped in Allston for a bottle of wine and a few pints of
beer, cigarettes and a spliff until three with Drew, a very
pleasant surprise and honest conversation with a brother.
I awoke and rose from bed around one in the afternoon
and had a lot of thoughts about important things and then
about my beard. I didn’t particularly enjoy being so focused on external self and I knew these thoughts were important and I didn’t need to know why to continue thinking about my beard. I just stared at myself in the mirror
for a bit and became quite attached to my beard, I liked the
way it looked, and for a while before that I had not, and
that was part of the point. I thought to shave it off, to make
myself ugly again, and then I thought I should get over
this bizarre desire to be unattractive physically and then
I should get over the feelings of looking good. And then I
thought I would take a shower and ask Amanda what she
thought about this obsession of mine as I was confounded.
I texted Amanda about it all and I stared into the mirror,
unshowered, unshaven, unshirted, sadness hung on my
face as I listened to City and Colour and it had more to do
with the song than my actual sadness and it was still hard
to fake a smile and I became even more ok with me as I
was and I thought I looked even better and I put on an old
undershirt and the first set of clothes I saw and headed
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out for the day. When Amanda’s perspective came in, I
was driving in the rain and my storm had calmed. Her
thoughts boosted my ego, but only briefly for one reason
and then some others. I genuinely liked what she had to
say and sent her some thoughts I had on my beard and her
thoughts. It felt good to be perceived I thought at the time
as someone who had the interesting look and was interesting, despite my unique-affectations. The more I thought
about it, I felt like one of the reasons I grew my beard was
to appear like a new person (wear a mask) for the people
around me. Then I met all these new people and they accepted me and maybe I felt like I no longer needed to hide
and these people should see the real me (old me?) but then
I also felt it didn’t make a difference and it was cold outside
and my beard was sweet and I shouldn’t spend anymore
time thinking about my beard and Amanda liked that and
I focused on my friends Deidre and Paul and their Savior
Adore bandmates Alex, Tim and Gary, the Dannish band
Oh Land, and the night of music and revelry ahead of me
and life was again so beautiful.

epilogue.
The night Drew and I spoke until three in the morning I
told my first tales of my angel Amanda. I had met several angels that month and I knew I had met many more
of them in my life thus far. I knew then I would one day
write about them all and I had many thoughts on the matter and knew I would spend the rest of my life writing it
but not now.
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BOOK TWO:
Moments & Memories

Act One.
The time immediately after I finished writing my first book
(and already the demon is making me tell you he feels pretentious, and the truth of the matter, regardless of how it
is perceived, whether overstating, flights of fancy, or otherwise, was I had just finished my first book) I felt many new
facets of old emotions. I think I just was gaining a more
discerning perspective and it was all the same. One good
outcome was I felt compelled to write and the words and
stories started to form themselves if I just sat and watched
my mind remember. All I had to do was talk about the
memories and life was beautiful and I wondered if I was
writing honestly and I knew I was and would always until I didn’t anymore one day and maybe that would never
happen because it couldn’t. Can a photo lie? How about
a painting? A beehive? A pencil? And I knew as soon as
I wrote those questions I was again being quite silly and
all I really had to say on the matter was I would try for as
long as I was able to write honestly and to define the word
any further would be pointless.
I felt bad having spent so much time there in the general future. At the time I felt more for what I had just
done or was about to do than for what my far future held.
I knew, so confidently, it would be amazing, there was no
point in getting excited for it and missing the story playing
out right now. My memories are very similar in the parts
that remember me, almost chastised, but not quite, every
time my pre-trip excitement was not up to standard. I’ll
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be excited the night before, too excited to sleep for sure,
and typically I don’t feel much before. It seemed quite the
same with my thoughts towards women those days and I
felt really good to have adapted a successful thought pattern to an otherwise frustrated system. Done were the
days of rejection, at least for a while, and I was excited to
meet the girl who could make the new version of me obsess
over. Nothing was sacred anymore and I knew then anything was up for grabs in this world and I was a bit fearful
to know that as I could feel the shadow of the demon over
me. Find me the girl who can get inside me, I thought as
the lights went out and I sat quietly waiting for the power
to come back on or the darkness to eat me. After fifteen
seconds the lights flickered on and I went outside to be in
the dark again.
It was mid-December and at that time I grew to love
the cold. It was always so much easier I found to warm
up. Cooling down when you were hot had more to do with
sitting still and waiting for the environment to change or
change you and I felt then this was true in a a much more
general sense. To regulate my temperature I’d taken to
wearing many layers, and always button-downs or zip-ups
after the primary layer. Some days on my top half I wore
a wife-beater, thermal henley, flannel shirt, fleece shirt,
sweatshirt, and wool walking coat with a scarf halved and
cinched around my neck, every collar popped, two buttons
undone on the henley, three on the flannel, hood up over
my staple black beanie. I was a sight, beard finishing the
ensemble, sleeve buttons all undone so my hands looked
like they were emerging from a robe and as I wrote about
how I looked I realized how self-absorbed I’d become and
I thought that was ugly in a worse way and I was glad to
show you the ugly instead.
Regardless of how I looked, my outfit allowed for optimal temperature control, seriously. I had the weather
beat for the time being and I knew the winter would bring
a more hateful coldness and I hoped I would be in Arizona
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with Eileen before my legs got cold and I would have to
decide not to buy long underwear and then I remembered
my mother would get me some for Christmas as it was the
only thing besides healthcare I let slide I needed. It didn’t
matter and I could use them at some other time and place.
I had already spent a few winters in New England and the
rest on Long Island or Manhattan. It was certainly time
to see winter somewhere else and it was the first time I
had thought that and I liked the feeling of that moment. I
thought they can’t all be like that and I didn’t care that
I had. Every single thought was a pleasure to observe
and I thought about reruns and how I never much minded
watching them. Sometimes you saw something new and
sometimes you just laughed at the same parts and pretended you knew all the words and sometimes you did and
it all felt so familiar to yourself and others and it often felt
the same to me with memories in those days and I liked to
think more of the people I’d known and the places I sensed
than anything else in the world and again I knew this was
at my core and why I wrote and decided to live differently
than I had planned. Not all of it was my choice and nothing ever was so I felt silly to have said so and I did in fact
decide to live differently to start the whole ordeal, though I
think I did have my eyes open naively, I’m not sure I would
have shut them anyway, not for any specific reason. I’m
just a curious cat. Seek and ye shall find is simple. It says
nothing about seeking something or finding anything. I’d
known for a while it was about the journey and I still liked
to remember that I knew it at times in my life and I knew
it then and felt good knowing such things and many others that made life beautiful. And I thought then of being a
writer and it feeling good and I wanted to make clear that
my first book was about becoming a writer.
It felt good to have it finished and to start writing again.
I still had yet to hear any feedback on the work, and I was
confident in its value and only sought a response so I could
make it better, best communicate what ever it had and I
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was sure some people would get some things out of it, and
that was all that mattered.
I thought about Rome then and how it felt similar in
some respects to drinking alone in Gloucester and it made
me sad Jenny was let go from Open Baladin I think she
would have been an asset to their team and maybe she
had some more living to do first. Jenny would like it at
the pub at Cape Anne Brewing Company—they had on tap
that December a whiskey-barrel aged oyster stout and I
knew she appreciated that kind of craft for what it was
and not for the reasons most people did. She would fit in
in Gloucester, and it would be sad to see her there. Jenny
had her eyes set higher at the moment and I don’t think
that place would have suit her then. And it was still an
option for her. It had been much the same for me and that
rock, Gloucester, and I was quite content to be leaving in
a few weeks and I still felt like I really loved it there. And
I had loved being a number of places in my life and the
desire to see and experience more had more influence on
me than anything else at that time. The freedom I felt was
so new I was uncertain at times if I could trust it.
Waking up in the morning still brought much thought
and much of it was doubting as it had been most mornings
I spent in bed. The morning I mailed the manuscripts to
Ryan and Samantha, whom I had asked and they affirmed
to be the editors for the work I was calling Growth and
Form, a memoir Paul already knew was about the growth
and form of my soul, which made me feel cheesy and coyly
embarrassed and I communicated that to him in words
and actions and we had a great laugh about it all. I had
seen Paul the night before, driving the forty-five minutes
from the Mansion in Allston, where I had been to drop
manuscripts off to a few important friends, so that morning, when I mailed two of the remaining four to Samantha and Ryan, keeping one for myself and having tentative
plans to drop the last one with Marla or a stranger, which
was really the same thing, I felt, after ruminating in bed
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for an hour or two, the instant desire to leave my house
upon standing. And it was to mail the manuscripts and it
was inspiring to feel excited by such a mundane task and
there was such a gift I was giving by letting the people I
loved and I knew could, and some did, love me, and would
love me more because of this and that thought stopped me
dead in my tracks. What was I becoming?
Following my mind for a few minutes, we ended up
thinking of my night with Craig at Dogbar in Gloucester.
He had just come into town after picking up the ten copies
of Growth and Form from the FedEx Kinkos in Beverly. My
friends were of such a choice breed, I learned those days
many words were unnecessary and to speak little when
you thought little was the best. At the bar sitting on the
patio near the draft beer I began a conversation quite naturally with a girl who left an impression and I don’t think
she normally did and I forgot her name after that night.
Randall joined the conversation and for a while it was only
the two of us. And at the time I didn’t realize it, Randall
was the first person whom I met who didn’t believe me
when I told him I went to Harvard. I had taken to saying:
lived in Boston and had been going to school, and a followup question always brought out the H-Bomb from which
most all conversations felt the effects. On that night “No
shit. We all went to Harvard, where’d you go pal?” “No really, I studied at Harvard.” “Oh yeah, what?” “Engineering, mechanical.” “Uhuh, Why not MIT, aren’t they way
better for that?” “Well, I was accepted to MIT, but felt the
atmosphere, research and otherwise, suited me better at
Harvard.” “Right. OK.” “I have and ID man, here.” And at
the time I felt trusted and later I realized the photo on my
school ID looked nothing like me that night and for many
nights that was true and it happened gradually for sure
and I could still remember the afternoon it all changed
in an instant and I thought later one day I would have to
thank the people responsible for the Story of Stuff.
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At the moment the environment suits, a seed begins to
grow. There is a moment when it starts, and it is imperceptible to all but the seed and maybe an observant scientist. If the environment suits, growth continues and just
as imperceptible to those close in time, one day you have a
tree, a form, with layers and scars and so much written on
and under it’s bark and when the tree is in the forest and
the tree is in the field very few if any will know its story
and only the trees which are cut open for one reason or
another at some time in their life make a perceptible impact and I thought about Jesus and I thought about myself
and I thought about my favorite places to sit in the woods
and green areas in general and I thought of my friends:
trees which had fallen and grew from new directions, relative to the tree—they always grew up with respect to the
ground—and stumps. I liked to sit on gnarly trees with
trunks repurposed to roots and in the space where a tree
lived for hundreds of years prior—it felt like reclaimed
land and I thought about how much I read. The metaphors
here seemed palpable and I lost interest in beating it to
death and I felt akin to trees and flashed through some of
the moments I shared with various trees and it was important especially in these moments to place a hand on
the tree and feel its life because the tree couldn’t reach for
you and I realized then I learned to touch people in much
the same way and at about the same time in my life, which
seemed about right to me.
I thought quickly of Jennifer, then Samantha, then Earle
and Michael and I felt closer to my body and I noticed what
it felt like to be where I was. The memories were so pleasant and easy to make and recall and some times there were
thoughts of Maria and at the time it had been some days
past when her third missed period would have ended and
past the two points where she read not pregnant on the
pee-sticks and I had only heard from her that one time.
She, I believed, was still dating Tobi in Germany and I
knew I would check one day when I thought to on Facebook
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and she still seemed genuinely peeved I could be moving
to Philadelphia or had a new girlfriend there and I knew I
didn’t owe her as much and considering there was at least
some chance with all that practice we did end up creating
life and the environment was suitable for it to grow, I told
her I was simply visiting my friend Samantha on two occasions and it was true at the time Samantha and I were
sharing life as good friends even if it was rather quickly
that we got there. And it was actually Samantha and
Valera there with me at the time I received the text from
Maria and we quickly thought of all the reasons Maria was
most likely not pregnant and I knew she was hormonal regardless and I knew better and had learned early as most
men do that a woman will sometimes admit she was fueled by hormones and this only ever happened after the
fact and I probably played it cooler than I should have and
the truth was I couldn’t play it any other way. I was confident and balanced and honest and that is what pissed
Maria off so much and drew her into my bed so many times
and it was probably that insatiable desire to know some
thing you don’t that had her moaning and asking to feel
me raw, reaching out and asking to touch me, and there
is not much I won’t do when a woman implores me twice,
a notable exception was Gracie who on Halloween weekend of 2011 was standing outside The Phoenix Landing
waiting for a cab on Mass Ave in Cambridge. Many things
about Gracie were alright and I hated the way she asked
me for cigarettes and I broke my tradition and denied her
my vice and the second time Maria requested to feel me, I
let her peel the last protective layer on my penis and slid
into everything that involves and I knew in that moment,
as you often do in moments such as those, it was worth
it, for her, for me. There were always moments like these
that laid foundation to doubt one could find if one looked.
We shared a lot and we shared that and regardless of what
happened no thing could change that and it made every-
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thing ok forever and I was happy to have reached out and
laid my hand on Maria that night.
Her relationship status or lack there of told me something had happened with Tobi and maybe that wasn’t surprising. I had had enough thinking about Maria and wondered where my mind would flit next. It seemed it was
more thinking about writing of which I was also quite tired
and I felt you would be too. And it seemed something was
wrong. I think I felt some of the things I wrote about
Maria were not what I meant and I didn’t know how to
fix it at that point or how to even stop writing about the
whole ordeal and of course I could edit it out later and I
knew for some reason I would never and this was more
valuable I think. It had to be about the process, the mind
running and the man recording.
I liked writing in public and I didn’t like the feeling like
I was being rude. It was pleasant at least more than at any
other time in my life to converse with people, strangers, in
public places, and there were many moments I still found
it hard to interact. It became easier as I gained confidence
in my writing and I could trust the process which was
strange to me. No one had said a word to me complimenting my work outside of commenting on how cool it was that
I had done it. Was my confidence merely hubris and was
I just the weird bearded fellow sitting alone, drinking and
eating alone at the pub, sometimes writing, sometimes
watching football or music, sometimes staring aimlessly,
always paying attention to the world going on around me?
I felt so in place wherever I was and most times it was obvious in the reaction of the world. I thought of the time I was
having a cigarette break while writing at Lone Gull Coffee House in Gloucester proper. I looked up to a stunning
smile from an equally stunning brunette girl walking with
who must have been her three-year-old daughter. Maybe
I was smiling already and in that moment I was fully in
love with her and her angel girl and she could sense it. I
was still outside when they emerged and she flashed me
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another smile as my eyes drifted to the small girl bundled
in pink. The countenances of both mother and daughter
were equally disarming and for different reasons I hoped I
would run into them again. I thought about eating breakfast in sweats and I hoped she would appreciate a small
glass of the fresh juice from an orange as much as I did. I
knew deep inside I still ached and I feared I would run for
too long and this was only at times. Other times I remembered I was happy and that my life wasn’t much different
than it had been except that I was again passionate about
something and all I had to do or one of the things was to
get over how self-absorbed it all felt and honestly I don’t
know if that could ever go away, it certainly hadn’t then
and for a while after. And I realized when the first conversation about the content of my book happened how much
of an experiment it really was.
Sharon was concerned about how Eileen would react to
the material on page sixty-four of the manuscript and her
concern was not mine and I knew as the talk would spread
through my social circle I would learn a lot and maybe it
really was all selfish. Or maybe I cared for Eileen and
some how knew it would be ok and I thought of Dorothy
and how I completely misread her perspective and what I
had said to Sharon was true: I couldn’t control how she
reacted to it all and I didn’t see the need to tell her about
anything. One day I hoped she would read my book and
understand and that thought couldn’t change anything either. I didn’t have control ever and in this case I felt so
similar. If I resisted the urge to write certain things because of how I thought others would react I would not be
honest and the whole endeavor would be for naught. If I
was to write I would not hold back. Everything was up
for grabs and I’m pretty sure the people who were to react
poorly would be more looking into the mirror than anything else.
I appreciated Sharon ’s concern for it’s nobility and
other reasons and I was of the opinion that I didn’t need
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saving. I knew then that Sharon didn’t understand me
and Craig stayed out of it, or so it appeared to me, which
was best. I thought then about how Sharon seemed to
worry so much and I didn’t understand how Craig could
not feel that burden and I remembered something my father had told me and it was about judging the happiness
of a couple and how you didn’t and could never know what
it was like between them when it was just the two of them
alone and I knew that was true for two people and then
as I wrote I realized it was true for one even more so and
at the time it seemed to be an important idea and then I
thought that it didn’t prove too much and I thought Craig
got something different than I did from the world, always,
and it was here where we lost the ability to advise each
other on our heart songs and that didn’t put us any further
apart; it was just the way things were for us and I think it
helped me a lot to finally realize that.
I spoke with an honesty never before felt and the response was perfect. And I guess I was ready for it and it
only took me a half of a day to work through it all and be
able to write about it and I knew I had to write about it all,
learn how to write about it all and I knew there were many
lessons to be learned by all and I knew people learned better when it hit close to home and I guess maybe that is
why I knew I couldn’t stop. I wasn’t saying anything other
than what I thought and I thought there were lines of tact
I could better respect and I honestly knew at that time
that for a while even when certain characters were fully
effaced it wouldn’t make much of a difference until many
other things changed and then there would be different
problems about different things and I wouldn’t have problems and that was perspective more than anything else
and I really wasn’t sure of what I was feeling and I knew
regret was not part of it and that made it all ok. It was always a person’s choice to feel as they did about the things
they decided to think about and I had already said this
and it felt ok to say it again here: I didn’t as a habit care
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much about the things most people cared about and many
things fell into that category and it did make it hard at
times to find understanding in people and it seemed like
a worthwhile pursuit to find those whom I could find understanding.
During coffee talk at Diesel Cafe in Davis Square with
Marla I thought many things and it was easy to be open in
front of her and maybe it was something rare and maybe
it was simply two people not taking stake willing to share
some moments and as I wrote I felt they were the same and
it was nice to make an impression on her life and lives in
general and I knew again what it really was all about at
times. And I don’t want to talk too little about Marla and
I felt there would be a time to say more and for the time I
would say that I was pretty sure I liked everything about
her and I’d known how little that was and two hours of effortless conversation will do that to many men and we always did it to ourselves and the gait of a beautiful girl was
a magical thing of which nobody should deny themselves.
Ah Marla, in a number of ways you were one of the
first angels I met and at the time I knew you least. I
was so curious to know what you thought. It was one
thing to talk about being nude and quite another to be in a
clothed-female–naked-male type situation and you called
me a risk-taker and I guess that was true except that I considered it riskier to not do a number of the things I’d done
and I felt like I was playing it safe and maybe that’s just
what it felt like to feel honestly that there was no thing
anyone could take from me and it again seemed like perspective and you, Marla, knew more about that perspective I had partly because I told you some stories and partly
because I felt life had shown us similar things and I was
happy to have shared a table with you and for everything
else we’d share. And then I thought of Samantha and I
wondered if maybe I’d lost her too in all of this.
Some lines were being drawn and I really wished I
could, had the ability to, opt out of the whole ordeal. The
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irony if her response was poor would be too much and only
for a time. Regardless of how it all played out, Samantha
was my inspiration for letting it all out. It was nothing
and contained nothing I hadn’t thought and it was weird
to see the new effects of old thoughts on old friends and
new ones. The responses of individuals were so surprising and I couldn’t help if people were adding their own
perspective to the trail of breadcrumbs left for them; that
was the point of it all. I made my mind dark and theirs was
darkening too and it was going to their darkness, not mine.
Honestly there was some part of it that felt good to
simply have people tuned in, reading and listening and
being affected. Then the goal was to bring them somewhere new and hopefully better than they were before and
that’s what writers did and I was learning how to do it for
our generation and at the time I cared more for the people I knew and I did feel that changing. And if I couldn’t
change for the better the hearts and minds of those I loved
and those who had trusted me how could I do the same
for strangers? And celebrity was a funny thing and I was
sure I’d have more to say on it than I did at the moment
and left it for another conversation. For the time being
it was obvious to say that people didn’t like being noticed
on record and I honestly didn’t see much of a difference.
People noticed and felt things about others all the time.
Some may remember otherwise and as far as I can recall,
I had not shared things learned in confidence, just things
I noticed and some things that happened to me and inside
me. It felt better to not have these things live inside, more
instructive, more efficient, more useful maybe, otherwise
they live and die in me and it gets awfully lonely watching
reruns by yourself all the time and it feels equally lonely
trying to recreate memorable situations. I always wanted
to make new memories and think new things and that required using up the old ones and I didn’t know if that was
quite right and it seemed ok at the moment. It seemed a
direct result of the loss I felt when Alba left and the fu-
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ture I had created for myself from the memories I had of
her went with her and I figured if I ever needed to, I could
blame any part of my actions at the time on her and that
would never be honest and it took my first book to see that
every loss I took was a calculated and necessary risk and
it was always better to know where you stood with people, even if it meant spending less time with some people
for a while. The people who truly understood would only
give you the space you took. The people who could understand may take some for themselves too. And that was ok
and exactly as it should be. And everyone else could suck
it; there was not enough time for them and I never really
was as confident as I let on, and most people never noticed
and confidence was a trait to which people were attracted
and there was a lot more to attraction than I really knew
to speak on the subject at the time and I never in my life
felt attractive in the ways I had wanted.

Act Two.
As December marched into its middle I decided to pay
more attention and it helped to consider the atmosphere.
That December brought a fair amount of unexpected sun
and days you didn’t feel the cold. The clouds were beautiful to look at and I noticed their profound impact on the
day and other things and I was impressed. And in those
moments I knew I would stay in Rockport for a bit longer
and I thought quickly and then a bit longer about my parka
and snowboots, not particularly about any thing, just the
general knowledge that I had them and would be ready for
that winter in New England and some winters in the future would be ok for a while too and I always had my axe
and I didn’t think I’d have to use it.
It upset me slightly that my parents had already sold
their old Jeep and I really still couldn’t commit to it or
anything else and it was nice the way it had all worked
out and Craig would enjoy the truck for a while. And we
would both be more free in the ways we craved and I knew
it felt better to stay put and write. It was time to work
for a while, focus, there was much to be done. I felt that I
couldn’t edit and produce in the manner suited to my work
on the road and I knew that could change quickly and was
ready for it to and at the time I felt compelled to produce
something new and compelled to continue working on my
first book.
The silence from my editors and reviewers was unnerving at times and I had to remember myself knowing silence
271
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had no meaning as was the same universally and it was
easier to grasp the first part and scary to try and hold the
second. And the beauty of writing was for me then leaving a trail of breadcrumbs as I ran around and got lost
in the forest playing with the plants and animals all afternoon and then waiting to see how people followed the
madness. What path did they walk? What did they see,
that maybe I missed? How did they connect my dots? And
I thought then that I didn’t really gain that insight with
anyone except for myself when I reread the book and then
I realized all I cared was some people were walking in a
forest I crafted and at times they were totally aware of being lost in the woods and other times they sat and stared
at and noticed the same tree I had and looked at it with
their perspective having just lived the life they lived and
had the day they had and we were connected then for certain at some coordinates on this strange axis in space-time
and I thought closely about my time in the woods and felt
I walked most places in quite the same manner and it all
felt much the same and I hope some followed my trail at
the times when it led out of the woods and there was the
fact that half the time these trails led into the woods just
the same and there was not much I could do about that in
general and again I thought about perspective and I knew
I could be a better guide, and maybe I already was.
I didn’t see anything I said as so dangerous it could
hurt someone if they were left to play unattended and at
that time we learned from children that pain and suffering
is largely a reaction to the world’s reaction and you could
tell as an adult when it actually hurt and scars were ok in
my book. Samantha and I had a few words together about
the nature of scars at various points around the Old City
section of Philadelphia, most notably straddling a brick
wall while waiting for nothing particular to send us on
our way. And as I wrote I thought of the scar on Alba’s
knee from the mussel’s off the coast of Liguria and how I
was surprised she didn’t seem to care much to help it heal
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nicely and I didn’t mind the scare save for the fact I wasn’t
in the memories of it and Alba seemed to like it more than
I thought she would and I knew how I could make it seem
like a metaphor for something bigger and if it was it was
and it wouldn’t have anything to do with me thinking or
saying so.
And I felt better about editing my first book and erecting some trail markers and I was a bit uncertain technically how to proceed. Part of me wanted to write it all by
hand and those urges didn’t fit right and I thought I would
type it on a computer and then about the sad state of my
Macbook and then about buying a Macbook Air and I remembered the bit about money and I sat down to continue
writing in my notebook.
It also seemed premature at times to begin editing without feedback. Maybe I had, through just walking in an obvious way, created a nice trail to follow and I would come
to know some version of the truth of it all later on in life
and for the moment I had to keep confidence.
I did have a few very special people who came into
my life at times I could vividly remember and in ways
equally as vivid and I missed these individuals truly at
many many times and for a number of reasons it didn’t feel
right to write too much about these feelings and I did want
to record their presence at least and every time these souls
came to mind it was such a present and whatever happened in the future, moments and memories were still my
most cherished possessions. I wasn’t convinced we could
truly own anything else. We borrowed a lot for a long time
and the only things we could never give back after we died
were the moments and memories and right there, at that
precise moment I wrote those words, I knew then a different reason for why I wrote and I learned the lesson with
you as was often the case with writing and teaching and
living and it felt beautiful to be conscious and recording
for this one.
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And I do think my thoughtless inclusion of real names
and real people was to give credit to the thoughts genesis’d
because and as a direct result of individuals. It seemed
dishonest to take the credit and to deny letting all the
beautiful people I wrote of know how they helped me find
my way in the woods. And some of these people helped
because they brought light to my darkness and others because they brought their own darkness and both were just
the way things were for a time and it was how they should
be I felt and again it was all perspective and all had immense value to me and I knew then the value was much
more universal. I thought in the moments I was writing
about it about shedding the ego and how it took everything
that went into writing my first book to get where I was
and I still knew I wore a mask and to others and myself
it was just a different, more grotesque ego, and that did
feel better. And even if there was a depression associated
with it all, I did trust the process and genuinely felt good
balanced with knowing I was causing a little pain. Marla
reminded me memories are short and I thought it true at
the time and then later I thought it was only true if you
thought scars were stories.
I remembered having thought at some other point that
every tree broke branches as it grew and it didn’t make me
feel any different about anything because I had already
known it and it didn’t make it hurt less when a storm laid
a bunch of branches on the ground. It felt better then to
continue with the illness, ride out the storm, and see what
was left of the ship. I wanted to prove my mettle and I
knew it was strong. I’d already hung out at the bottom,
shook hands with my stranger, and let him crash on my
couch. All that was left was convincing my friends how
cool he was and we’d all known each other for decades at
the time I tried this and it was always hard to make it
as a new friend to our group, especially with loners, and
especially people who came off as dickholes, and especially
when they sat in a corner starting at every conversation,
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hanging on every word, and I knew I would get passed
this stage quickly and it did feel nice to be recording the
moment as I was going through it.
I told Jenny at some point it felt good to record a process I felt many authors must go through and it did feel
very different and unique and I knew it had to be and
again I noticed a moment in my life where it was so true
that the kinship was just as undeniable as the difference,
which I learned from Wittgenstein in his Philosophical Investigations (which I was told is still the best refutation
of his first philosophical thoughts; we are our own worst
enemies and it really can’t be any other way.). I learned
that bit from Wittgenstein many years prior and the quote
had lived on my guitar pretty much since that time and it
wasn’t important to think about it except in moments similar to the one then. And it was like that with most pithy
remarks I found. Life had a way of bringing them to mind
when they fit and it felt good to have learned something
that was true again at least for a time.
And there certainly were a lot of negative thoughts in
that time. There were very few people fully supporting
me and of those people only Jenny had smiled to me after reading my darkness in Growth and Form and I felt
in some regards I didn’t know what to do and in other aspects I knew I should just continue. I spent a lot of time in
those days listening to the current (though I later learned
it had been released some years prior) Lonely Island album and I thought it really was perfect and It helped me
get to a better place. Music always brought me to a new
place and those days I had to consciously distract myself.
I guess that was the price of living life in your own way
and it was ok.
The night before I flew to Texas to meet Michelle I felt
really good going to bed exhausted from working all day;
it’d been a couple months shy of a year since I had felt that
and been that way. I hoped it would stay.
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On the Boeing 717-200 I took from Atlanta to Houston, I started reading Burroughs’s Naked Lunch and I felt
much better about my own writing. Such a strange journey this all has been for me, floated through my mind and
I knew it was really just the start. I felt unhindered by
everything at the moment and I planned on continuing
along this path until I ran out of money and I knew that
there was a chance that would never happen and even if it
did I wasn’t certain I’d stop writing. I’m not sure I could
and there were many moments in those days when I hoped
the value I had to offer was recognized, at least enough so I
didn’t have to worry too much about what I ate and drank,
and where I slept. And my mind flitted to the unexamined wife and kids I still had in mind and then to Marla.
She didn’t occupy too much thought those days and I could
still picture her thoughtful countenance and the times she
looked perfect and I would like to say it had more to do with
what she was saying and there are ten seconds of her face
burned into my mind in ways that shouldn’t mean as much
as they do and they did and I was ok with that.
I would have to wait and see what waited for me in
Marla and I was really happy to be on the road once I
reached Houston. Michelle was new to my life as well and
during those days together I was certain we’d shared a lot
and I was also fairly certain we were looking for different
things from the trip and I caught myself speculating and
stopped it right there. I barely knew Michelle and was
happy to get to know her in the way we had planned. I
badly wanted to tell some stories about her and I and I
didn’t for a time and only because I know I hadn’t learned
how to be a writer and I hoped one day I could write without talking about writing and I wasn’t sure I ever would,
and I hoped one day I could write more than the things
that happened and I wasn’t sure I ever would and if I did it
would happen so gradually no one would notice and even
if they did, nothing would change. Stories were stories,
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and the best ones felt like they happened, it didn’t matter,
truth was perspective.
Even after spending the night in Houston my mind
would still spend much of the time in the dark. I didn’t
know it very well, Michelle’s darkness, and I think it was
close to mine and I felt at times similar to when I was with
Stefano at Les Affiches one block east of Piazza Novona in
Rome. His perspective on women was flawed and his conviction was disarming and I heard what he was saying
and it was really close to me and I was happy to have seen
the film Barney’s Version and Stefano said the book was
worth reading and I thought I might and I still may and
in those days I had to take the opportunity to write whenever I could and I wished I could be writing all the time
and I was. It was just the matter of putting the pencil to
the page, a small one really, and that was quite a new craft
for me, at least the studied, disciplined version of it that
came to me at that time in my life.
I thought of Alba then and more about how she had
been on my mind much more than she had been in the
weeks prior. The kind of these thoughts felt strange as
well. I said something to Michelle as she was driving us
from Houston-Hobby airport to some Vietnamese spring
rolls and tofu and I wasn’t certain in the days that followed if I remembered it correctly and it was something
to do with happiness and how I knew at the time that I
was going to be really happy and right then I wasn’t even
close to how happy I was when Alba was to be my wife and
we were going to change the world one tomato at a time
and I was going to have a PhD and a couple little ItalianAmerican tater-tots to call my own and share with me love
and beauty. I wasn’t as happy then as I had been and
that bit which my cousin Sabina communicated in tears
to me at the train station bar in Vicenza seemed so true.
She hadn’t taken any thing from me and I still felt a huge
loss about it all and then there were moments and smiles
where I felt I had gained so much.
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Those days were filled with good parts and bad in comparable amounts and I always started each day falling
asleep content and awakening anxious which was far superior to how it was before with content not having much
space to live. And the bad parts then were still so beautiful, so I didn’t see a problem with it all and still did
feel mildly concerned and what else could I really do at
that point? I had allowed my mind certain liberties which
were irresistible and I don’t think I could go back unless
I wanted to and I couldn’t imagine ever wanting to. From
my walk through the back end of Trastevere, The role of
the artist is to make the revolution irresistible. And I believed it was a very true epigram and Douglas said that
was always his favorite part of Rome and he knew about
such things and many others, and I realized how vague I
was being and I hoped you would appreciate the scaffolding I had built for you to hang your darkness and light. I
hoped I was doing ok for you and I really did write with
specifics in mind and I thought I gave you enough to walk
the path and have a conversation with me and I knew
that’s all we could do and I don’t know if I wrote and tried
to make you see through my eyes if I could and maybe
someday I would and for the time I was content playing
with you in this space. I was working on process, Steven
told me at the pub at Cape Anne Brewing Company, and
maybe I was really just writing for myself, and it didn’t feel
that way most times and some times it did and the lyrics of
Sensible Heart, a City and Colour song, were haunting me:
I get so distracted by some people’s reactions that I
don’t see my own faults for what they are. . . At times
so self-destructive with no intent or motive but behind this emotion my sensible heart. . . See I’m no
king. I wear no crown. The desperate times seem
over now and still I weaken somehow and it tears
me apart. . . But I hope to learn as time goes by that
I should trust what’s deep inside burning bright, O
burning bright, my sensible heart. . .
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and I when I wrote the lyrics they felt flat and uninspired
and I wasn’t sure I was saying what I wanted and I thought
you had to listen to Sensible Heart to know what I wanted
to say about it and I hoped some of you would and would
understand. It was all there, if you listened and there
really wasn’t much more to say about it and I thought
then of the Monday night Annie and I finally spoke again
at The Rhumbline’s Open Jam. At one point watching
Chris explore his new baritone guitar I could see his art
and I could see Annie could see it too and she looked cute
as she searched for the words to connect us and how we
were experiencing Chris’s expression and she focused on
an external—the uniqueness of his lyrical delivery—and
it seemed she knew that fell much shorter of her intended
expression and before she could say more, I touched her,
laying my left hand on her cheek, fingers just grazing her
nape and I spoke into her ear, brushing her hair away
with my nose and resting my beard on her cheek. There
were no more words necessary, he was saying it all. And
then I thought Chris played without a filter and that’s the
beauty we both saw. The sounds and scenes playing out
for us were just as they were for him at that moment and
I thought about a scene Kerouac painted in On the Road
and how I now knew what he meant and when I first read
it I hadn’t been sure I would be able to recognize it when I
saw it and now I knew I could and I was again so happy to
have come back to Gloucester that day and touched Annie
that night.
I had left Nashville after eating shitty Italian food in
the indoor river-walk inside the enormous hotel in Opryland at 1 PM the previous day, drove all day and night
and morning until I reached Astoria around 6 AM, hugged
Michelle goodbye, walked to the last stop on the Q, booking
my BoltBus ticket before the train went under the river,
got out at 34th street, Herald Square, walked passed Macy’s
and saw Old Navy would be open twenty-four hours a day
until Christmas, in case I needed a pair of flip flops or
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something, didn’t buy breakfast, but drank the one of the
two waters Michelle threw in my bag at the hotel in Nashville,
got on the bus and fell asleep through most of the breakdowns, walked from South Station to the outdoor T entrance, redline one stop and the pathway to the greeline
at Park Street, to North Station and the Commuter rail
to Rockport at 2:20 PM, more sleep and thoughts and I
walked home the same two miles I’d walked before and I
always had interesting thoughts on my way to and from
the train station and I knew then I decided to come back
to Rockport instead of staying an extra day in New York
with Michelle, sleeping there and rushing her back to New
England because I really wanted to be there, and I really
wanted to go to out to the bars on Monday nights and that
day I didn’t sleep when I got to my room on Oakes Lane
and I spent some time being alone and it was refreshing
and depressing as it usually was, and when I was feeling
better I decided to go to the brew pub and see if Kaitlyn
was working. It was time to connect to her, I felt, and I
knew that night would be a good one.
I arrived at seven with plans to leave and pick up Cynthia and Scott at eight. A girl new to me was tending
bar, and it was unusually crowded, I thought at the time
and was unnerved for a few seconds as I came to terms
with my new seat at the end of the bar near the register, a place harder to hide and I was confident I could still
and would still write there. I thought I noticed Kaitlyn, a
waitress tonight, wearing a fun, colorful winter hat with
ease and I liked her for it, even if it wasn’t her and it was
her and she smiled at me as she washed her hands below
the bar in front of me, and I thought now how the actions
would seem much different if the bar wasn’t between us
and I knew that thought was dirty and I was fearful people would think I was dirty toward Kaitlyn and I didn’t
want to be. Kaitlyn washed her hands five times I noticed
that night and when she washed her hands the first time
for me she smiled and hello’d and found something to say
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to let me know she was tuned to me in whatever way she
could be; I didn’t let people tune to me easily at first and
then I made it too easy, I thought, and if they could tune
when it was hard, I was impressed and if they could tune
when it was easy, I was happy, and if they couldn’t tune
quickly thereafter I was bored and I thought of Michelle
and then how she had said I could use her name and then
after reading some of my work stopped herself from saying
she was a bit afraid to be a part of it all and the truth was
it didn’t matter. Everyone was a part of it, always.
That same night I spoke with Scott and he kept it real
and called me out on saying shit like“as I wrote in my second book” and I had a great laugh about that and who
I had become and when it had become ok to think and
say what I thought and said and it was really funny to
me for myriad reasons, some which only I would understand and I knew I would still say things like that at times
and I would pay better attention to how I used them. I
didn’t need hubris surrounding my accomplishments and
my pride could be for myself and the truth was you didn’t
need to quote yourself; whether I wrote it down, said it,
or thought it, it was mine and that was implicit in what
I was saying and I also thought maybe Scott was used to
how I’d been and was trying to keep me there and maybe
I was somewhere else. Either way, I did feel that night
and at other times that as a writer my aim was to record
aspects of the human condition and the only first hand
experience I had was my mind and the impressions it received from the world. In this regard, and all others, I
could only write what I had seen and been and thought
and heard and I could only write of whom I had been impressed. The only other experience of the human condition I had were books, films, plays, television, et cetera,
and these were all second-hand accounts of the human
condition, by some other artist, and I had a feeling that
the people in that artist’s life were just as aware, some of
them at least, at the portraits being painted of them and
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there were always people who liked this and there were
always people who did not and then their were the people
who didn’t read your work and it didn’t matter to some of
them either and all these types of people weren’t the ones
I wrote for. It was always for the few who would appreciate
it and get something from sitting down and reading what
I had to say. I wrote for them and maybe you, if you’re
one of them.
Then one afternoon, after transcribing my manuscript
for my second book at The Lone Gull Coffeehouse, I wrote
on my iPhone for the first time since I was at Caffé Arpino
with Eva and Clelia outside Alba’s flat in Bra, the last
night she was in town and when Jessica and Alex had been
in a serious situation. I did at the time like some aspects of
it and it did still feel very rushed; it was too easy to write
without thinking and I still continued to typewrite for a
while longer because I still felt like writing and I had not
much to say and at those times it was easier to just type
what came to mind and I knew this wasn’t fair to writer
or reader and I thought I should spend some time editing
Growth and Form, at least that was typewritten to start
and I felt comfortable molding it at that point.

Act Three.
It seemed too soon for it and I started a new part to try
to say something about something else and it was in those
days more than any others before when I really learned
how to drink and it was easy to do so. The atmosphere
surrounding booze was always charged and the thoughts
of a pint made writing easier similar to how the thoughts
of smoking a cigarette made me have to shit. Palvov’s Dog
was a metaphor for the human race and I was pretty certain the whole world could be seen with clarity through the
lens of stimulus-response and many things would make a
lot of sense and many things would seem much less interesting and unique and that happened when you thought
in systems and clicked into a more encompassing one. The
beauty was in the system itself and I could only really feel
that way sometimes. On the whole it felt better to smile
around other people and spread cheer and days passed by
fully noticed and it felt like I was living a long time and
I had noticed that my best times were those times spent
writing or being with others. My times alone were useful
for certain and they were for the most part filled only with
islands of joy sitting in turbulent sea; I spent hours directing my small ship through the waves and wash and to the
beautiful shore trying my best to observe the stars above
and chart a course back. Some day I would return to these
places and some places I would never find my way back to
and some places I would never find, drifting by like two
ships passing on a foggy night and I thought how in some
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ways it was easier to travel by submarine and if you did it
was harder to see the stars with the ocean above and you
had to travel by trusting your instincts and your vessel and
maybe this was just the thing to try to do and I realized
I did think in systems and it was beautiful to have these
moments too. It made life livable to have go-to systems to
help you make sense of the details of existence and thinking of systems came in many ways and the systems were
typically useful if only for a few moments and some were
useful for many more and it was only by trying to apply
them to yourself and others that you could find the ones
that were most helpful to think with. Life was perspective and it helped to know a good optometrist and I knew
a few great ones and a great number of amateur ones and
I was always pretty good at making glasses myself, even
if at times people thought they looked funny, I could see
clearly some things with them on and it was only later in
life when I began to take stock in my collection when I realized how many choices I had and it was hard in some
ways to choose and there was the fact that if you didn’t
choose, you still have a pair on and I thought this had good
and bad parts and with some things it was always better
to choose and even not choosing was a choice and I liked
to know why only in regards to the things I did and that
was only for me. It was important to understand yourself;
your thoughts and actions had a source. On many occasions people I knew tried hard to understand the volitive
source of others and it was hard to do and they didn’t understand their own source and neither did the others and
everyone got confused and there were problems and that’s
how it went with problems. Everyone hankering for and
about externals and only pretending to be self-centered
pretending not to be and their self was always centered
around others and I thought mine was too and in a different way and I thought it was better, my version of selfabsorption, and I really had no way to know other than the
lack of problems I perceived to have and I really thought
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I didn’t have problems at that time, and was thankful for
my glasses.
The thing I came to realize shortly after was that I did
have problems, a lot of them and serious ones and not the
ones for which I could receive general advice. My problems
involved intimately my mind and everyone in my life and
it was slow to get the two to be comfortable with each other
to varying degrees and I did decide as a guideline to act
as if there were no problems in all cases and this did have
a strange effect. It seemed to me when you acted without
intention and only focusing on your moments and making
them pleasant for everyone involved, the world generally
joined your mood and there was a set of individuals who
chose to write their own story about you and really what
could you do but write your own story about them? If these
individuals wanted to make your motives and put themselves behind your scenes, what could you really do? It was
their choice to perceive you as they wished and the best I
could do for everyone was continue to exude goodness and
understanding and try to keep my head above water long
enough to shout my message and hopefully the fact that I
was drowning would excuse my need to shout and I knew
it never would.
Someone once said the medium is the message or something like that and I couldn’t then deny it and I wasn’t a
good enough artist to understand how to use it and some
day if I stuck with it I would and I was hopeful.
The return of passion was welcomed even when it was
forced and it seemed to be that way often with passion:
The discipline to produce even in the face of doubts and
uncertainty and lack of motivation and energy. Passion
was a hot sun fueling the center. Reaching for the stars
was not about reaching them—if you did you’d get burned.
It was about having a set of guiding lights and a fire to
fuel you.
I was glad in these moments to understand a bit about
thermodynamics and I made certain to link my engine to a
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screamin’ hot heat source and a colder-than-ice heat sink,
and the former was easy to find at that time in my life as
it had been at all others and the latter was damn cold and
burned just as much to touch. I recognized I was neither
source nor sink, the engine itself, and I tried my best to
keep my hands and my arms and all my other extremities
inside to keep them safe with me on the journey.
And there were moving parts, many of them, and toxic
fumes and fluids and all sorts of dangers to keep aware of
and guard against and at least you know where you stood
in the center, the engine, with yourself there and the world
moving around you, relative to you and you were perfectly
still when you could be and you were tossed with the road
just as much for the time being until you learned how
to throw your weight around. Strength was more about
knowing how to best use what you had and it didn’t seem
to be about the allocation of resources. Heroes succeeded
at this. Villains typically gave too much credit to their resources and didn’t spend time learning to use them and
they lost in our fantasies, always, at least for a time, until
they themselves became heroes.
The problem we all have with heroes is we seem to
credit their win to their absolute power and we can’t relate
because we seem weak to ourselves. Heroes feel weakness
too and don’t take it into account is all. The task is too
big to allow such thoughts to control. A hero first wins
his mind. Then the world. Then the girl. It can’t happen otherwise except by accident and it will be fleeting in
these cases.
So at that time I set out to control my mind in every
regard, then I could focus on the world and maybe even the
girl. Then one day I realized I could make it all up.

Act Four.
I had lived with Dean for many years, beginning in college
and lasting on and off through most of our twenties and it
was a sad day when a best friend for much longer than
even that would not be excited for your presence. A cup of
coffee too much to bear and all I really wanted to do was
have people help me. I’d never asked for anything and
at that time I just needed support and I couldn’t understand how I would come to be boxed out so hard by Dean
and even harder by Craig. I felt that Craig’s girlfriend,
Sharon, was the instigator and of course Desire would join
the party and bring Dean along. I could understand their
position I guess and I still couldn’t understand why the
girls cared so much. Eileen had gotten over it, and it was
about her, the thing that started it all. That last bit is
probably not entirely true, and I do think Eileen still had
a better time making fun with me than many other members of our friend circle.
I couldn’t believe Dorothy dropped me so hard, but she
always was the first to jump ship and try to swim for herself and most of the ships she abandoned weren’t sinking
and that was true now too. The best part: She defriended
me on Facebook. Quite risible in many regards and I was
somewhat excited to use that bit in public more often and
I did then just realize how wrapped up in it all I had become and it was fun, to be involved in some drama. It
kept it interesting and I really didn’t give a shit about any
of them much anymore. The Boston crew was a headless
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blunder operating under the illusion of friendship and nobody really liked each other much and I’m not sure anybody realized it. Hanging out was always an effort and it
seemed people rarely paid attention to each other and I
felt so distant.
I wanted feedback and someone to tell me I could do it
and everyone decided not to give a shit about Growth and
Form and I guess whatever, and holy shit, nobody cared
and those who did decided not to like me about it.
Maybe I expected too much and I really didn’t think I
was. It was hard on days where I sought approval and I
guessed I should spend some days finding fiscally rewarding things to write about. I should also buy a printer so
I could edit my work on paper. My Last Twelve Camels I
should shop around and maybe started pitching as a quitsmoking aid. Fuck, it seemed to work for me for many
reasons and I was happy, deeply, whenever I didn’t smoke
or when I did eat well.
It was so nice to be satisfied with little and focused
inward. Those days I did spend all day most days thinking
in some way or another and I did have to learn how to edit
and a big part of me didn’t want to because the stream
was important to the truth of it all and I knew I would
give My Last Twelve Camels a serious edit; I always had
the original words so I might as well.
I also thought that day I could write a shitty book for
Urban Outfitters—I couldn’t believe the garbage people
would pay for. That’s what the internet was for. No need
to waste time, space, resources, and money, printing, selling, and buying it. And it was whatever, what was there to
do about it all? Nothing. Nada. I just needed to sell something and I thought I had something of value.
Ah, that’s what felt shitty: No one seemed to value
what I had to offer. Maria did as did Michelle and I wasn’t
sure I could love them then or ever and it didn’t have much
to do with the fact that they both liked my anus and there
was that fact. It was hard to kiss them before that and
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damn near impossible after, it had to be. Ugh. Yack. I appreciated and I wouldn’t go so far as to say I encouraged
it and that was just my perspective. It did feel awesome
and I was happy to have met those two at that time in my
life. And Maybe I should have given them both more of
a chance and I knew that was wrong. I gave them both
a chance and it just didn’t work and Michelle still liked
me, for the time being and Maria was furious with me to
have exposed such personal things and I think she did feel
stupid when she saw that my writing had allowed her to
fantasize the scene and I hadn’t really said anything really
personal. Really.
Everyone who reacted externally or internally had a
different reaction than the one I wanted. I guess I really
just wanted my friends to be honest with me—to just be
straight and honest—and it didn’t seem anyone was, or
felt like talking to me about it. And I wished and hoped
it wasn’t this way and I knew it was the case because I
thought it was if for no other reason I knew there was a
lot of talk about my behind my back and maybe Craig too
need to grow up and realized that he shouldn’t be offended
by my words and actions. No need to defend. If his position was strong, my dumb comments would be just that
and maybe me shitting on Sharon a bit was because I was
jaded and more likely I saw it was because of the ugly I saw
and he wasn’t ready to see and why was everything new
so beautiful and everything familiar such a forced chore
and full of ugly? And that was never the case before that
time in my life and seriously, fuck Dorothy and Sharon
and in some ways Desire as enabler. I couldn’t believe to
all my closest friends I couldn’t talk about the one thing
that mattered to me and made me feel content.
Maybe I did at the end of it all like to rant and I don’t
know if that was a problem. I was recording—stop talking
about writing; nobody gives a shit about your stupid life
and stupid problems.
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It was easy to not have problems and I didn’t need support from individuals who didn’t want to give it. I actually
had no idea what I needed from individuals. From society
in general I wanted some money. I thought my writing
may have a nitch and maybe I should just let it be there.
Why did I feel so wrong editing Growth and Form? It was
documenting me, and people hated it. Hated me. That
was my problem.
I had the good grace of all, was fostering a relationship with Eileen and Marla and now it was all in jeopardy because I was ugly and I guessed I was just learning
where everyone stood and maybe it wasn’t right to hold
that against anyone. It was their choice and you made
yours too. And Craig could suck my dick for letting Sharon
take control of his mind. I wouldn’t shit on him for this.
I wouldn’t. I don’t think I would. How could I? I was so
fucking confused at that time and really I didn’t want to
worry anymore about the stupid shit. I could write without any of them. I had before and always. It was a matter
learning to put the work down for long enough to be critical of it and in other ways to was about figuring out what
the main message really was and that’s why I had to stop
writing about me and why I never ever could. It was how I
learned about myself and that was important.
I needed to write short stories I think or more essays
like My Last Twelve Camels. I did always like the words
“Half of Sawyers’s American Spirit” and Sawyers’s cigarettes.
The question at that moment was did I feel like making
fun or flirt or focus? I wanted badly to desire anyone and
felt no strong pull in any direction and I think it had a lot
do do with the negative energy surrounding people when
I came near so that means it was mine, yes? I had the
negativity around me and I wanted to smoke a cigarette
just for me and I knew I couldn’t which gave me strength.
So would that bottle of wine I was to buy and the stories
I would get to tell. Quickly a mood could change and put
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you somewhere new and I never did know sometimes who
was driving. Where is my mind?
And in the time that followed, in the days and nights
ending 2011, everything did seem to change and I was still
surprised at the negative energy surrounding it all. I still
wanted badly to smoke a cigarette, focusing the negativity inside myself and not have it project out anymore. I did
think at times that I too was writing my own story with
Sharon. She did seem on more than one occasion to box
me out on the dnace floor and I couldn’t be certain it was
on purpose. There was still the fact she had yet to make
eye contact with me. I think I was just over the bullshit
of this group. Samantha said the nicest words to me after
reading Growth and Form and she gave me perspective on
Alba which was honest and true and had no other provenance than my mind and I knew she was right. She also
believed me when I told her I was quitting cigarettes and
made me feel strong, and I did think maybe I would smoke
one for myself and never tell anyone and maybe I wanted
to tell everyone.
I was tired of the bullshit and complaining and I felt
like I wanted to complain which helped me I think. I just
wanted everyone to have a good time and so did everyone
else and when I thought about it it was better. I really
wanted everyone to have a good time and the ways that I
stumbled in this regard were of a different kind than the
ways others stumbled and the result was the same: Only
few people had the fun they wanted and no one for as long
as they liked. Desires seemed the root and also fear.
I wondered if I should talk to Sharon today and just
make everything better. I didn’t know if I could. What did
I have to lose? Pride? Maybe I would look worse to others
and I don’t think that was it. I was just indifferent. I’d
rather it be different and I couldn’t control the story they
wrote. I could only give input and I couldn’t even be sure
I’d communicated it correctly. I was glad Ryan seemed
to stay out of things of which he was being placed in the
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middle. I now was disappointed with Craig in a worse way
than he had been with me. I could and would communicate with him and nobody wanted to communicate with
me about it all. Sharon—fuck it. Dorothy too. Eileen was
passed it. She, I’m certain, held on to some of it and she
wasn’t stupid enough to let it ruin her night. Sharon was
a stupid cunt. Spiteful, hateful, small, callow, and ugly
in her lack of confidence. She hated herself in ways that
made her hate me. She lacked control, so she controlled
Craig. Craig lacked something to feel passion for, so he felt
passion for her. Neither of them loved each other in any
special way. It was an ordinary love practiced perfectly
and effortlessly in tune to the pulse of the world.
Everyone I disliked in some way set expectations and
lacked perspective. I didn’t know how to operate, still, having no expectations and too much perspective. I couldn’t
tell if I was doing a better job than most and I felt inside I
was. I really didn’t want anyone to worry or have trouble
and I’ll say again: I really didn’t know at all how poorly
Growth and Form would be perceived, and I am hurt at
how it was reacted to and that my group of friends could so
quickly put me in a pile of not-the-guy-we-want-to-hangout-with so. . . fuck them. I didn’t need people like that in
my life. Unsupportive fucks. I needed positive people who
would like to see me, actually receive joy to see me writing
away in my little notebook. Would not judge, or if they did,
would choose to judge positively. Fuck fuck fuck Craig. Seriously. He’s such a bitch. I would not act the way he did
in this situation, ever. He’d been a lard and a drain and I
just had to accept his uselessness and in this case I wasn’t
sure he wasn’t hurting me outright.
I felt exposed and not because I had exposed myself but
because I had and everyone was talking behind my back
and no one to my face and that made me feel their ugly
had rubbed off on me.
I had not known so much beauty and so much ugly in
those days. Maybe that was the price of being aware or
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of living or of deciding to live differently. The better you
look, the more you see. I think I was ok without anything
and I think that included bullshit friends who couldn’t see
someone they loved reaching out to touch the world. And
that really is all I desired—touch some people in a big way
and Alba left me and Craig left me and Dean was leaving
me and it was all a bit waste of time and maybe I should
just hang in Gloucester and Cynthia and Samantha and
Eileen were around which I guess was worth it and I did
want to kiss someone at midnight and maybe it would just
be Diane and that was ok too. She was the bottom of our
group of friends because the group was full of shit. Desire
looked terrible without make-up on and Sharon was a refrigerator and both of them tried so hard to be attractive
and I hoped Craig would dump Sharon and I didn’t know
about Dean and Desire and just then I realized I had finally started to write things that people should be mad
about if they read it and up until this point I had written
nothing hateful or hurtful and holy shit did it feel terrible
to cause pain when you were indifferent.
Sharon and Dorothy always caused their own pain. It
was their perspective and maybe one day I could help them
see it. I think that’s why I chose not to bring it up. You
couldn’t teach someone who didn’t want to learn, and if I
could not talk to Alba, I could not talk to Sharon. It was
interesting, the effects of a huge loss. It made every little
worry seem like a waste of time or a chore and Cynthia
hadn’t said it just like that and what she said had more
to do with the follow-up loss surrounding you and carved
with the way your grieve and I could see how sage she really was and the fact that Ryan felt he could overstay his
welcome at the Mansion was ridiculous to me. Unfathomable. And I decided right then, I would not criticize
anyone behind their back or at least I would try it on for a
while. It seemed similar and was just gossip. I could use
the page to record my observations and how I felt, my perspectives, and I think I would share it with the members
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involved and try to limit the conversation to discussion of
them and me and how we did for each other. I could ask
Craig, “Are we cool?” “How can I be better for you?”“Do
you have an issues with my thoughts, actions, or words?”
or I could say nothing at all and abstain from the discussions, this time all together until Craig grew a pair and
spoke to me openly about what he was feeling. I wanted
to know what he was going through and I didn’t want to
know all the ugly being spoken about me, by him, I did
truly, I could and had to know what he thought and how
he felt about it all. I did believe we should be past this and
there was nothing more I needed to say or hear to get me
there. It was just a matter of them desiring my company
and decided to enjoy it and I know if I ever found out the
stuff Sharon said about me behind my back I would hate
her in such a big way and I knew I already did. This was
her projection and she needed to lay off me., cunt. Maybe
I was shitting on Sharon because I wanted to shit on Alba
and I don’t think that was true and I’m sure someone could
believe it and someone did at least for a moment.
I wanted to be somewhere with someone else that night
and I thought about Maria for a second and then about not
knowing where or with whom I wanted to be and I guessed
it had to be ok. I was projecting sadness and negativity
and shyness. I needed to be a source of light and inspiration. That was the issue. Yes!! My desire was always
to bring goodness and light and I was bringing darkness
and I wasn’t certain I was a good enough guide to bring
the people I loved through their darkness as I had and was
continuing to bring myself through mine.
And that night, on the eve of the new year, I found
much and again learned a lot about good people. I saw,
still, sadness in people and it wasn’t in me. I was going
to be ok, for certain, and so were many people I knew well
and not as well. I looked good and could see well and it was
easy to ask nothing of anyone.
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I did find it hard still to be in some social situations
charged with sexual energy and single individuals. I had
learned already how to behave well enough in terms of intimacy and touching and dancing with girlfriends of others and it was different unnecessarily with singles and it
was an awful lot of fund and I was so happy to be mentally and physically where I was at the time. I was confident, ferocious, and spry in most regards and good people
responded with the best kindness and I was so lucky to
share moments and memories with anyone willing to be
there. Nobody looked cool on a cellular phone, I decided
and I thought I would silence mine appropriately.
Sitting and writing I realized how comfortable my clothes
were and I was excited to not have to dress to a code for
a while and I was excited to get back to Rockport and
extremely happy to have spent so much time with Ryan,
Patrick, and Murry. Dean and I and Desire got to a good
place that night and I did feel it would slip backwards before it really moved forward and that would happen in
their minds and only in mine at the beginning of hang
outs. Craig and Sharon were a different story all together
and it was nice to not hear her stupid voice and dumb comments for a while, actually. She kept to herself really well
and there were only a few times I felt tension and she did
tend to keep the friends I desired less around and maybe
it was the cause of my feelings of rank or maybe it was just
the way it was in those days with those people and then
I thought of the Columbian girl Claudia I met in the first
hours of 2012 and then I thought I should see Marla soon,
the holiday was over and she was great to me then.

Act Five
Stay away when you encounter a man on his way to the
bottom. At times a man with nothing to lose is a valuable asset. When a man first learns to be bulletproof,
though, he is drawn to loaded guns and will stand in front
of anyone willing to cock the hammer and ease the trigger back. It’s hard to shoot a man or watch one shot if
you are unaware of his protective vest. Doc Brown was
safe Marty would learn only when he went back to the future. Relying on resources from his past, forgetting about
all the consequences except his own survival, Doc pieced
together Marty’s advice and saved his own life. At the bottom, with the choice to live or die and recognizing how
much he had left to do and how little it all mattered, Doctor Emmet Brown donned his vest and stood in the line of
fire as Marty watch on in horror and it was only shortly
thereafter when Marty understood and could trust Doc
again with his life.
My thoughts were quite negative at the start of the
new year and it was hard to trust and I was often afraid
in those days to write about it and I didn’t like feeling
that way and decided then to write anyway. Honesty was
paramount and there were times when I wrote things I
thought and didn’t feel and somehow I think it was still
honest. I believed I could see well and my doubts came
from the resistance of a few individuals and it wasn’t much
of anything. I also believed by continuing to act in ways I
felt were right I would attract individuals whose perspec297
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tive aligned with mine quite nicely. I hoped those I had
taken the time to love in the past would be among them
and I couldn’t help it if they weren’t. The aspect of the
situation which went unnoticed at that time was even if I
corrected some misguided perceptions, certain individuals
would find other ways to misunderstand and I didn’t have
the time, energy, or desire to change these people’s minds
in the ways which would have made a difference, even if I
ever could, itself a debatable task. I could see many moves
in the future and didn’t want to waste too many resources
early on; it was important to save something for the end
game and I was nowhere near that point.
I decided soon after the new year began to start to
mend broken bridges and see how it went. I knew there
was a good chance I had gone too far. I was ashamed and
proud of what I had done. I lost a lot and the gems I grew
from the heat and pressure of it all were so beautiful to
me. Of course many things changed form in reaction to
that same heat and pressure and most all of them were
ugly and lost. Regardless of anything I said or did, my
life continued to march forward in ways I never before expected and I strangely felt in complete control and completely out-of-control in varying degrees depending on a
number of large and small environmental factors.
Each day had to be a new day. Life seemed too long
otherwise. It was important to understand the future existed and everyday should be lived independently and the
type of thoughts devoted to the future were both necessary
and destructive in much the same way as with thoughts
of the past and these two types of thoughts were different in other ways which were beginning not to matter. My
mind was going and staying in dark places for great parts
of the day and my fear was linked to this. I thought I had
started to see the light in the darkness and then I thought
it must just have been a clearing in the woods, a patch of
the forest cleared of trees and brush and illuminated first
by the great fire which scorched the earth and then by the
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sun in the space cleared in the sky and it wouldn’t take
long for me to cross the clearing and it was safe when I
could still look behind me and see the bits of light through
the trees and as I walked forward the bits became small
and I knew if I turned around I would find the clearing
already unrecognizable and overgrown and I was stuck
deep in something I wasn’t convinced I could conquer in
the way I desired. I was still desiring and it was time to
start thinking hard about desire.
Loss I desired of to rid myself and it did seem to be
working. A side effect was the requisite expulsion of a
sense of gaining. It didn’t seem honest to reject loss, to
honestly feel like everything was only borrowed and could
be returned at any moment, and still feel good when you
gained anything. The beauty had to lie in the privilege of
possessing for some moments, the creation of memories,
and it was destructive to desire these moments again.
The confusion was in the how to plan a future and it
seemed to necessarily involve considering the past and I
had tried to plan a future, epically, and epically failed in
every ostensible regard to many people and to myself I had
succeeded still and I wasn’t certain I wouldn’t fail. Every single thing changed and this was true of thoughts
too. I felt strange trying to say something when what
I believed was constantly in flux and when the things I
was sure of absolutely for so long I was having a difficult
time trusting. I did trust myself and knew my thoughts
were valuable and if I was filled with sadness it had more
to do with disillusionment or maybe reillusionment and
I kept walking forward and there was nothing else to do
when you were lost and convinced no one was looking for
you in the right places and I did earn wilderness survival
merit badge and that was some years earlier when I was
a scout and this was just a metaphor and I seemed more
prepared having tackled a philosophy minor as an undergrad. At that time I couldn’t understand how philosophers
could think in ways they did, being utterly convinced of the
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way of some incredibly inconvenient aspect of the world
and still operate effectively in that same world and much
later I realized how difficult it really was to have certain
provocative perspectives.
I was convinced of the importance of moments and memories and for the time after my financee left I prepared
myself for this light and then in the time after I stopped
trying to love her I began to see this light and that was the
time I traveled by the wings of angels through Italy and I
learned how to find them in the States and that was the
result of the great fire and as I reentered the woods back
close to home I realized the importance of moments and
memories and soon after I stopped living in the moment
and my memories were of the conversations I had and it
was probably the result of my increase in writing.
I did think much more than I wrote and that could be
a bad habit for two reasons: 1. I should write more 2. I
should think less and I think the solution to both was to
write more and the problem in those days was what to do
with my writing and it was the same with myself. There
was no difference and maybe it was interesting to realize if
I turned my life in certain directions I could turn my writing there too and maybe it was bullshit and it was just
perspective. The value of my life had to be judged in my
eyes; my product, my work had to satisfy me always and
that was really all there was. I was willing to sacrifice
a lot if not all for honesty and consistency was always a
goal and I knew Gödel thought and I tended to agree no
formal system could be both consistent and complete and
Paul and I always did brush over the assumption life was
a formal system. It seemed easier to accept Gödel than
to strive for something so strict and possibly unattainable
and despite this thought there was a part deep inside me
which craved consistency and a different part craving completeness and these were desires as was the desire to not
feel these things as was the desire for content and as was
so much. Even if I rid myself of material desires, what
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was my desire to write and have people listen? Why did I
feel so compelled to do something? For a while I thought it
had a lot to do with children and my desire for family and
then I thought it had more to do with being with a women
with a bright smile and soft skin and the desire to make
me light and then I thought maybe I could be a monk, in
my own way.
For ten days I had fasted only consuming lemonade
laced with cayenne, saline solution, and senna and mint
teas and I wondered if I could fast my mind in a similar
way on my own in my own way. What was the value of
it? Maybe it was about really getting lost in the woods
and learning to be my own brightness. My biggest fear in
those days was the narrowing of choices not from the world
closing itself to me; it was the other way around and if I
cultivated darkness it would be hard to bring my light. My
found light required a similar walk through loss and disillusionment and this was scary for most to confront. Honesty was difficult in many regards and most absent from
thoughts of the self, in general, and how could my honesty be communicated to individuals lying to themselves
in so many big ways and I thought many times my honesty
could help them and I couldn’t sacrifice it even if it didn’t.
For fun and relaxation I could find a clan of people who
could see like I did, in some regards. I would also let my
courage inspire. I saw many who couldn’t let go of nothing they thought was important. If these souls could see
what I walked away from I hoped they would be inspired
and not further dishearten. Life really wasn’t all that difficult if you made the most important thing the most important thing. I needed to continue to be the center of
my universe, my own sun, and I hoped some overlapping
stars would burn hotter from my warmth and see clearer
from my light and I couldn’t be too concerned with checking progress or receiving light from other stars. This was
my life, my journey and it was beautiful. I had so much
love to give and I was prepared to give it away to everyone
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for nothing more than sharing a moment with me and giving me a memory. It was that simply always and it did only
feel like that at times. Other times it was hard not to feel
lonely and the trust I had was only in myself and I trusted
things about others and I didn’t expect and tried not to
desire reactions, attractions, attentions, or anything else
from anyone.
Love, strong love for another, I hoped would come and
it would take so much more than it would have taken with
her and our love was naive and without anything real holding us together it was easily dissolved and now every prospect
of love which wasn’t serendipitous and fleeting felt forced
and dishonest and I think it was just the way it had to
be in those days and I did hope it would pass and I did
hope it would only pass when I found a love which was
real and before that time I would be conscious and suspicious of distractions and moments which occupied more
time than the memory desired; these were infections and
disastrous and I wasn’t certain writing wasn’t just as bad
for the same reasons.
I had let myself go places I wasn’t certain were worth it.
Honesty was always worth it, I tried to believe, and I felt
it had to be ok to write about it. Maybe I just had to gain
different perspective was all and writing had nothing to do
with it. I had negative thoughts about the people closest to
me and maybe they were displaced and they were honest
and it was honest not to try and hide it. It was necessary
to peel back all the layers always with relationships and
it was so hard to know where the layers stopped. What is
the core? An onion only has layers and an artichoke has a
heart. What are we peeling with anyway? The metaphor
was now silly and I did realize the only thing which mattered was to be honest in all regards. When you tried to do
something, you were always trying. It was important to do
and be and the moment was important too and related in
a way I couldn’t quite see at the time and I simply trusted
its importance and was being and doing in the moment as
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much as I was able in those days. The mind was still the
only monkey to wrestle and it felt good, really quite good,
to know this and moments were so beautiful and exotic if
you paid attention.
I didn’t feel the need or desire to possess anything in
those days, members of the fairer sex and friends alike.
I did enjoy more than I considered healthy (and maybe
those were just Alba’s expression of Daisy’s words placing
themselves in a new context) the observation of women
in public. I found them all so beautiful and they were all
flawless and I wasn’t sure when if ever I could feel the need
to possess and affect such forms. They were always happier when I was still perfect too and we did differ in how
we defined perfection, mostly, and I had a hard time loving someone who loved me for all the reasons I wanted to
be loved and I had a hard time finding physical intimacy
with the women who loved me for all the reasons I should
be loved and I wasn’t certain it was too much of a problem in those days. I had loved three women exclusively for
long periods of my life and I loved them each as completely
as I could and each in a more complete way and the love
for each of them was so real and so comforting and until
I was complete and comfortable it would be hard to love
completely and I wasn’t certain if that was ok and it felt
ok to love beauty from a distance until I was more able to
take care of it properly. It was sad to destroy beauty and I
felt, I guessed at the time, I had been beautiful and beautifully destroyed and there were things I didn’t understand
of which I was afraid. One of them was a desire for intimacy in my own fucked up way and despite my apparent
honesty, something about being around the same woman
for too long had some meaning, from social communication, which I lied to myself and claimed to not understand
and it was more about not intending these messages and
truly not knowing how to not send them while progressing the relationships I desired to the places I thought were
full of pleasant moments genisising pleasant memories. If
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this was a reaction to the inordinate quantity of unpleasant memories I was responsible for maintaining in those
days, I didn’t mind. It helped to always find beauty and it
was as honest as anything else and I wondered then about
dishonesty and the mind and misunderstanding and the
fine line holding up the veil hiding our true beliefs and
how was it possible to have unthought thoughts be the answer to anything and how all we ever could do was combine
things we experienced to create news.
I had a thought about the end of civilization and how
faraway it needed to be to make my efforts worthwhile and
I wanted the answer to be if the world ended tomorrow,
my efforts would be worthwhile and I thought this meant
I had to release my work more regularly. It was possible
in those days with the internet and all to release within
minutes or seconds of real time if that was desired and I
waffled back and thought how great works were allowed to
take time and progress was a funny thing to me in those
days. Was it necessary for all humans to do something,
to make some impact? At one extreme it was impossible
not to: Everybody had a mother. At the other extreme the
world was going to end along with the universe and every living thing. Every life would end. To some Jesus had
died for us. For others he just died. For most everyone
else who was ever to live and had ever lived, it wouldn’t
matter or maybe it would. It is hard to know the influence of ideas when they infiltrate a collective mind and it
was silly to pretend everything mattered and it was silly to
pretend nothing mattered and it was important—in ways
I couldn’t grasp strongly—to figure out what mattered.
It’s still unclear and I do think at the time I was starting to believe how important the inner monologue was
to the human experience and it was difficult to express
the ways in which I had trained my storyteller. I honestly didn’t know the ways my thought pattern differed
from everyone else and a quick look around the pub convinced me of this even more and I wanted to know how
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everyone else talked to themselves and I didn’t know how
to know this, ever and I felt sadness and then I thought
I was at least trying to share my storyteller with anyone who was curious and maybe it was the best any of
us could do for each other and I knew that was part of
my purpose for acting: To be the best for as many people
as I could and I remembered how I wanted to internalize purpose. It was self-centered and not necessarily selfish and I knew then and previously they were different
characteristics and I was ok knowing I could change my
mind later if a different perspective suited me. It’s how
the mind worked: Thoughts appeared and some became
beliefs and some were tossed aside as bollocks and it happened quickly for some thoughts and much more slowly for
others and maybe there were a few thoughts which were
thought and immediately believed and never changed and
this had to be rare or rare in me.
I never had faith in anything other than myself and
this was an ok way to live at times. Every lifestyle had
sacrifices and the collection of things for which a person
would sacrifice was a proxy for something important concerning that person’s relationships with other people and
the world in general and it was so important to me, especially in those days, to understand and I had been for close
to a year acting in ways which required great sacrifices
and what I think made me continue along my path was
not that these sacrifices felt good—they hurt so much at
times and were what seemed like my only source of fear—it
was more that they were so incredibly easy to make. Hard
to deal with and maybe I was naive and was just too illusioned to see I could make different decisions which would
make my life easier and then I immediately thought how
easy my life was and how the only gut-wrenching part was
the process of self-inflicting self-analysis and I couldn’t—
could not—return to a less examined life. The examination was important and would change over time and seemed
so necessary. It made ok things like belting out Austin Lu-
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cas lyrics to “Go West” in hysterics, tears welling up and
falling down your cheeks whilst driving west to Lone Gull
Coffeehouse on a sunny Saturday afternoon after smoking
tea all morning and fornicating for an hour or so the night
before after smoking tea and and drinking and dancing
the dance and others all night after cooking and drinking
wine with new old-friends. And it made every other goddamn thing ok too.
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